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$1,000–$2,499
Grammy & Grampy
Grammy & Grampy in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Peter & Maria Dubois Foundation, Inc.

$500–$999
Equinix, Inc.
Gayle Barodofsky & Cavs Raffle
Mr. Tom Banks
Mrs. Margaret Gartland in Honor of Katie Gartland
Nancy & Dick Dietrich in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Nancy & Dick Dietrich in Honor of Austin Gallagher
The Equity Engineering Group, Inc.
Troy Turner in Memory of Mrs. Stephanie W Turner

$250–$499
Anonymous
Douglas Tabish
Friends of Ben Sosin
Granny and Opa
Grandma Mhenry Xo
Joseph M Tyler
Lil Bro Ahrav
M. H Rezaee in Honor of Jay Pabley
Mama & Papa Bear in Memory of Cindy Lou Doty
Miss Jennifer L Seme
Mr. Gregg Muresan
Mr. Major Harrison III
Mr. Matthew Wallace
Mr. Ryan Parker
Mr. Stewart Kohl
Ms. Anne S Mcfarland
Rebecca S Hegyes in Memory of Ann G Molyneaux
Russell Matthias
Sam and Alex Young
St. Baldrick’s Bake Sale
St. Baldrick’s Bake Sale in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Susan & Scott Brown
T.R. in Honor of Garrett Gulden

The Cooper Foundation
The Steinbrick Family in Honor of Jeremy Steinbrick
Todd and Mrs. H.
Tucker Ellis Lip
Uncle Jack & Aunt Gen in Honor of Katie Gartland

$100–$249
#Ward
Alex Burke’s Grandparents Mimi and Papa
Alicia Fanning in Honor of Roy K Greenberg
Alyssa M Mitchell, LLC in Memory of Mr. Leon Shon
Amamma and Thatha
Amira and Shelby Dietrich
Ann and John Molyneaux in Memory of Ann G Molyneaux
Annemarie Simpson
Anonymous
Anonymous in Honor of Jeremy Steinbrick
Anonymous in Memory of Grandma Sweesy
Anonymous in Memory of Maryalita Robinson
Anonymous in Memory of Mrs. Ashly Correa
Anonymous in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Anonymous in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Aunt Gini and Uncle Ferrett in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Aunt Kath & Uncle Rj in Honor of Jay Kelly
Aunt Marlo, Uncle Craig, Charley, Jane & Sammo
Aunt Marti
Aunt Terris
Avani Shah
Bank of America
Berger Nosanchuk Family
Bette Jo & Mike Feeney
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Bill & Sharon Moore
Bill Birchenough and Stacey Stingley in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Bill Dagg
Blackman Family Korea
Bob
Bob and Kathy Lawry
Bonbon and Dobie Obryan

St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Conquer Childhood Cancers
$100-$249 (continued)
Boulder Insight
Brendan Lynn
Carl Martin’s Mom and Dad
Cassandra Hunt
Cathy and Damian Bruschi in Honor of Raven Williams
Cedar Brook Group
Chris and Lynn Adams
Chris and Margeaux in Memory of Martha Hawkins
Chris and Noel Deviney in Memory of Marina Deviney
Christopher C Hayward
Connor Coate
Corey and Rachel Smith
Cyrus & Elizabeth Taylor
Daddi and Dadda
Dale and Tabitha Baker
Dan Fowler in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Danielle
Dave and Beth McElvenney
David and Lacey Watts in Memory of Judith L Watts
David Fainer in Memory of Steven Pollack
David Firth
David Henkel
Debbie and Charlie White
Deidre and Bob Blackman
Diana and Todd Ponsky
Diane Mcgrath
Dominion Foundation
Don and Toni Scherzer
Don Sebian
Doug & Tina Pucci
Douglas Kotte
Dr. Carol Toutant
Dr. Debra a Voulgaris
Dr. Jeffrey D Hord
Dr. Kevin Muise
Eileen Rogan in Memory of Danny Rogan
Ellen H Jones
Emily Hunter in Memory of Ruth Hunter
Eric Cohen’s Proud Aunt, Sherry Schwartz
Eric Kodish in Memory of Dr. Bob Arceci
Erin Baginski
Erin Levereaux in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Evan and Madeline’s Mom
Fadi Abbass
Fay Family
Francis Fungsang
Frank C Spevak
Friends of Elliot Pippin
From Your Cousin, Meaghan
From Your Cousins, Kayla, Jimmy and Ryan
Gade’s Grandparents Who Are So Proud
Gallaghers Expert Auto Repair
Gary Weber
Ge Foundation
Genny Lynn
George Eotvos
Grammy and Poppop
Grammy in Memory of Papa Maloney
Grammy Maloney in Memory of Papa Maloney
Grandma
Grandma and Grandpa
Grandma and Grandpa Schiavoni
Grandma Debbie and Grumpy Donn
Henry J Dew
Hingle Mccringleberry
In Memory of John H. Siroh
James B Moog
James M Schliep
Jan and Ted Taigen in Memory of Miss Louise Taigen
Jared Chase
Jay Rust
Jeanne Besand in Honor of Feldman’s Dad
Jen Abouezzi Rn
Jennifer Palumbo
Jerry & Connie
Jim & Pat Benedict
Joe and Debbie Walsh
$100-$249 (continued)
Joe and Sheryl Banks in Memory of Kathryn Cobbledick
Joe Tekus
Joel and Fern Simkoff
John M Kappus
Jordi Dave Iain & Cam
Joseph & Shannon Oddi
Joseph Murray Md
Josephine Wang
Josh and Sasha
Joyce Doyle
Judy & Jim Lambert in Memory of Mr. Mike Maloney
Judy Armington
Julie and Steve Toth
Julie Mallamad
Justin Kalman
Karen Kappus
Katie Stoltman
Kelli G Guhde
Kevin & Rene F
Kimberly & Tom Reott
Kristen Salata in Memory of Susan Wallicki
Kristie, Rob, Kaelyn, and Kolby
Kristin and Joe Martin
Lance & Lisa Stranger
Larry Wilson
Lee and Monica Ponsky in Memory of Arthur Landever, Phd
Leigh Quinn
Linda Raupp in Memory of William & Mary Mulrennan, Jr.
Lisa and Bill Welsh in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Lisa Vogt
Logan’s Team Sutton Support
Lori & Tom Cobbledick in Memory of Kathryn Cobbledick
Lucas Family
Luis Cabassa
Luke S
Lyn Anderson in Memory of Ann G Molyneaux
Lynn and Bryan Kaplansky
Malia Lewis
Marcella Frederick in Memory of Rose Bishop
Marcia
Mark and Kathryn Thompson
Mark Thomas
Mary and Paul Oleniczak
Mary Weck
Maryellen Brennan in Honor of Jay Kelly
Massillon Reott’s
Matt & Jillian Kunar
Matt & Michele Brown in Memory of Martha E Brown
Matt & Michele Brown in Memory of Michael F Poly
Matt Panella
Matthew Carino
Matthew D Vrobel in Memory of Terry Weck
Megan, Dinah and Toby in Memory of Arthur Landever
Melissa Smith
Mema & Pa Berner in Honor of Garrett B Gulden
Menish Gupta
Michael & Tina Todasco
Michael and Kathy Walker in Memory of
Mrs. Marty Deviney
Michael Heffern in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Michelle S Appel in Memory of Billy Redmond
Mike and Robin Rozsa
Mike B and Cindy B
Mike Pirnat
Miss Neko M Tien
Mo Lynn
Mom & Dad
Mom and Dad
Mom and Dad in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Mom and Dad West in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Mom, Dad & Yaya and Papaou!
Mommy and Daddy
Mommy and Daddy in loving memory of Papa,
Grandpa Hagan, Aunt Lisa and Moira Wickes
Mr. & Mrs. William E. Welsh
Mr. Aaron Kelley
Mr. Adam M Fried
Mr. Andrew Schulak
$100–$249 (continued)
Mr. Anthony F Esposito in Memory of Mr. Anthony Esposito
Mr. Bryan Hegyes
Mr. Charlie K King
Mr. Connor J Adams
Mr. Dan Kerniskey in Honor of Mr. Dan Feldman
Mr. Don Cadman
Mr. Fritz Goretzke in Memory of Mrs. Maribeth Goretzke
Mr. Hardy Welsh
Mr. Indiana Blackman
Mr. Jack M Grinwis
Mr. James T Deviney in Memory of Marina E Deviney
Mr. Jan F Denman in Memory of Janis Richards
Mr. Jan F Denman in Memory of Judy Delor
Mr. Joshua M Steadman
Mr. Larry S Scherzer in Memory of Mr. Edward Venberg
Mr. Mani Venkataraman
Mr. Michael a Gamboian in Memory of Mr. James Vreeland, Sr.
Mr. Michael E Manning
Mr. Mike Bunning
Mr. Miles D Molyneaux
Mr. Neil C Stormer in Memory of Rakan Stormer
Mr. Paul G Gartland in Memory of Irene Gartland
Mr. Paul Higgins
Mr. Pep Llinas
Mr. Raymond J Negrelli
Mr. Richard J Scalletta in Honor of Mrs. Stacy Reott
Mr. Sean D Bodkin
Mr. Shawn Li in Honor of Dr. Joseph Carter
Mr. Timothy Woods
Mr. Todd W Palmer in Memory of Scott Palmer and Arden Palmer
Mrs. Allyson Reid
Mrs. Ann B Beyer
Mrs. Anne F Bachmann in Memory of Luke Ungerer
Mrs. Beth March
Mrs. Carol B Taylor

Mrs. Charlene H Cornell
Mrs. Ellen Bradley
Mrs. Heather Leedy
Mrs. Hilary a Anderson
Mrs. Jamie Silver
Mrs. Joyce M Irvine
Mrs. Julie E Walker in Memory of Mrs. Marina E Deviney
Mrs. Karen Ruppe in Memory of Mrs. Marilyn O’Neill
Mrs. Kathleen a Skettle in Memory of Anthony J Skettle
Mrs. Kathleen Gill
Mrs. Kathy M Shadid
Mrs. Laurie Pogel
Mrs. Lisa M Nedley in Memory of Carter Nedley
Mrs. Maureen Matthias
Mrs. Shannon M Sonnhalter In Honor Of All the young children fighting this horrific disease - Alway Believe! You are all superheroes!!!
Mrs. Susan D Shyne
Mrs. Susan E Martin
Ms. Amy L Geisler
Ms. Brenda S Bagby
Ms. Christina Breen
Ms. Galen Schuerlein
Ms. Kristine Bryan
Ms. Linda C Raupp
Ms. Marilyn Polan
Ms. Megan M Fitzpatrick
Ms. Ronna H Kelly in Honor of Quincy Lodge
Ms. Shannon Larsen
Ms. Sue a Van Sant
Ms. Swati Vig
Ms. Traci E Hlafka
Mui Construction Llc
Nagymama in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Nana & Dale
Nancy S James
Nicholas and Mei Mei
Nimble Services Llc
Norman and Margot Prokop
$100-$249 (continued)
Papa and Dopa
Patricia Chorney
Piyush Jain
Priti and Prasanth Nuthakki
Rachel Mann & Sylvie Crowell
Reilly Dean
Ricchetti Family
Robb Brown
Robert E Kennedy
Rohan Jhaveri’s Mom and Dad
Ronald L Simkoff
Rose Heathcote
Sam Shah
Sandi Barrett
Sara and Benjamin
Scharfstein Family
Scott Imka
Sean & Kim Rogan in Memory of Mr. Danny Rogan
Shawn M Mallamad
Simone Quartell & American Girl Doll
Skettle Electric, Inc. in Memory of Anthony J Skettle
Smith Family
Sophie’s Grandparents in Memory of Brian Kuklinca
Stacey Zahler in Memory of Elena Sanchez
Steven Rosen
Suzanne Aral-Boutros
Sydney Lynn
Tabor Family
Teresa S Hart
The Bauer Family
The Berglund Family
The Bouskilas
The Busta Family
The Dawson-Townsend
The Doherty Family
The Dyer Family
The Gertsburg Law Firm
The Hammond Family

The Labovitz Family
The Last-Minute Craig Dicht Fan Club
The Nj Landers
The Schuberts
The Shorr Family
The Smiths in Honor of Austin Gallagher
The Steven Family in Honor of Miss Megan M Merrill
Theresa B Hunziker
Thomas E Bruderly
Tim & Christina Nelson
Timmy Fitzpatrick
Todd & Holly Turner
Tony and Eddie Fatica
Uncle Brian
Wholesale Imprints Inc.
Will Taigen
Window Nation
Wyatt Sklarin
Wyoming Premier
Yard Sign Sales
Yogi Bear
Your Momma❤️❤️

$1-$99
2005 Junior Jacks
A. Kaye and Maggie
Aaron & Jennifer Steinmetz
Abbey
Abby & Kate Gray
Abby Delamotte
Abby Delamotte in Memory of Jacob Rago
Adam Holbrook
Addie Craft
Addison and Marin Timura in Honor of Owen Timura
Adeline, Wes and Emilia
Adri
Ailene Dargan Rn
Aimee Moffat
Aina Zebrauskas
$1–$99 (continued)
Al Sole
Alaina Assad
Alana Rezaee
Alex & Caitlin Walls
Alex and Susie Schmitt
Alex Burke
Alex Burke’s Grandparents, Mimi and Papa
Alex Mosher
Alex Zelin
Ali Schuler
Alice a Mccaffrey
Alicia, Chris, Liam, & Colin Cooney
All Sports Digital Media
Allison Saviello
Allstate
Alyssa & Brian
Alyssa & Don
Amanda Fischer
Amanda Kelly
Amanda P.
Amanda Swinehart
Amanda Ticconi
Amber
Amber M Malek
Ami Kelada Md
Amy
Amy & Michael Maloney
Amy and Phil Sisto
Amy Bouthilet in Honor of Nathan Byram
Amy Hammett
Amy Jung in Honor of Luke Albright
Amy Lapinsky
Amy Mcaree
Amy Mckee
Amy Sergo
Amy Simkoff-Wilson
Amy Speidel

Amy Waller
Andrea & Jason Boccard
Andrea & Rob Kusick
Andrea and Sandy Mclaughlin
Andrea White
Andrew Smith
Andrew, Meagan, Henry & Leo
Andy & Bonnie Neidus in Memory of Libby Mccune
Andy Berglund
Andy Gebby
Andy Webb
Angela Boron
Angela Parente
Angela Sotka
Angela T Sandor
Angie Sweet and Girls in Honor of Miss Aleigha Sweet
Anita Lembach
Anja and Lily
Ann Trupo
Ann W and Peter H Williams
Anna and Mike Cifranic
Annabelle Macejko in Memory of Joanne Culp
Anne and Daniel Miller in Memory of Brendan Ogg
Anne Sweeney in Memory of Maribeth Goretzke
Anne Wilson
Anne&Jeff Smith
Annemarie Grassi
Annie Mohns
Annie Safran
Anonymous
Anonymous in Honor of Jay Beyer
Anonymous in Honor of Mimi and Aunt Deb
Anonymous in Honor of Mr. Cooper Saa
Anonymous in Honor of Mr. Eric Cohen
Anonymous in Honor of Taylor Volach
Anonymous in Memory of Aunt Dot
Anonymous in Memory of Dan Feldman
Anonymous in Memory of Mr. Mike Maloney
Anonymous in Memory of Phillip Bethea
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$1–$99 (continued)
Anonymous in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Anonymous in Memory of Robert Mcnaughton
Anthony Cavallario
Anthony J Moy
Anthony Mcdavid
Anthony N Petrarca
Anthony’s Family
Anthony’s Mimi and Poppi
April Schnuck
Arlene French
Armstrong Family
Aryn Derryberry
Ashley Mivsek
Ashley Mueller
Aunt Barb
Aunt Becky & Uncle Dave
Aunt Berna and Uncle Remy
Aunt Bethie, Uncle Pfunk and Ellie
Aunt Bev & Uncle Rick
Aunt Carol & Uncle Walt
Aunt Chris & Uncle Bobby in Memory of Michael J Maloney
Aunt Christina and Uncle Andrew
Aunt Connie and Uncle Mark
Aunt Courtney & Uncle Tyash
Aunt Cynthia in Memory of Ms. Sharon M Pirosko (Scott)
Aunt Dawn & Uncle Andre
Aunt Dawn and Uncle Andre
Aunt Dee Dee
Aunt Eileen
Aunt Elena, Uncle Tom, and Cousin Tobin Clouser
Aunt Erica and Uncle Al
Aunt Erin & Uncle Jordi
Aunt Erin and Uncle Imjung
Aunt Gloria & Uncle Mike
Aunt Grace and Cousin Charlotte
Aunt Hannah and Uncle Sal Russo
Aunt Janet and Uncle Tom
Aunt Jenn, Uncle Pete and Your Cousins! in Honor of Shane Haddad
Aunt Jill and Uncle Ken
Aunt Kathy and Uncle Joe
Aunt Kathy and Uncle Robb
Aunt Katie, Uncle Derrick & Patrick
Aunt Kris and Nathan
Aunt Laura
Aunt Lauri and Uncle Tim
Aunt Lizzie and Uncle Mikey
Aunt Lynn & Uncle Joe in Memory of Kimmie Baker
Aunt Mary Ricciardello in Memory of Grandma Sue M Walicki
Aunt Me
Aunt Megan
Aunt Missy
Aunt Peggy and Uncle Steve Ecker
Aunt Rita and Uncle David
Aunt Ruth and “The Girls”
Aunt Sallie & Uncle Greg
Aunt Sandy, Uncle Michael, and Jordan
Aunt Sara
Aunt Shanon Kneidel
Aunt Sheila
Aunt Susy
Aunt Susy’s Friend Angela
Aunt Susy’s Friend Mary
Auntie Bev and Uncle Monte Carlo
Auntie Cori
Auntie Johanna
Auntie Lisa
Aunty Em
Aurora Martinez
Austin & Braedan in Memory of Arriana Martin
Austin R Gallagher
Ava, Ryan, and Lincoln Edwards
Avery Craft
Baker Family
Bama
Barb Montague
Barb Montague in Memory of Joan Morehouse
Barb Rosenbaum
$1–$99 (continued)
Barbara C Megery
Barbara K Smith
Barbara Seidel
Bauer Family
Becca Rice in Memory of Dale Crowley
Becka Rhee
Becker Family
Bella Leffel
Belongie Family in Memory of Jean Wankum
Ben & Henry's Mom N Dad
Ben & Rachel Wieder
Ben Plesec
Bert Kennedy
Bertha and Joyce McCall
Beth & P
Beth & Scott <3
Beth Brady
Beth Clyde
Beth Dery
Beth Hagesfeld
Beth Matt and Max Faiman
Betsy and Fred Skolaris
Betsy Race
Betty Gabel
Beverly Israel
Bill & Jane Walo
Bill and Ruthanne Heiss
Billie & Finnegan Ewers
Billy Beck
Billy Beck Grandparents
Biz's
Bob Adamson
Bob and Tina Borich
Bob Gambol
Bob Gross
Bob Richardson
Bonnie & Harlan Jackson
Boyd Family in Honor of Elena Carrillo
Boyd Family in Memory of Laura Mendez
Boyd Pethel
Brad
Brad Mcdonald
Brad Schwenke
Braden C White
Braedan Gallagher in Honor of Carolyn's Bat Mitzvah
Braeden Kozel
Bree Marez
Brendan Daly
Brian Allenick
Brian Caldwell
Brian Macejko in Memory of Joannne Culp
Brian Mccutcheon
Brian S
Briana Robison
Bridget Jablonski
Bridget Simpson
Bridget Stauffer
Brie Bourbeau
Britannia Building Company in Memory of Dan Feldman
Brittany Abel
Brooke and Evan Boyst
Brooke Baldwin
Bruce & Patrick McAllister
Bruce Lieber
Bruce McAllister in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Bryan Avery
Bryan Mcfadden
Buddenbaums
Buffalo Bergerson's
C and M Peters
Calanit Amir
Caleb Nehring's Mom and Dad in Memory of Caleb Nehring
Calvin Dempsey
Camille R. Mathes in Memory of Rochelle R. Fagalar
Candy Asbury
Capt. Dean C Seman
Capt. Sidney Bergman
Cara E Young
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$1–$99 (continued)
Caribrew Lou
Carla Carroll
Carly & Matt Eggleston
Caro Ziv
Carol & Bruce Williams
Carol & Martin Friel
Carol Kerr
Carol M Statham
Carol Martin
Carol P Warren
Carol Riley
Carole Feeney
Carolina Ramirez-Lawrence
Caroline Ahlborn
Caroline, Meg and Max Oakley
Carolyn Broering-Jacobs in Memory of Joel Broering
Carolyn Kilbane
Carrie Buchanan
Carrie Henderson
Carter Fry and Family
Caryl and Paul
Casie, Ben, Clara, & Brielle
Cassidy Lownes
Catherine Naughton
Catherine Weber
Cathy & Jim Harold
Cathy P. in Memory of Ryan Mcgeough
Catrina Otonoga-Shaffer
Cayden Speck
Cg
Chamot Family
Charity Mcdonald
Charity Riffle
Charla Barr
Charles
Charles Vann
Charlie and Zoe G.
Charlie Bright
Cheli Curran
Chelsea & Peyton Roth
Chelsea Gerken
Chelsea L Mills
Cherise Johnson
Cheryl & Ray Maxwell
Cheryl H O’Malley in Memory of Lisa Hagan-Berry
Cheryl Persanyi
Cheryl R Knopf Rn
Chip, Abby, Catie & Molly
Chopra Family
Chris and Mary Swift
Chris and Shelli Smith
Chris Bayman
Chris Dodson in Honor of Barbara Dodson
Chris Dodson in Memory of Barbara Dodson
Chris Gilbert
Chris Mekota
Chris Phillips
Chris Walker
Chris, Kerry, Micah, and Andrew
Chrissie Schmotzer
Christiane and Pierre Lavertu
Christina and Andrew Solic
Christina Tugeau in Memory of Dr. Steve Hughes
Christina Tugeau in Memory of Michelle Henninger
Christine
Christine Burleigh
Christine Gordillo
Christine Heath in Honor of Natalie Heath
Christine Kandaras
Christine Przybysz
Christine Renner
Christopher B Pease
Christopher C Hayward
Christopher Muller
Christopher Pelletier
Christopher T Ryan in Memory of W. F. Ryan
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$1–$99 (continued)

Christopher B Pease
Christy Clark in Honor of Navy Bishop
Christy Santarelli
Cindy Bowers
Cindy Huelsenbeck
Cindy Kellett
Cindy Young
Claire Feldkamp
Clara a Germani
Clare Dolan
Clare Taft and Jason Smith and Family
Clay, Kathy & Ryan Hall
Col, Dan, Henry, Graham & Jack Fitz
Colin Ressler in Honor of Caitlin Walls
Colin Richey
Colleen M Cowhard
Colm Dobbyn in Memory of Melissa Dobbyn
Comfort Environmental Company
Comfort Environmental Inc.
Connie Larson in Honor of Kyndle Ayers
Connie Stecson
Corrigan Family
Cory Martin
Courtney - Cavitch Familo & Durkin
Courtney and Michael Novak
Cousin Clyde, Aunt Sarah & Uncle Chris
Craig Dicht
Csepegi Family
Cullen Family
Curtis P Mclaughlin
Cyn
Cynthia Miller
Cyrus and Regina Smith
Dale Wuokko
Damaris Mrosko in Memory of My Dad Mwangi
Dan
Dan Chung

Dan Heintz
Dana and Andy
Dana Lancaster
Daniel and Amy Willey
Daniel and Jessica Lemon
Daniel, Nicolas, and Lucas Tcheurekdjian
Danielle a Becker
Danielle E Coverdale
Danielle, Matt and Emily Whitehead
Darcy J Lindner
Darlene & Bruce Mckenzie in Memory of Grant Mckenzie
Darryl Atwater
Dave & Julie Neal
Dave & Kitty Wagner
Dave Hickin
Dave Mac
Dave Page in Memory of Dan Feldman
David & Judy Ranheim
David & Kelly Keller
David & Margaret Modzelewski
David and Andrea Maher
David and Michele Franklin
David and Rhonda Allenick
David and Suzanne Hill in Memory of Marilyn Hill
David and Suzanne Hill in Memory of Reeti Hutchins
David Carino
David Erhardt
David Everest
David K Smalley
David Kirschenbaum
David Madave
David Mccormick
David White
David Widzer and Karen Loewy
Dawn
Deanna M Barry in Memory of Betty Lou Barry
Deanna Wuokko
Deb Fath
Deb G Peloso
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$1–$99 (continued)

Debbie a Gambatese
Debbie Groves
Debbie Hoffmann
Debbie Kendig in Memory of Dan Feldman
Debbie Landever
Debbie Mclaughlin
Deborah Franley M.D.
Deborah Warner
Deborah Warner and Michael Ungar
Deburrito
Declan Synnott
Dell and Lou Salza
Delores a Bartel
Denise & Steve Davis
Denise M Brosch
Dennis and Pat Kuester
Diana Dagg
Diana De La Rosa and John Adzema
Diana Swinehart
Diane
Dianne & Eric in Honor of Luca Mokotoff
Dianne Anderson
Diggins Family
Dollar Bank Foundation
Dominic Coletta
Dominic D Harrison
Don Dillilo
Donald Smith
Donna and Janice in Memory of Barbara Dodson
Donna D Mcclain
Donna Ferris
Donna M Hardy Johnston
Donna Miller
Donna Wilson in Honor of Tammie Arnold
Donna Wilson in Memory of Jack Stroh
Donna Winkelman & Tom Easthope
Dooch

Doris L Sheers
Dowe Family
Dr. and Mrs. Strauss
Dr. Angela R Logan
Dr. Angela Robinson in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Dr. Ann Schwentker
Dr. Arthur N Feinberg
Dr. Eve Mcpherson
Dr. Jay Shah
Dr. Jen Adamson
Dr. Jennifer Clarke
Dr. Jim Coviello
Dr. Katherine S Jackson in Memory of Grandma Jane & Grandaddy M Marvin
Dr. Kelly J Davidson
Dr. Kimberly Taylor
Dr. Laura a Gerak in Honor of All The Courageous Children
Dr. Laura C Block in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Dr. Lawrence K Lief
Dr. Leslie C Taylor
Dr. Margaret M Spoerl
Dr. Mark Rutman in Memory of Dan Feldman
Dr. Mary Catherine Beach
Dr. Michael D Ferrell
Dr. Michael Skerl
Dr. Nabanita Bhunia
Dr. Paul F Zachlin
Dr. Pilar E Castro in Honor of Skylar Scarnecchia
Dr. Rabi Hanna
Dr. Sridhar Pappu
Dr. Stephen Dombrowski
Dr. Susan L Eder
Dr. Tadas P Bartkus
Dr. Tony Tringhese III
Dr. Walter Boron
Duke, Shelly, Shane, Sara, Leah
Dunne Family in Honor of Jeremy Steinbrick
Dwayne and Janine Warner
Eamon Chanter
$1-$99 (continued)

Ed Deblock
Ed Zigman
Edith Onyeiwu
Efc
Efsa Neighbor
Eileen Rigler
Elaina & Braeden Kozel
Elaina Kozel
Elaine Bayless
Eli Wieder
Elisa Moulthrop
Elise Frisella in Memory of Maryjo Summy
Elissa, Mike, Olivia, Michael & Gabby
Elizabeth Brown in Memory of Mrs. Fran Geraci
Elizabeth Dahl
Elizabeth Hatch
Elizabeth Klein
Elizabeth Pim
Elizabeth Sterling
Ellen & Ed Weber
Ellen Barcus
Ellen Barrett in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Ellen Barrett in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Ellen Doran
Ellery Rabin
Ellie Balis
Elliot and Alex
Em
Emily Kerr
Emily N Hrisomalos Md in Memory of Meredith a Thomas
Emily Tuzson
Emily Whitman Realtor
Emma and Quinn Duns
Emma Vail
Enderle Wackerly Family
Eric Brandt
Eric Forrester

Eric, Michele, Zackary, and Linda Kubiel
Erica Chaffin
Erika Arslanian
Erika Fulkerson
Erika Greenberg
Erika L Peters
Erin and Andrew Spero
Erin M Feldman in Memory of Dan Feldman
Erin M Feldman in Memory of Dan J Feldman
Erin M Feldman in Memory of Daniel J Feldman
Erin Maxin
Erin Stonebraker
Eva Panza
Evette
Ewen Family
Faith Lanshe
Faris El-Khider
Farty Mcfartface
Fatima & Jay
Felice Acker in Honor of Tatum Schulte
Fellinger Family
Fin + Ivy
Findmybenefits.Com
Fiona Murray in Memory of Qi Liu
Florence Mclaughlin
Flores Farina Family
Formerlee Bacon Neighbor
Foss Business Solutions
Fr. Matt
Frank J Hoffert Jr.
Fred C Kerr
Frey Family
Friends of Asher
Friends of Billy Beck
Friends of Charlie King
Friends of Connor
Friends of Eric Cohen
Friends of Grace Frazier
Friends of Henry
$1–$99 (continued)
Friends of Holden
Friends of Isaac
Friends of Isaac V
Friends of Jack
Friends of Mario
Friends of San Howe in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Friends of Seamus in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Friends of Sean Howe
From Jackson and Lachlan - Great Job, Alex!
Furmans
G Wendt
Gabriel's Mom and Dad.
Gage Weingart
Gail Sharp
Gail Shirley Rn in Memory of Joseph Celie
Gail Williams
Gary & Amy Rogers
Gary & Yvonne Larkins
Gavin Plesec
Gayle Beyer
Geier Family
Genevieve Mcdougal
Genevieve Sowell
Geoff Wilson
George & Harry Tugeau in Memory of Tony Skettle
George and Missy
George and Vivian Gatta
George W Doherty
Gerald J Austin
Geralynn Szombatfalvy
Gg and Grampy
Gg and Pap Pap Miller
Gilda Zelin
Gina & Vinny Pacheco
Gina Bell
Glenn and Sandra Sharp
Goinny and Pappa
Grace and Jack Lewis
Gracie Laffey
Grady and Nora Belongie
Graham Borstein in Memory of Alexis Agin
Gramma & Grampa Richard
Grammy & Grampy L. in Memory of All Children
Grammy and Grandpa Goon
Grandma & Grandpa
Grandma & Grandpa Toth
Grandma & Grandpa Tringhese
Grandma and Grandpa
Grandma and Grandpa C.
Grandma and Grandpa Holland
Grandma and Grandpa in Memory of James and Doris Peron
Grandma-Grandpa Owings in Honor of Dominic Alexander
Grandpa
Grandpa David and Fran
Grandpop in Memory of Grandmom Lis
Granny and Papa
Grandpa
Grant Keilin
Grant, Elijah + Isaac
Grant, Elijah + Isaac
Grateful Wife of a Cancer Survivor
Grayson's Cousins Sofia and Billy Beseth
Great Grandma Hummer
Great Uncle Jim/Aunt Jan
Greg & Loretta Jolivette
Greg & Mary Nackley
Gregory Gilooly
Greller Family in Honor of Gabriella Madave
Greller Family in Memory of Aiden Welling
Grimes Family - Go Team Fernway!
Griswold Family
H.M. Ferraro
Hannah Feldkamp
Happy Birthday Holden From The Gallaghers
Harald and Tamara
Harding Middle School Friends
$1–$99 (continued)
Harley and Debra Littler III
Harper, Harrison and Erin
Hazel, Cormac, and Mathilda in Honor of Gaviella Madave
Heather Gantz
Heather Hajes
Heather J Deblock in Memory of Addison Mac Means
Heather Sprouse Jr. in Memory of Julia Nesbitt
Helen Sheehan
Helen Spanos
Helium Man
Henry D Turner
Henry Hunziker
Henry Starinsky
Henry Star’s Grammy Kim
Henry’s
Henry’s Grandpa
Henry’s Opa and Oma
Hilary Damaser
Hilary S Hodgman
Hokanson Family
Holmes Family
Howard White
Howarth’s
Hubbard Family
Hugo Posner
Ian Johnstone
Indiana Charity :)
Iris L Villoch
Isaac Molnar
Isaac Rivas
Isaac’s Grandpa and Grandma
J Patyk
Jack & Dawn Gardner
Jack & Erin Goldwood
Jack and Grace Lewis
Jack Camp and Family
Jack Edgerton
Jack Fink and Family
Jack Harvey
Jack Landever
Jack Lembach
Jack, Gianna + Andrew
Jackie Collesi in Memory of Kevin Ekeberg
Jackie Custer
Jackson E Fowler
Jackson Fowler Aka Jax in Memory of Sophie Hunt
Jackson Pethel
Jacob’s Grandparents
James B Moog
James Cullers and Family
James Fleming
James Miles
James Rubadue
Jamie & Genevieve Boyle
Jamie B Rindsberg
Jamie L Dalzell
Jamie Lizzini
Jamie Sullivan in Memory of Kathy Rentz
Jane and Joe in Memory of Fred Hazen
Jane S Mamer
Jane Wagle
Janet & Marcus Schoon
Janet C in Memory of Emma C
Jason and Ben Hidek
Jason and Tammy Gerber
Jay & Thomas
Jay and Ellen Joseph
Jay Bensusan
Jean C Reinhold
Jean L Rago in Memory of Jacob a Rago
Jeanette Trusnik
Jeannette Spada
Jeannie Fowler
Jeannie Roberts
Jed E Phelps
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Jeff Auletta
Jeff Meagrow
Jeff, Kara, Amelia & Julia O’D
Jeffery, Sheila and Eamon Schiffman
Jemma Barrett
Jen & Trevor Jones in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Jen and Tim Roth
Jen Pethel
Jen Steffancin
Jen Swirsky
Jenn Ballard
Jenna and Laura
Jenni Russ
Jennie and Doug
Jennie L Moore
Jennifer Blazer
Jennifer C Heinert O’Leary
Jennifer Dutiel
Jennifer Kiss in Honor of Owen Timura
Jennifer Lang
Jennifer Loan
Jennifer Musgrave Postma
Jennifer R Brzygot
Jennifer Riga Gangi in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Jennifer Smith
Jennifer Spurlock
Jennifer Thomas and Family in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Jennifer Vail
Jennifer Vinson
Jeremy and Diane
Jerilyn M Hagan in Memory of William T Hagan
Jerry Huelsenbeck
Jes & Art Sellers/Thomson
Jessica & John Wells
Jessica Beach
Jessica Gibbons
Jessica I

Jessica Lind
Jessie Wehagen
Jill
Jill C Stimac
Jill Cohen
Jill Corey
Jill, Drew, and Carolina
Jim & Cindy Crosby
Jim & Pat Benedict
Jim and Char Maxen in Memory of Brent and Brad Maxen
Jim and Teresa Haviland
Jim Angeles
Jim B Macko
Jim Harris
Jim Hartman
Jim Hawersaat
Jim Posch
Jim Riggs
Jim Trotier
Jimmy Dilella
Joan and Chris Moore
Joan Steinberg
Joan/Jerry Rehm/Schulman
Joann Hamilton
Jodie M Simkoff
Jodie Simkoff
Joe & Susan Trivisonno
Joe and Sarah Kuzma
Joe Berglund
Joe Dominick
Joe Lobdell
Joe Mendes in Memory of Sue Roth
Joe Minillo Rocks!!
Joe Vitale
Joel Eaton
Jo-Ellen Unger in Memory of Sammy Sommer
Johanna Malcolm
John & Tammy
John and Angi
Thank You
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John and Ann Klenakis
John and Deborah Peet
John and Pam Andrews
John and Sally Morgan
John Caldwell
John F Runion
John Moosbrugger
John Paglia and Family
John Schelich
John Schlegel Jr.
John/Melanie/Julia/Elena Hanusz
Jonathan French in Memory of Dan Feldman
Jordan Leitson
Joseph & Brooke Fischbach
Joseph & John Henry
Joseph H Mchenry Iii
Joshua D Meyer
Joshua D Meyer in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Josiah Sell
Jossett Tucker
Judith, Tim, Allie, Molly & Franny
Judy a Stewart
Judy Marazzi
Judy Reott
Julia and Ed Kleppel
Julia Howell
Julian, Josh & Lisa Berger
Julie Dalzell
Julie Gannon
Julie Mcmurray
Julie Namy
Julie, Jay, Luca & Sienna
Julie, Jay, Luca & Sienna in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Juls
June and Kenneth Feldman in Memory of Daniel J Feldman
Kaitlin and Anthony Palermo
Karen & Bob Tucker in Memory of Dan Feldman
Karen & Steve Reinhardt
Karen and Cary Seidman in Memory of Olivia Crowley
Karen Gallagher in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Karen Grealis
Karen I Macewen
Karen L Kerr
Karen L Werden
Karen Leeth
Karen S
Karen Yasher
Kari & Herb
Kari Peron
Kari Samuels in Honor of Piper Samuels
Karissa Dominick
Karl & Shirley Grieshaber
Karl Dickinson
Karla Eberhardt
Karla Morson
Karlee Westerburg
Karthik Kunchukuttan
Kate Abbey
Kate Briddell in Memory of Dan Feldman
Kate C Gill in Memory of Buck Creamer
Kate Pollock
Kate Stuart
Katharyne, Tom & Matilda Starinsky
Katherine Byrne
Katherine Davies
Kathleen Keller
Kathleen Kissane in Memory of Danny Rogan
Kathryn Davis
Kathy & Bob Allman
Kathy & Indy Blackman in Memory of Dan Rogan
Kathy and Steve Weck
Kathy Meagrow
Kathy Montemagno in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Katie Esteves
Katie Heiss
Katie Livingston
Thank You
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Katie O Smith
Katie Pace
Katie, Mike and Kendall
Kayla Harrison
Kayla Wellman
Kaylin <3
Kayt Demerchant
Kaz Winiarski
Keely Meissner in Memory of Jerry & Leigh Meissner
Keigh Aitch
Keira Mcintyre
Keith Kearney
Keith Wilson
Kelley Meyer-Howard Hanna
Kellie & Kevin
Kellie and Kevin Horter
Kelly a Smith in Honor of My Make-A-Wish Kids
Kelly Haggerty
Kelly Jablonski
Ken & Betsy Hegyes
Kenny & Rich in Memory of Sue Walicki
Kent & Cathy Maas
Kent Zeman
Kermit & Barb Lind in Memory of Jerry Lind
Kerri & Jim Dray
Kerri Rendleman
Keryn, Tony, Gianna & Olivia
Ketul Uncle
Kevin & Angela
Kevin Buzek
Kevin Cantrell
Kevin Gordon
Kevin R Oneill
Kevin Smith
Kikel Family in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Kim and Jamie
Kim and Jeff Hopkins
Kim and Marty Kleis in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Kim Hansen
Kim Hlafka
Kim Kirchner
Kim Smith
Kimberly a Lariccia
Kimberly a Leonard
Kimberly and Victoria Baioni
Kimberly M Caldeira
Kirsten a Anderson
Kitt Rossi
Korte Family
Krishna Divakarla
Kristen Moran in Memory of Princess Sophia
Kristi Bidinger, Kim Hodgkiss-Lilly & Family
Kristin
Kristin a Sudeikis
Kristin E Ferrer
Kristina Hall
Kristine Martin
Kristy
Kristy Doerfler
Krizman Family
Krysti Nash
Kurt Long
Kyle Farrell
Kyle Raymond
Kyna G Eldred
Kyra and Chip Nolan
Kyra Osborne
Lara Troyer
Larry & Carole Kellicker
Larry and Debbie Hartman
Larry Hylkema
Latrice Evans in Memory of Russell & Lisa Parker
Laura & Joel Holland
Laura E Gray in Honor of Elaine Miller
Laura J Nielsen in Memory of Jacob Rago
Laura M Robinson in Memory of Ty Campbell
Thank You
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Laurel Brandstetter
Lauren and Matt
Lauren and Megan Ruth in Memory of Scott Hawf
Lauren and Tim Averill in Honor of Rebecca Marley
Lauren Bradley
Lauren Burton
Lauren Marshall in Memory of Michelle Suttles
Lauren Schmidt
Lauren Villa
Laurie Arzt
Laurie David
Laurie Martinelli
Leah Loewenstein
Leah Richmond
Lebron James
Leo Bucco
Leo Farnung
Leonard Dicosimo
Leonard&Ruth Sweet
Leslie K Segal
Lewis and Margaret Meriam
Liam Mccarthy
Liam Sowell
Lily and Riley O’Brien
Linda Andrews
Linda D Lewis in Honor of Ella J Wade
Linda Rosul
Linda Solonitz in Memory of Seline Stein
Linda Strashensky
Linda Taylor
Linda Thomas
Linda Wuokko
Lindsay and Charlie Jones
Lindsey Mccarthy
Lisa & Michael
Lisa and Aaron Potts
Lisa Cohen

Lisa Goss and Frank Ballish in Memory of
Joshua Valdivieso
Lisa Goss and Frank Ballish in Memory of
Kathryn Cobbledick
Lisa Hopkins
Lisa Kolecki
Lisa M Cremer
Lisa Olsen
Lisa Waldbaum
Lisowski/Mihos Family
Liz & Frankie in Memory of Papa Weck
Liz Lux
Liz Mcfadden
Liz Tekus and Hank Roth
Liza Grossman
Logan’s Oma
Lola and Olive in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Lola and Olive in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Lola C Chicotel
Lola Edgerton
Lomanto
Lorelle Scheuer
Lori & Tim Williamson
Lori & Tommy Macleod in Honor of Barb & Tom Macleod
Lori and Corey K
Lori Brown
Lori March
Lou & Brooke Grasso
Louise Barrett
Lu Little
Luca J Mokotoff
Lucas and Cruz Carrillo in Memory of Miss Ryan Christian
Luke N
Lydia Ford in Memory of Nick B
Lynley Williams
Lynn and Barb Troyer
Lynn and Jay Foran
Lynn B Lynn
Lynn G
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Lynne D Lewicky
M&C H
M, G, J, and B Saviello
Mackenzie Mansour
Maddie & Kayla
Maddie L
Mallory & Morty Fischer in Honor of Mrs. Rose Bokerman
Mallory & Nick
Mandee Jones
Mandie Hiznay
Mandy
Mandy Noda
Mandy Shula
Marc and Karen Jaffe M.D.
Marci K Chavalia
Marcia and Kevin
Marcia Dawson
Marcia Egbert
Marcie Harrison
Marco Carmona
Maren G Shriver
Margaret Baughman
Margaret, Bill and Family
Marge and Harry Bones
Maria Gregg
Maria Kocisova
Marianne Boyce
Marianne Fuller
Marie Prendergast
Mariellen Miller
Marilee Macaskill
Marilyn Bilsky in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Marissa Schlaifer
Marjorie Landever in Memory of Dr. Arthur R Landever
Mark & Taylor Turturici
Mark and Becky Sedlak in Memory of Tony Skettle
Mark and Julie Meyer
Mark and Rose Bradbourne
Mark Dew
Mark E Main
Mark Trubiano
Marlene Rink
Marry Perry
Martell Elite Fitness
Martha and Dann
Martha L Ellsworth
Marty & Shannon Burke
Marty and Shelley Yedvarb
Mary & Jim Yenchus
Mary & Michael
Mary and Marybeth Anderson
Mary Ann Gruber
Mary Bunch
Mary Champa
Mary Chuck Triest Ross in Honor of Ben Sosin
Mary E Cooper in Memory of Beth Ann Marsden
Mary Hill
Mary Jaeger
Mary Jane Reinhardt
Mary Mckeever
Mary Merchant
Mary N Riordan in Memory of Dan J Feldman
Mary Pat Jolivette
Mary Politi in Honor of Emily Amador
Mary Young
Mason Spieth
Mastercard
Mateo Valdivieso
Mateo Valdivieso in Memory of Joshua Valdivieso
Mathews Family
Matt & Emily Lenowicz
Matt & Kellie Ellis
Matt and Kellie Ellis
Matt Caiazza in Memory of Janet Caiazza
Matt Pierce
Matt Roth
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Matt Wiederhold in Memory of Marion Recknagel
Matt, Jonida, Matteo, Nico & Nini Morelli
Matthew & Alexander Strainic
Matthew & Michael Albano
Matthew and Jessica Stroia
Maureen and Dana Arneman
Maureen, Kenny & Kelly
Max and Alex
Max Elfvin
Maxie Lieberman
Maxine Landers in Honor of Braden White
Maxwell C Bauer
Mb & Sidney Evans
Mccarron Family
Mccords
Mckenzie Smith
McMahon Family
Mcmaster-Carr
Mcneil Family
Medtronic Foundation
Megan Bowen
Megan Iammarino
Megan M Fenko
Megan Odell
Meggin Emert
Meghan & Paul Breitzmann
Meghan Hays
Meghan Lambert
Meghan Weber
Meine Family
Melanie and Oren Gottlieb
Melanie Coughlin
Melina Lawrence
Melissa a Logan
Melissa Beller in Memory of Sophia Greer
Melissa D Stanley
Mema and Jaja
Mendlowitz Family
Merle and Daryl Saferstein
Michael & Bonnie Mokotoff
Michael & Bonnie Mokotoff in Honor of Luca J Mokotoff
Michael & Kelly Carolzzi
Michael & Toni Starinsky
Michael and Grace Starinsky
Michael J Shapiro
Michael Kokal
Michael Murray
Michael R Monkiewicz
Michele & Paul in Memory of Marcia a Neely
Michele Rosen
Michelle
Michelle Dalton
Michelle Mcdougall
Michelle Protiva
Mike & Kim Chorney
Mike & Kime Chorney
Mike and Julie Leeson
Mike and Leah Chapman
Mike Bujdos
Mike Puleo
Mike Stanton
Mike Tringhese
Miller Kiely
Mimi & Papa
Miranda King
Miss Adrianna Caruso in Honor of Timmy F Fitzpatrick, Jr.
Miss Brown
Miss Caitlin Lobuglio
Miss Caroline Morse
Miss Elizabeth a Booth
Miss Emily K Currid
Miss Gabriella Gideon
Miss Gabrielle Heselton
Miss Gina M Benisek
Miss Kristin M Terry in Memory of Mrs. June M Burns
Miss Laura L Preston
$1–$99 (continued)
Miss Morgan Azouri
Miss Natalie a Wright
Miss Noelle T Gannon
Miss Sonia a Cencic
Miss Stacey Phelps
Mitchell Reinhardt
Moey in Memory of Mr. Michael Maloney
Molly & Andy
Molly and Jason Jesso
Molly M Jones
Molly Todd
Mom
Mom & Dad
Mom & Dad Tugeau in Memory of Tony Skettle
Mom and Dad
Mom and Dad in Honor of Philip Hren
Mom and Dad in Memory of Mr. Jerry L Dudley
Mom, Dad & Josh
Monica Anderson
Morah Levine in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Morelli Family
Morelli Family
Morgan and Ian Spitalnick
Mouncey Family
Moutzouros Boys
Mr & Mrs Dale Schneider
Mr & Mrs Gerald Frei (Carl’s In Laws)
Mr and Mrs James Maurer
Mr. Aaron Carino
Mr. Aaron M Petersal
Mr. Aaron M Steinmetz
Mr. Aaron S Strebel
Mr. Abraham Bonowitz
Mr. Afshin Shirazian
Mr. Andrew Farkas in Memory of My Dad
Mr. Andrew J West
Mr. Andrew M Steiner
Mr. Andrew Sklarin
Mr. Angelino Kramer
Mr. Anthony Iliano
Mr. Arnold J Rosenfeld in Honor of Devorah, Eli, Rivka, Dovi Cohen
Mr. Bahumeet Arora
Mr. Bill Geery in Memory of Ann G Molyneaux
Mr. Bill Nobbe
Mr. Bob Rearden
Mr. Bradley Greene
Mr. Braedan a Gallagher
Mr. Brian J Smith
Mr. Brian Longheier
Mr. Bryce Clark
Mr. Carl Martin
Mr. Charlie H Lownes
Mr. Chris Barron
Mr. Cole Richard
Mr. Corey Burke
Mr. Corey Gunzburg in Memory of Dan Feldman
Mr. Dale R Lenzer
Mr. Darren Gordon in Memory of Laura Lewis
Mr. Darren Munn
Mr. Dave Holbrook in Memory of Meg Wasley
Mr. Dave Maisch
Mr. David Carpenter
Mr. David E Anderson
Mr. David Harband
Mr. David M Wilber in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Mr. Dennis Gehring Jr.
Mr. Dilip Kuchipudi
Mr. Don Jolley
Mr. Donald M Burkholder
Mr. Douglas G Deviney
Mr. Eamonn M Griffin
Mr. Eric Aber
Mr. Eric Forman
Mr. Eric P Salas
Mr. Eric S Cohen
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Mr. Eric Schlein
Mr. Eric W Logan
Mr. Ethan Roeder
Mr. Frank M Whitbeck
Mr. Frank Niezgoda
Mr. Gabriel M Rooker
Mr. Gabrielle S Moses
Mr. Gavin Mrofchak
Mr. George Heath
Mr. Greg J Coutris
Mr. Hayden Palmer in Memory of Scott Palmer
Mr. Hudson P Jones
Mr. Irwin Blasi
Mr. Jack M Russell
Mr. James D De Young
Mr. James J Ptacek
Mr. Jared T Lavender
Mr. Jason a Bondoux
Mr. Jason R Steadman
Mr. Jason Wong
Mr. Jeff a Starcher
Mr. Jeffrey S Hindulak
Mr. Jeremy H Tugeau in Memory of Mr. Anthony J Skettle
Mr. Jeremy J Sharp
Mr. Jim M Delaney
Mr. Jim Mitolo
Mr. Jim Ptacek
Mr. Joe Brancato
Mr. Joe Daves
Mr. John Hall in Memory of Kandi Oberlander
Mr. John J Thomas
Mr. John Laskarides in Memory of John Laskarides
Mr. John R Corlett
Mr. John R Jackson
Mr. John R Ringer Iii
Mr. John Vitka
Mr. Jonathan Douek

Mr. Joseph & Sue Cicero Jr.
Mr. Joseph Kulikowski
Mr. Joseph S Goleniczak
Mr. Joshua J Glemza
Mr. Joshua Klein
Mr. Kevin Maloney
Mr. Kevin Rahilly
Mr. Kevin W Steadman
Mr. Kyle M Miller
Mr. Kyle Zotta
Mr. Lamar E Small
Mr. Lawrence C Cerne
Mr. Lee V Iken
Mr. Lewis E Alvis
Mr. Logan Duffett
Mr. Lucky Leprechaun
Mr. Luke A
Mr. Mark Prugh
Mr. Mark Robertson
Mr. Mark, Nicole, Benjamin and Ethan Scheer in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Matt White in Memory of Taylor Emery
Mr. Matthew Beyer
Mr. Matthew J Zucca
Mr. Matthew O’Connor in Memory of Seamus O’Connor
Mr. Matthew Williams
Mr. Michael Beyer
Mr. Michael J Duffett
Mr. Michael J Heffern
Mr. Michael R Rasor
Mr. Michael Weimann
Mr. Mick Tierney
Mr. Mike Baker
Mr. Monty Nath
Mr. Mrs. Noah and Stepanie Miller in Honor of The Miller Family
Mr. Neal and Lori Robinson
Mr. Nicholas Iliano
Mr. Nicholas R Carcelli
$1–$99 (continued)
Mr. Paul Bellini
Mr. Paul Hieronymus
Mr. Peter Auslan
Mr. Peter Taylor
Mr. Rami a Efal in Memory of Zehava Efal
Mr. Rich a Turturici
Mr. Richard E Dean Sr.
Mr. Richard McCormick
Mr. Richard N Dawson
Mr. Rob Frieg in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Mr. Robb Forward in Memory of Maxine Forward
Mr. Robert P Beyer
Mr. Ronald E Wrubel
Mr. Sandy S Mcmillan
Mr. Scott Janson
Mr. Scott R Sturm
Mr. Scott Rager
Mr. Scott Zipfel
Mr. Sean Workman
Mr. Spencer L Brady
Mr. Stanley M Dorulla
Mr. Stephen J Strnisha
Mr. Stephen Moylan
Mr. Thomas J Mrosko
Mr. Todd M Goldman
Mr. Tom Deep
Mr. Tom Palenschat
Mr. Troy Gannon in Memory of Eric Gamble
Mr. Troy T Mcelhaney in Memory of
Mr. Ronald L Mcelhaney
Mr. Walter a Schultz
Mr. Will Berglund
Mr. Will Mouthrop
Mr. William H Mulrennan
Mr. Zachary D Stanley
Mrs. Abigail Loeherer
Mrs. Aleksandra Tomich
Mrs. Alexandra C Klieber in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mrs. Alice Stratton
Mrs. Amanda Graham
Mrs. Amanda M Elkins in Memory of Jesse Hall
Mrs. Amanda Zupancic
Mrs. Amber M Schussler
Mrs. Amy Fanning
Mrs. Amy T Offredo
Mrs. Andrea L Svoboda
Mrs. Andrea Zolac
Mrs. Angela M Duda
Mrs. Angela M Duda in Memory of Mrs. Francine Vota
Mrs. Angie Murray
Mrs. Ann Deming
Mrs. Ann M Doringo
Mrs. Anne K Schuster
Mrs. Anne M Gibson
Mrs. Ardis Knarr
Mrs. Barb E Kumin
Mrs. Barbara a Prowell in Memory of Mrs. Ida L Rich
Mrs. Barbara L Ziegler
Mrs. Becky a Corr
Mrs. Beth a Diefendorff
Mrs. Beth a Krosky in Memory of Robert W Neuman
Mrs. Beth Casey in Memory of Mrs. Martha Mahoney
Mrs. Beth Hatch in Memory of Mary Ann Stroum
Mrs. Beth Kronenberg
Mrs. Beverly a Labuda
Mrs. Bobbie M Strayer
Mrs. Bretz & Makenna
Mrs. Brittany Dalton
Mrs. Camilla Giallourakis in Honor of
Mr. Steven Giallourakis
Mrs. Campbell On Behalf of Our Third Grade Class.
So Proud of You!
Mrs. Carla Skok
Mrs. Carol H Kenny
Mrs. Casey in Memory of Malcolm Hills, Jr.
Mrs. Catalina Caraballo
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Mrs. Catherine P Sullivan
Mrs. Cathy Hoeftner in Memory of Dan Feldman
Mrs. Chelsi Grady
Mrs. Cheryl L Bunevich
Mrs. Cheryl L Welch
Mrs. Chrissy Cottier
Mrs. Christine Stevens
Mrs. Christy M Salata
Mrs. Cindy M Knapp
Mrs. Claire O Sklarin
Mrs. Cm
Mrs. Colleen F Griffith
Mrs. Colleen Muske
Mrs. Daniela Doria
Mrs. Dawn Holst
Mrs. Dawn Magnasco in Memory of Rachael Sldez
Mrs. Debi Pence-Meyenberg
Mrs. Donna Turturici
Mrs. Edith Lang
Mrs. Eileen Behrents in Honor of Miss Madeleine a Edwards
Mrs. Elise Dicht
Mrs. Elizabeth M Chmielecki in Memory of Christina M Chmielecki
Mrs. Emily Teed
Mrs. Erika K Meyer
Mrs. Erin E Means in Memory of Ryan Christian
Mrs. Erin Feldman in Memory of Dan Feldman
Mrs. Erin Feldman in Memory of Dan J Feldman
Mrs. Erin Pollock
Mrs. Erin Zelin
Mrs. Evelyn N Kuzilla
Mrs. Ewa Malicki
Mrs. Felecia Benisek
Mrs. Gianna Tyrrell in Memory of Louis M Colella
Mrs. Halley a Firstenberg
Mrs. Heather White
Mrs. Heidi Weisman
Mrs. Hien D Liu
Mrs. Irit Elboher in Honor of Austin G.
Mrs. Jamie L Werts in Honor of Ismael Hadi
Mrs. Jamie Zagar
Mrs. Jane Fellous
Mrs. Jane M Harris
Mrs. Jean M Grinwis
Mrs. Jean Rivers
Mrs. Jeanne Morton in Memory of Mr. Michael J Schwartz
Mrs. Jeannie a Lewis
Mrs. Jen Gehrlein
Mrs. Jennifer L Korach
Mrs. Jennifer Schiavone
Mrs. Jessica Angelette
Mrs. Jessica Butler Rn
Mrs. Jessica Gibbons
Mrs. Joan Ball
Mrs. Joan Johnson
Mrs. Joan Spooner
Mrs. Johanna K Hauck
Mrs. Judi Wolf
Mrs. Judith E Szentkiralyi in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Mrs. Julianne P Pertz in Memory of Josephine Tomcuñcik
Mrs. Julie K Currid
Mrs. Karen L Long
Mrs. Karen R Larosa in Memory of Mr. Sandy a Bennici
Mrs. Karen Ruppe
Mrs. Karen Sarchman in Memory of Robert Edelstein
Mrs. Kate Sosnowski in Memory of Bella Curry
Mrs. Katherine King in Memory of Mr. Ray Sheppard
Mrs. Katherine M Braquet
Mrs. Kathleen a Mckeevery
Mrs. Kathleen Goodfellow
Mrs. Kathy Gall
Mrs. Kathy Quinn
Mrs. Kelly M Nolan in Memory of Mr. Dan Rogan
Mrs. Kin Neidert in Honor of Jason Lynch
Mrs. Kimberly M Carcelli
Thank You
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Mrs. Krissy C Gallagher
Mrs. Kristi Glasier
Mrs. Lark Blasi
Mrs. Laurel V Stack
Mrs. Lauren a Doyle
Mrs. Leslie a Garrett
Mrs. Leslie I Krigstein
Mrs. Leslie S Cooke in Memory of Elin Cooke
Mrs. Liana E Anderson in Memory of Mr. Dan Rogan
Mrs. Lilie Daves
Mrs. Linda C Usrey
Mrs. Linda Snell in Honor of Mrs. Ingrid Roylance
Mrs. Linda Stinner in Memory of Mr. Kenny Melton
Mrs. Lindsey Peters
Mrs. Lisa a Clark
Mrs. Lisa M Davidson
Mrs. Lori Schwenke
Mrs. Lynn Dean
Mrs. Maggie L Butara
Mrs. Marcie Harrison in Honor of Mr. Tom Luneke
Mrs. Margaret Ann Fowler
Mrs. Mariah C Prescott
Mrs. Maribeth Ecklund in Honor of Keith W Ecklund
Mrs. Marie King
Mrs. Marilyn K Gordon
Mrs. Martha Makar
Mrs. Mary a Dunbar
Mrs. Mary H Steiner
Mrs. Mary Jo O’Neill in Memory of Mrs. Ben Melko
Mrs. Mary P Rogan in Memory of Dan M Rogan
Mrs. Maureen Christy
Mrs. Maureen H Christy
Mrs. Megan Allen
Mrs. Melissa Becerra
Mrs. Melissa E Donato
Mrs. Michele Kaschl in Memory of Marcia & Basil Gray
Mrs. Michelle a Brown
Mrs. Michelle Bandy-Zalatoris
Mrs. Michelle M Lammers
Mrs. Molly Aceves
Mrs. Molly C Caprara
Mrs. Molly K Spurlock
Mrs. Naiya Lingam
Mrs. Nancy S Macdonald
Mrs. Naomi Hightower
Mrs. Natasha K Leydecker
Mrs. Nicole Westendorf
Mrs. Noelle Pangle
Mrs. Nora Katzenberger
Mrs. Pat Bowman
Mrs. Patricia M Jones
Mrs. Paula Metz in Memory of Miss Fay Abounader
Mrs. Peterjohn
Mrs. Phyllis W Benjamin in Honor of Krissy Gallagher
Mrs. R Brooke Baker
Mrs. Rachael Rothrock
Mrs. Rebecca Tien
Mrs. Robert R Wolfe
Mrs. Robin Leggere
Mrs. Robin R Czyka in Honor of Gerald Berrier
Mrs. Roxanne Tomter in Memory of Mrs. Mina J Garrison
Mrs. Roxanne Tomter in Memory of Mrs. Ruth C Ross
Mrs. Ruth a Whitbeck
Mrs. Samantha a Fowkes
Mrs. Sara E Forsythe
Mrs. Sarah Adair in Honor of Molly Adair
Mrs. Shanna Butler
Mrs. Sherry S Lieber in Memory of Mr. Edward D Strauss
Mrs. Sheryl a Moore
Mrs. Sonja Kreps
Mrs. Stacie J Roof
Mrs. Stacy Reott in Memory of Larry Chadwick
Mrs. Stephanie Raleigh
Mrs. Steven Gordon
Mrs. Susan Ewen

St. Baldrick’s Foundation
Conquer Childhood Cancers
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Mrs. Susan F Boyce
Mrs. Susan G Marshall in Memory of Mr. Sean H Wilson
Mrs. Susanne M Bendoraitis
Mrs. Susanne Noble Rn
Mrs. Tanya Schwab
Mrs. Teresa Wrobel
Mrs. Tiffany J Debeer
Mrs. Ursula Zeltner
Mrs. Vicki L Gannon
Mrs. Vida M Davidson
Mrs. Vivianne S Barrett
Mrs. Wendy M Boyd
Mrs. Wendy W Weil
Ms. Aleksandra Tomich
Ms. Aletheia Lawry
Ms. Alex M Lowry
Ms. Alex Venzor
Ms. Ali Geis
Ms. Alicia J Fogal
Ms. Alinda G Fahrenkopf
Ms. Alisa J Warshay in Memory of Gloria Troya
Ms. Alisa M James
Ms. Allison Himes
Ms. Amanda L Maggiotto in Memory of Andrew Milioto
Ms. Amy Quetell
Ms. Amy Ullman
Ms. Ana M Tolentino in Memory of Ms. Barb Ebben
Ms. Anne Zielinski in Memory of Rev. Kathleen Gahagen
Ms. Ashley Mankin
Ms. Aunt Nancy and Carole Phillips/Silver
Ms. Barbara C Karg
Ms. Barbara J Abramson
Ms. Barbara Lowe
Ms. Beth Woodside
Ms. Bethany V Freeburg
Ms. Betsy J Woodring
Ms. Bridget Healy in Memory of Julie Doody
Ms. Bridget M Mcpartlan
Ms. Brittany K Schwab
Ms. Byz Kennedy
Ms. Cara Liles-Baker
Ms. Carol “Nana” Killian
Ms. Carol a Yachanin
Ms. Carolyn K Mulligan in Memory of Jacob Rago
Ms. Catherine a Facella in Memory of John & Claire Facella
Ms. Chandra Baldwin
Ms. Charlotte R Hartman
Ms. Chelsea L Mills
Ms. Chelsea L Whitman-Rush
Ms. Chris M Thomas
Ms. Chrissy Cottier
Ms. Christie M Yonkers in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Ms. Christine Tunison
Ms. Cindy L Mcquade in Memory of
Ms. Marina E Deviney
Ms. Crissa E Gillette
Ms. Crystal Hayduk
Ms. Cynthia Richards
Ms. Danielle Peterson
Ms. Danielle R Tapp
Ms. Deborah Glosserman
Ms. Deborah Schelling
Ms. Dena I Gordon
Ms. Denise French
Ms. Diana J Lorek in Honor of Owen T Timura
Ms. Diane S Sanderson
Ms. Dina Volante
Ms. Donna J Moody
Ms. Donna Mccarthy
Ms. Doretha Pendleton
Ms. Dottie Borer
Ms. Elizabeth Devoss
Ms. Elizabeth G Hockey
Ms. Ellen C Conkey in Memory of Mr. Seamus O’Connor
Ms. Ellyn Ross
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Ms. Emily Hecker in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Ms. Emma Kate Nicolosi
Ms. Emmie Renshaw
Ms. Erika Cunliffe
Ms. Erin L Vrobel in Memory of Thomas Longville
Ms. Fämika C Bonner
Ms. Gina Rosko
Ms. Heidi Hoogwerf
Ms. Helen Novotney
Ms. Hillary J Frank
Ms. Holly Bowen
Ms. Jacqueline M Anselmo
Ms. Jan Kirschenbaum
Ms. Jeannie a Lewis
Ms. Jenna L Streicher
Ms. Jennifer Murphy
Ms. Jennifer Schneider
Ms. Jewel Moulthrop
Ms. Jill Olbrysh
Ms. Jo Sullivan
Ms. Joan a Conochan
Ms. Joan Spoerl in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Ms. Joanne Federman in Honor of Ms. Krissy Dietrich-Gallagher
Ms. Jodi D Hanson in Memory of Amanda Halliday
Ms. Josette Gooch
Ms. Joyce Deep
Ms. Judith Aukerman
Ms. Juleigh Schwartz
Ms. Kaitlin Marvin
Ms. Karen B Kreider
Ms. Karen Michota
Ms. Karen Rosenberg
Ms. Karin a Murray
Ms. Kat Denk
Ms. Kathleen Halloway
Ms. Kathy Berta
Ms. Katie Veasey
Ms. Kelly Borally
Ms. Kelsey D Bogacki
Ms. Keri L Sugerik in Memory of Rev. Kristi L Foster
Ms. Kerry-Ann M Walker
Ms. Kimberly a Leink
Ms. Kristen Linfante
Ms. Kristin Rajan
Ms. Kristina M Pierce
Ms. Kristine M Fondran
Ms. Kristy a Minnillo
Ms. Laura C Gooch
Ms. Laura Whay Klein
Ms. Laurie Franklin
Ms. Lilly Herzog
Ms. Linda Roth
Ms. Linda Stinner
Ms. Linda Vander Heyden
Ms. Linda W Lopez
Ms. Lindsay T Evans in Memory of Jacob Rago
Ms. Lisa K Damour
Ms. Lisa Sandberg
Ms. Louisa S Olver
Ms. Lydia Mann in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Ms. Maggie Goddard
Ms. Mara Goldschmidt
Ms. Marci J Lieber
Ms. Margaret L. Hamilton in Memory of Mary C. Powell
Ms. Marni R Kirschenbaum
Ms. Mary Davis
Ms. Mary E Tipton
Ms. Mary M Bourdrez
Ms. Maya R Sklarin
Ms. Megan E Burleigh
Ms. Melinda R Bamks
Ms. Melissa a Yasinow in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Ms. Meredith Koch
Ms. Michelle a Carino
Ms. Michelle Byrne
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Ms. Mindy Hirsch
Ms. Molly Nichols in Memory of Dan Feldman
Ms. Nancy S Macdonald
Ms. Nancy V Matyazic
Ms. Natalie Celeste
Ms. Nicky Murray Turco
Ms. Nicky Turco
Ms. Nicole Hart
Ms. Nicole Martin
Ms. Olivia E Lawrence
Ms. Patricia L Berger
Ms. Patricia M Swenson in Honor of Dr. Alex Huang
Ms. Patricia M Swenson in Honor of Dr. John Letterio
Ms. Phyllis Blankenship
Ms. Rachel Hunt
Ms. Rachel Sosin
Ms. Rebecca K Dieter
Ms. Roberta L Kublin
Ms. Ruth S Cummings
Ms. Sandy Lindahl
Ms. Sara M Sharp
Ms. Sara Youngblood-Ochoa
Ms. Sarah C Miggins
Ms. Sarah K Kelly
Ms. Sherri L Cloer in Honor of Stacy I Reott
Ms. Shyla Nims
Ms. Simon
Ms. Sondra M Schultz in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Ms. Stacey a Monroe
Ms. Stacie White
Ms. Stephanie a Bradford
Ms. Stephanie B Smith Rn
Ms. Stephanie D Petty
Ms. Susan E Hamilton
Ms. Susan E Williams
Ms. Susan Forsythe
Ms. Susan Rausch
Ms. Susan T Watson
Ms. Susan Tyler
Ms. Suzanna M De Sorgo
Ms. Suzann Moskowitz
Ms. Sylvia Piekut
Ms. Tara Kozlowski
Ms. Taylor Linden-Washlock in Memory of Jacob Rago
Ms. Teri a Dew
Ms. Terri L Dipaola in Honor of Kennedy M Spears
Ms. Tina Secondo
Ms. Tonya Ogletree
Ms. Tyretta Harris
Ms. Vicky Spanos
Ms. Zoey Lynch
Msgr. Robert Quartell
Myra Hylkema
Na Na & Papa Oddi in Memory of Carolyn Disanto
Nana
Nana and Papa Carino
Nana and Papa in Memory of Marie Reali
Nancy Carey
Nancy H Peppler
Nancy Imka
Nancy Kusinski
Nancy Macdonald
Nancy Massey
Nanny & Pa
Natalie Heath
Nate & Jackie
Nate Landever
Nate, Caleb, Rosie & Mike
Nathan & Jenna Bills
Nathan Landever in Memory of My Grandpa
Nathaniel Schaffer
Neko’s Cousins, Aaron and Beth Cohen
Nevannah & Niko in Honor of Lilli Nelson
Nevannah and Niko in Honor of Lilli Nelson
Nicholas Catanese
Nick Sommer
$1–$99 (continued)
Nicky M Balduf
Nicky Murray Turco
Nicky, Tess & Alice Turco
Nico, Gio & Char
Nicole Ehrman
Nicole Maclennan
Nicole Mckenna
Nicole Root
Nicole Smith
Niki Green
Niki Schaefer
Niklas R.
Niko & Nevannah in Honor of Lilli Nelson
Niko & Nevannah’s Grandma in Honor of Lilli Nelson
Nina Kavin
Noelle Celeste
Nona
Nora Belongie
Nora Lee Reinhardt
Norma Water
O’Donnell Family
Olive and Her Family in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Olive in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Olive R Chicotel
Oliver Posner
Olivia Landever in Memory of _ Grandpa
Oma & Opa Howe
Onwuzulikes
Opa Reott
Oracle Corporation
Ori Balkan
Owen Hagesfeld
Owen Mcloughlin
Owen Timura and Family in Honor of Owen Timura
Owen Winfield
Pa and Nonna
Pam & Gary Miller
Pam and Bruce in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Pam and Dave Adamson
Pam Mullally
Pamela Harvey
Papa
Papa and Baba in Honor of Luca Mokotoff
Parker Roeder
Pat & Loretta Griffin
Pat Leyser
Pat Monroe
Patricia M Chorney
Patricia Spoerl
Patrick and Heather Mullen
Patrick and Melina
Patrick B Jamieson
Patrick Carpenter
Patrick J Condon
Patrick James
Patrick Morse
Patrick Russo
Patty & Mick in Honor of Macy Culliton
Patty and Steve
Patty T Van Verth in Honor of Caitlin M Walls, Rn
Paul and Nancy Apple
Paul Krakovitz
Paul Sobel
Paula Bechard
Paula Grattan
Paula Koneda
Paula Schwartz
Pearl Ling
Peck Family in Honor of Shane Haddad
Pegene Watts
Peggy a Miles
Peggy Kienle
Pennington Family
Penny Brown in Honor of Katelyn Calderone
Peregrine Caldwell
Pete Putnam in Memory of Nick Mccord
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Pete Scriven
Pete Fahrenkopf
Peterananda
Pfizer Foundation
Phaedra and Family D
Philip and Cathy Hren
Philippe Pelletier
Phipps Family
Playground World
Polk Family
Pom Ziv
Powell Family
Premier Window Cleaning
Prudential Financial
Quattromani Family
Quinn’s Aunt Lindsay (Montague)
R Fisher Ingraham
Rabbi Joshua L Caruso in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Rabbi Rick and Susie
Rabbi Sean Aral
Rabi Hanna
Rabi Hanna in Honor of All Kids Who Are Fighting Cancer
Rachael Dhamija
Rachael Maxwell
Rachel Allenick
Rachel and Michael Gross
Rachel and Trevor Oliff
Rachel Ash
Rachel E Myers Moore
Rachel E Necastro
Rachel Englander in Memory of Mom Brown
Rachel Hazelwood
Rachel M Zarko
Rachel Place
Rachel Rae Miller
Rachel Simpson in Memory of Dustin Callahan
Rachel Wieder

Rachel Williams
Rachele R Jeunnette
Ramsey & Beckett
Randy and Cathy Young
Randy and Celeste
Rapp Family
Rarick Family in Honor of Megan Merril
Rebecca Hughes in Memory of Paul Hughes
Rebecca Robbins
Rebecca Smolenski
Reeva Perse
Reflections Interior Design
Regina Kozel
Reginelli Family
Remy Bourbeau
Rene Calabrese
Rene Klein
Rev. Richard Israel
Rhoda and Louie Lane
Rhonda & Larry Garza in Memory of Ernestine Owens
Richard a Kacvinsky
Richard and Debbie
Richard and Jan Glazier in Memory of Robert L Glazier
Richard and Susan See
Richard B Nelson
Richard Harley
Richard L Boyes
Richard Phelan
Richard Wallenhorst
Rikke Coach in Memory of Denis Yeso
Robbin & Chester
Robert and Mary Pogel
Robert Moulthrop
Robin & Alex
Robin & Michael Czayka in Memory of Mike Czayka
Robin D Johnson
Robin Gilbert
Robin Koslen
Robin M Peeples
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Robyn Lugg
Rochelle Klein
Roger, Sally and Archie Baden
Rohan J’s Uncle
Ron James
Ron Turturici
Ronald and Terri Glaum
Ronan’s Aunt Lindsay (Montague)
Rooks Family
Rosario Sternik
Roseanne Motti
Roebrock-Hayes Family
Rowan Silverberg in Memory of Fr. Daniel Begin
Rowan, Noa, Ali & Zander
 Roxanne Beran
Ruby Petersal
Ruth C Rask
Ruth Lock
Ruthie
Rutledge Family
Ryan and Abbie Kerr in Memory of Nicole Kopfmann
Ryan Mcmahon
Ryan O
Ryan Richard
Ryan, Betty, Ashley & Luke Hammer
Ryder Farnung
S Dornhecker
Sadie Steadman
Sagi, Christie, Lola and Olive in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Salupo Family
Sam and Antonetta Calabrese
Sam Hagesfeld
Sam Lipton
Samantha L Zelin
Samantha Price
Sammy Gerber
Sam’s Grandpa and Grandma
Sandhya Gupta
Sandiha Bender
Sandra Albro in Memory of Nih Funding
Sandra F Burleigh
Sandra Kim
Sandra S Holland
Sandy Larsen
Santosh Kolure
Sara and Bryan Edwards
Sara Difranco
Sara V
Sarah Lance Welch
Sarah Murray
Sarah Nuding
Sarah Robinson
Sarah Rush
Satinder Dhillon Dougher
Scott & Bergen
Scott & Jennifer Strebel
Scott & Molly S
Scott & Sue Hintze
Scott and Emily Burns
Scott and Norma Hupp
Scott Kelly
Scott Moening
Scott R Burleigh
Scott, Rachel & Edie
Sea Star Cottage
Seamus Howe
Sean Burke
Sean C Coburn
Sean Gallagher
Sean Howe
Sean M Boyd
Seanna Conway in Memory of Sean Lyne
Seanna M Conway in Memory of Sean Lyne
Seth and Nicole Marcus
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Seth Greenfield
Shana K Fischer
Shane and Brennan
Shane’s Mom & Dad in Honor of Marjorie Glover
Shannon Conley
Shannon Feldman
Shannon Hoch
Shannon M Gemma
Shannon, Kate, Molly & Abby
Shanti Raju
Shari Harmon
Shari, Ben & Hattie ... and Norah in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Shari, Ben & Hattie in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Shari, Ben & Hattie Xo in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Sharlene Warner
Sharon Lavender
Sharon London
Sharon M Shumaker
Sharon Silverman Rotblatt
Sharon Sternen
Sharyn & Bill Sutton in Honor of Gabe Mallamad
Sharyn Gates
Shawn Cain
Sheila K Niezgoda-Oakes
Sheila Mulrennan in Honor of Mary Howe
Sheila Mulrennan in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Shelley & David
Shelley Gimbel
Shelley L Pack
Shellie & Mark Nyer
Sherri & Mark Bellini
Sherry Hondzynski
Shirley Monroe
Shoshana Cohen
Simon Bruening-Wright
Simon’s Grandma & Grandpa
Snipz Barbershop- Dominic’s Barber Steve
Sofia Vogel
Sonia Cencic
Sonia Valdivia in Memory of Mr. Salvador Valdivia
Sonya and Tom Presper
Sonya Vogel
Sophie Rose Petersal
Sophie’s Grandma and Grandpa
Sosin Law Llc
Stacy Brown
Stanley & Mary Ann Minster
Staviscak Family
Stef Pause in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Stephanie a Chalikonda
Stephanie a Jansky
Stephanie Eckert’s
Stephanie Goldberg in Memory of Ryan Christian
Stephanie L Savelli
Stephanie Mcginnis in Memory of Mr. Pete Mcginnis
Stephanie Monroe
Stephanie Werchan
Stephen Slocomb
Steve
Steve & Edie
Steve and Jenny
Steve Klug
Stewart & Miriam Sprandel
Strait Family in Honor of Kids Fighting Everywhere
Sue and Scott Lafferty
Sue Franke
Sue Geringer
Sue Hargrove
Sue Scruton
Sue Semancik
Summer & Richard Boron
Susan & Pat Wilson-Stanzone in Memory of Dan Feldman
Susan & Tom Muza
Susan Adams
Thank You
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Susan and Charlie Schenkelberg in Memory of Martha Mahoney
Susan C Mulhern in Memory of Martin E Mulhern
Susan E Nekola
Susan L Leiningier
Susan M Muro
Susan Rausch
Susan Rockey
Susan Ross
Susan Vodrey
Susan, An Old Family Friend
Suzanne & Bob Ruff
Suzanne Hall
Suzanne Scarpetti
Suzi More
Suzie Mayer
Tallie Englert
Tamar Gray
Tammie & Jeff Kraig
Tammy Battler
Tammy Dicarlo
Tara Miller
Tawonda Jordan
Taye Ziv
Taiylir in Memory of Jacob Rago
Team Bacon
Team Jalics
Teresa and Ken Mauzy
Teresa Balash
Teresa Ruozzo
Terese Kusner
Teri Javorek in Memory of Brittney Flowers
Terri a Menges
Terry Moore
Tess Boutros
Tessie Foulkes
Teta

The Abramson Sklarin Family
The Ackerman Family in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
The Amjad Family
The Arthur Family
The Aunts
The Babinski Family
The Bagliano Family
The Bains
The Barni Family
The Beard Girls in Honor of Austin Gallagher
The Berglund Family - Congratulations On Being Knighted!!!
The Berglund Family - Congratulations On Year 8!!!!
The Bermel Family
The Beseth Family in Honor of Jay Pabley
The Bhatia Family in Honor of Erin Feldman
The Bhatias
The Bigelow Family
The Bobak Family
The Boehm Family
The Boley Family
The Bond Family
The Bond Family in Memory of Mr. Arthur Landever
The Borlands
The Brett-Eiger Family in Memory of Keely Brett-Eiger
The Brooks Family
The Brothers Costello
The Buddenbaums
The Carpenter Family
The Cavanaugh Family
The Cohen/Wheeler Family
The Colaluca Family
The Cole Family
The Cox Family For Hill Dietrich
The D.C. Zelins
The Danford Family
The De Cicco’s
The Dominick Family in Honor of All Pediatric Cancer Fighters!
The Edelman Family
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The Edwards
The Englehart Family
The Finney’s
The Finnigans
The Fullerman Family
The Gallagher Family in Honor of Austin Gallagher
The Garfinkle Family
The Gerteis Family
The Gibbs Family
The Gibson Family in Memory of Nathan Tew
The Gisels
The Goldmans
The Grateful Dog Llc
The Greisl Family in Memory of Carolyn Disanto
The Guerrero Family
The Hagesfelds
The Hall Family
The Hallam Family
The Harris Family
The Harrison Family
The Heltzel Family
The Hipp Family
The Hubbards
The Hylton’s
The Inestroza Family
The Jawa Family
The Jones Family
The Kanne Family
The Kappler Family
The Kramer Family
The Kramer Family in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
The Lambert Family in Memory of Carter Nedley
The Langans
The Lichtcsien Family
The Linder Family
The Lusk Family
The Madureiras
The Mallett Family
The Malone Family
The Mangino Family
The May Family
The Mazzurco’s in Memory of Marla Mcbride
The Merglers
The Merugu Family
The Moffats
The Mouthrop Family
The Mullen Family
The Nabis
The Oliverio Family
The Pai Family
The Pai Family - We Miss You!!
The Panneri Family
The Pierce Family
The Plato Family
The Prass Family in Memory of David Prass
The Quail Family
The Ralston Family
The Reszkowski Family
The Ribertos in Memory of Donna Prohaska
The Rosedale Family
The Rosenblitt Family
The Rozman Family in Memory of Joshua Blackwell
The Salerno Family
The Sanders
The Sc Lake Crew in Memory of Michael Owens
The Sherlock Family, Uk
The Skinners
The Snyders
The Somich Family
The Spannagel Family
The Starkenthals in Honor of Luca Mokotoff
The Stawovy Family
The Stenger Family
The Stillermans
The Students of Fairfax Elementary School
The Tarnowski Family
Thank You
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The Thayer-Hansens
The Thellians
The Timura Family in Honor of Owen Timura
The Tochtrops
The Torok Family
The Turgeon Family in Memory of Mia
The Vega Family
The Wenzlers
The West Family
The Whitecar Family
The Woods Family
The Youngs
The Zalevsky Family
The Zbinovec Family in Memory of Mr. Edward a Staycer
The Zender’s
Thea and Ellie
Theodore & Terry Welsh
Theresa Borodkin
Theresa Lattanzi
Theresa Walsh
Therese Hatem
Therese Urigel
Thomas and Elizabeth Schorgl
Thomas H Barnard
Thomas, Ebie and Jeff Anderle
Tiff & Dave Bergeron
Tiffany Leonhardt
Tiffany Matthews
Tim and Barbara Necker
Tina Gagliano
Tina M Sheers
Tina Reynolds
Tina Swyrtek
Tish Kilbane
Todd, Heather, Arlo, and Imogen in Memory of Ralph Salisbury
Tom & Julie Geery
Tom & Mary Kay K Malone in Memory of Noreen Nemeth
Tom & Molly Bullock
Tom & Susan
Tom & Viv
Tom Bambrick
Tom Barr
Tom Ianni
Tom Walsh
Tom & Mary Kay Malone in Memory of Noreen Nemeth
Tom, Stuart, Frazer, Bill, Jack, Maggie and Jiri
Tomallie Englert
Tommy and Liam Burrows
Toni Zito in Memory of Allison Colett
Tony Fata
Tony Palmisano
Tony Palumbo
Tony Violi
Tracey Newman
Tracey Plummer
Traci Kanaan
Tracy Baker
Tracy Buettner
Travis Gannon
Trent and Irene Meyerhoefer
Trey Nida
Tricia Ruebensaal
Trisha Campbell
Troy & Chris Bailey
Tti Friends
Tyler White
Ubm Community Connection Foundation
Uncle Andrew Russo
Uncle Bill and Aunt Kathy
Uncle Bob & Aunt Margherita
Uncle Brian, Aunt Kate, Jack, Ellie and Matthew
Uncle Christian
Uncle Colin & Aunt Kristin in Memory of Dan Feldman
Uncle Dan and Aunt Emily Weller
Uncle Dave, Aunt Kathy & Hallie
$1–$99 (continued)
Uncle Dean & Aunt Sherri
Uncle Dreas and Aunt Marmo
Uncle E
Uncle From Troy Mi
Uncle Jason
Uncle Jeff, Aunt Kathy, Emily & Audrianna
Uncle John and Aunt Colleen
Uncle Karl in Honor of Philip Hren
Uncle Kevin and Aunt Emily
Uncle Marty and Aunt Jeanie
Uncle Michael
Uncle Mike and Aunt Ashley
Uncle Mike and Aunt Mary
Uncle Nate & Aunt Lisa in Memory of Your Grandma Deviney
Uncle Nathan & Aunt Megan
Uncle Neil, Aunt Maura and Ev
Uncle Patrick
Uncle Ricky
Uncle Russ & Ant Emily
Uncle Sean and Aunt Laura
Uncle Stan & Aunt Ellen
Uncle Stephen and Aunt Michelle
Uncle Tim & Aunt Amy in Honor of Kim Andrews
Uncle Tim and Uncle Scott in Memory of Mrs. Kerry Kennedy
Uncle Todd Aunt Kim Kalyn Hannah Mikey. The Bergstrom Family
Uncle Tom & Aunt Katy
Vacation Fixation
Valentino’s
Valerie Brown
Valerie Magyari
Valerie Markland
Veronica Sauer
Vicki D Lohser
Vicki Elder

Victor Giancola
Victoria Stanbridge
Victoria Vermes
Vince Giancola
Vince Jill Téa Amanda Luca and Alex in Memory of Mr. Anthony J Turturici
Vindication Brewing Company
Vinhsong--Upaughtennis
Violas, Arlington, Va
Viva, Simon, Vega & Zara
Voloch/Beachem Family in Honor of Taylor Voloch
Walt Disney Company
Wayne Wallace
Wendy Borden Langley
Wendy L Hoppel
Wildcat Wrestling Club
Will James
Will Stuart and Family
William and Cynthia Johnston
William Bruening
William C Brown
With Love From Mom & Dad
With Love From Mom & Dad in Honor of Austin R Gallagher
Wm. Scott and Marcia Duennes
Wolfe Pack
Wyent Family
Yarden Madave
Your (Real) Wife and Your (Work) Wife
Your Godparents With Love and Pride
Zac Paladino
Zahra Karimloo
Zayde
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### $1,000–$2,499
- Grammy & Grampy in Honor of Austin Gallagher
- Grammy & Grampy in Honor of You, Austin!
- Students & Staff of Roxboro Middle School
- Truline Industries, Inc.

### $500–$999
- Anne Mcfarland
- Anthony Catanzarite

### $250–$499
- Anonymous
- Anonymous in Memory of Ludvik Burgar
- Auntie Becky Smith
- Dave, Martha, Max and Alice
- Fairfax Students and Friends
- John Schubert
- Michael Heffern
- Mommy and Sagi
- Mr. Stewart Kohl
- Mr. Thomas M Chen
- Mrs. Charlene H Cornell
- Mrs. Dallas W Schubert
- Mrs. Patricia a Bosworth in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
- Nancy & Dick Dietrich in Honor of Austin Gallagher
- The Hammond Family - Jessica, Jeff, Mackenzie & John
- Tucker Ellis Llp

### $100–$249
- A. Kaye and Maggie
- Adam Stuart’s Great Aunt and Uncle
- Ali W Trotter in Memory of Jesse Trotter
- Alice Stratton
- American Girl Doll Raffle
- American Girl Doll Raffle in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
- Amira and Shelby Dietrich
- Amy Speidel
- Ann “Mimi” Molyneaux, Proud Granny
- Ann Marie Clifford
- Anonymous
- Anonymous in Honor of Mr. Garrett B Gulden
- Anonymous in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
- Apple
- Aristotle Team
- Aunt Ellen & Uncle John
- Aunt Erin & Harper
- Aunt Marlo, Uncle Craig, Charley, Jane & Sam
- Aunt Mary Jo in Memory of Mrs. Patrick O’Neill
- Backyard Benefit-Talespinner
- Bake Sale Moola
- Bake Sale Proceeds
- Bake Sale Proceeds in Honor of Garrett Gulden
- Barb and Paul Tyler
- Barbara Rosskamm
- Bauer Family
- Benjamin D Hegyes in Memory of Sean Wilson
- Bev and Chris Schubert
- Bill Currin
- Bob & Melanie Grimm
- Bob Spieth
- Bonbon and Dobie Obryan
- Bruce a Wakelee
- Bryon, Angela, Jack & Hadley Harger
- C Thornton
- Catherine and Kevin Earley
- Cathleen and Ramizi Shepherd
- Cd
- Cedar Brook Family
- Charles & Alinda Fahrenkopf
- Chevron
- Chris and Noel Deviney
- Chris and Susan Wood
- Chris Miller
- Christ Episcopal Church, Meadville
- Claire and Jim May
- Comfort Environmental Co.
$100–$249 (continued)
Concord Schuberts
Corinne, Beth, Rodd
Crysler/Baniszewski Family
Dan and Mary Berick
Dan Rose Electric, Inc in Memory of Patricia L Woolsey
Danny and Molls
Darin, Sarah, Grace, Isaiah and Aaliyah
David C Weber
David Reese
David, Jennifer, Connor & Fiona
Debbie a Walsh
Don and Toni Scherzer
Donald C Dugger
Dr. Kevin M Apolito
Dr. Marc Gutin in Memory of Mrs. Ruth L Gutin
Dr. Steven J Kuerbitz
Dyer Family
Ed Marszal in Memory of Stanley Marszal
Ellen H Jones in Honor of Mason Spieth
Elwyn Hornsby Jr.
Emily and Peter Geier
Emily’s Mom and Dad
Fred Kappus
Gallaghers Expert Auto Repair
Gonny and Papa
Grammy & Grampy Lenahan in Memory of Ms. Sophie Sophie
Grandma
Grandma Amy in Memory of Linda Kardos
Grandma Debbie and Grumpy Donn in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Grandpa and Grandma in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Grandpa John in Memory of Linda Kardos
Grandparents Wm and Christina Tugeau
Grandpa’s Brother
Grandpop in Memory of Joanne Lis
Grant’s Grandma
Greg and Mary Lou
Guhde Family
Howard & Sylvia Johnson in Memory of Lauren a Braman
Jack Landever
Jack Wuest in Memory of Ellen Wuest
Jackie and Fred Rothstein
Jackson E Fowler
Jay, Tiffany, Ella & Dylan
Jen, Gavin, Alana & Sunshine
Jennifer Westfall
Jeremy Bilsky
Jerry Koler
Jim Bitgood
Jim Nauer in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Joe Berglund
Joseph M Tyler
Judy & Jim Lambert
Judy Armington
Kappus Company
Kathleen and James Donlin
Kathy & Bob Lawry
Kevin and Morgan Murphy
Keybank Foundation
Kristen Salata
Kristen Steck in Memory of Julie Steck
Kristen’s Friend
Landra and Emil Spieth
Larry O Moore
Lee and Monica Ponsky in Memory of Mario Fastag
Leedy
Lisa and Nate in Memory of Mrs. Marina E Deviney
Lisa Vogt
Lori and Neal Robinson
Luke Salata
Lynn (Jack’s Mom) in Memory of Lauren Bramen
Lynn Centa
Malcolm Mcfarland
Mark and Gay Yonkers
Mary Jo Dervos in Memory of Marti Devinney
Thank You
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Mary M Lau in Memory of Johnny Gerome
Matt Carino
Matt/Maureen O’Connor in Memory of Seamus O’Connor
Matthias Family
Maureen & Jerry Huelsenbeck in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mcmaster-Carr
Meg & Rick Walsh
Michael J Temkin
Michael J. Conochan
Michael Sosnowski
Michele & Matt Brown in Memory of Kimberly (Reeves) Ysasi
Mike, Carol and Elizabeth Holmes
Miss Annet Garcia
Mom & Dad in Memory of Mrs. Marina E Deviney
Mom and Dad
Mom and Dad in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Mommy & Daddy -- We Are So Proud of Our Knight! in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Mommy & Daddy -- We Are So Proud of You
Monte and Carolyn Holland
Mr. & Mrs. Leonidas Kampas
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Burkhart
Mr. Alec Radivoyevitch
Mr. Anthony F Esposito
Mr. Brendan Lawry
Mr. Charles Petretti
Mr. Christopher M Curran
Mr. Connor J Adams
Mr. David Gustman in Memory of Marilyn Gustman
Mr. David J Benisek Jr. in Honor of Mr. Austin Gallagher
Mr. Eric Hunziker
Mr. Indiana Blackman in Memory of Dan Rogan
Mr. James T Deviney in Memory of Marina E Deviney
Mr. Jamie Carson
Mr. Jeff Mokotoff in Honor of Luca Mokotoff

Mr. John Reali Jr.
Mr. Joseph F Murray
Mr. Marc a Garofoli
Mr. Mark Carrabine
Mr. Mark Shiggs
Mr. Michael J Soeder in Memory of Mr. Leonard H Soeder
Mr. Miles D Molyneaux
Mr. Robert J Fay
Mr. Robert Voth
Mr. Sam Awad in Honor of Ms. Merna Awad
Mr. Scott a Bailes
Mr. Scott Dress
Mr. Sean Rogan in Memory of Mr. Dan Rogan
Mr. Stephen J Strnisha
Mr. Steve Sutker
Mr. Todd W Palmer in Memory of Scott Palmer
Mrs. Cristine a Braman in Memory of Lauren a Braman
Mrs. Deidre L Blackman in Memory of Julie Boylan
Mrs. Ellen Bradley
Mrs. Jeannie M Varian
Mrs. Joan L Soeder in Memory of Mrs. Jacqueline C Lynch
Mrs. Joyce M Irvine
Mrs. Julie E Walker in Memory of Mrs. Marina E Deviney
Mrs. Kathy Walker in Memory of Mrs. Marty Deviney
Mrs. Laurie Pogel
Mrs. Lisa Gustman in Honor of Mila Clark
Mrs. Lisa M Nedley in Memory of Carter J Nedley
Mrs. Lori Roberts-Cobbledick in Memory of Kathryn Cobbledick
Mrs. Mary P Rogan in Memory of Dan M Rogan
Mrs. Noreen Brown in Memory of Mr. Dan Rogan
Mrs. Roslyn Morgan
Mrs. Susan D Shyne
Mrs. T.J. Schmidt in Memory of Mr. Richard K Allen
Ms. Anne S Mcfarland in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Ms. Gini Judd in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Ms. Halle Y Workman
Ms. Jane T Rehmke
Ms. Marilyn Polan
$100–$249 (continued)
Ms. Melissa C Benson
Ms. Michelle S Appel in Memory of Billy Redmond
Ms. Molliie O’Brien in Honor of Connor Crooks
Ms. Patricia R Recher
Ms. Sarah C Miggins in Honor of Mrs. Krissy Gallagher
Ms. Cachat
Nana & Moses
Nana and Gogo
Nana and Papa
Nancy Fischer
Nate Stoltman
Neil, Zain, Zaid and Rakan Stormer
Nick and Mindy Labac
Nicky, Tess & Alice Turco
Nikki Madsen in Memory of James Birawer
Norman and Margot Prokop
Oma
Oma & Opa Howe
Patrick J Conochan in Memory of Demetrius Demeropoulos
Paul and Mary Ellen Oleniczak
Paul Smith
Paula S Klausner
Peter and Susan Fahrenkopf
Progressive Insurance Foundation
Rahul Tendulkar
Robert L Ruff in Memory of Marty Deviney
Robert L Ruff in Memory of Paul Feldkamp
Robert Sackett
Rocce
Russ and Dwight
Ryan & Ann King
Ryan, Nikki, Kaya, Rylee Yonkers
Sarah and Allen Burke
Sarah Trimble
Sean Howe
Sharon S Garner in Memory of Patricia Steinfurth
Skip and Sharon Sternen
Sonia P Walton in Memory of Sue Walicki
Starboard Value
Steven Toomey
Sue Almquist
Susan and John Enz
Susan Smith
Susan Walsh
Suzanne and Seth Workman
Suzanne and Tyler Taigen
Talisa Dixon
Team Vaughan
The Bake Sale in Honor of Your Courage
The Brian and Tal Rothstein Donor Advised Fund
The Darlington Family
The Dawson-Townsend Family
The Demuth Family
The Drabik Family
The Dyer Family
The Equity Engineering Group
The Flannery Family
The Labovitz Family
The Lucas Family
The Mazzurco Family in Memory of Ms. Marla Mcbride
The Pajak Turtles in Honor of Evan Minor
Theresa, Peter, Luke & Vaughn in Memory of Bill Hunziker
Timmy Fitzpatrick
Tr in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Tricia Osborne
Ub & Aunt Lynda
Uncle Jack & Aunt Gen in Honor of Katie Gartland
Waiter
Window Nation
Wolfe Pack
Wyatt’s Mom and Dad in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Yonkers Family
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April
“Shonner”
#13
(Great) Aunt Sallie & Uncle Greg
6 For Rebecca. Xo Shari, Ben & Hattie in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
6 Is For Rebecca. Xo Shari, Ben & Hattie in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
A Friend of Harper’s Mama Who Is So Proud of This Amazing Family!
A.J. & Family
Abby Delamotte
Abra + Todd Goldman
Adam & Julie Nazette
Adam Berner
Adam Holbrook
Adam Stuart
Adelina Altieri in Honor of Miles W.
Aletheia Lawry
Alex Burke
Alex, You Inspire Us! Xo Shari, Ben & Hattie (And Norah) in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Alexa & Jared
Alexandra Spieth
Alexandra Wiskes
Alfred & Marlene Marks
Alice Ovlasuk & Gordon Judd in Honor of Gertrude Maurer
Alexia L Horton
Alisa and Jeff O’Brien
Alison G in Memory of Jo Farwell
Alison M Moran
Alliancebernstein
Allison Delisio in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Ally Parry
Alyssa Kamm
Amanda P.
Amanda Ticconi
Amanda Wardle
Amber Wood
Amy Acton
Amy and Patrick Gannon
Amy Ewing
Amy Hannah
Amy Martindale
Amy Rosenbluth
Amy Shore in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Amy Wellington in Memory of Miss Emmy Mott
Amy Zipp
Andrea Calo in Honor of Olive Yonkers
Andrea M Tabor
Andrew Cavender
Andrew’s Aunt Joie
Andy Geronimo & Caitlin Bell
Andy, Pavia, Lewie and Maddie
Angela T Sandor
Angela Woods
Angie Farson in Memory of Harper Wehneman
Ann and Jeff in Honor of Eric Cohen
Ann and John Klenakis
Ann and John Molyneaux
Ann and Peter Williams
Ann Jusko
Ann Russell
Anna E Isler Harris
Anna K Busta
Anne and Jeff Smith
Anne L Southam in Memory of Bucky Lee
Anne Wilson
Anne Wilson in Memory of Bill Ferguson
Anneliese Duffett “Oma”
Anonymous
Anonymous in Honor of The Hren’s
Anonymous in Memory of Julien Bovin
Anonymous in Memory of Mary Pfeiffer
Anonymous in Memory of Mr. John Power
$1–$99 (continued)
Anonymous in Memory of Phillip Bethea
Anonymous in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Anthony Cavallario
Aphrodite Papadakis, Katerina Alden & Markos Alden
in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Appdynamics, Inc.
Arek & April Helberger
Ari Lewis
Aryn Derryberry
Ashburn Genszler Family
Ashley & Corey
Ashley Brace
Augie Rosalina
Aunt Anne
Aunt Barb
Aunt Bernadette and Uncle Remy
Aunt Bev & Uncle Rick
Aunt Bridget in Memory of Barbara Bernier
Aunt Chris & Uncle Bobby
Aunt Christina, Uncle Tom, Carissa & Ciana
Aunt Cindy
Aunt Connie and Uncle Mark
Aunt Dawn and Uncle Andre
Aunt Donna and Uncle Dave
Aunt Janie and Uncle Tony
Aunt Janna
Aunt Jen
Aunt Karen in Memory of Robert B. Miller
Aunt Karen, Patrick and Pj Elias
Aunt Kathy, Uncle Bill, Rylee, Jack and Clare
Aunt Kris
Aunt Kristie, Annelise & Isabelle
Aunt Linda
Aunt Lizzie and Uncle Michael
Aunt Lynn and Uncle Tim
Aunt Martha & Uncle Dann
Aunt Me
Aunt Meghan Uncle Nick
Aunt Pam and Uncle John
Aunt Peggy and Uncle Steve
Aunt Sarah & Uncle Chris
Aunt Tava & Uncle Pete
Aunt Yvonne & Uncle Dick in Memory of
Linda Casto/Daugherty
Auntie
Auntie Cara
Auntie Chrissie
Auntie Em & Uncle Matt
Auntie Jen in Memory of Uncle Nicky
Auntie Lisa
Auntie Maria
Aunty Nicole Sam
Aunty Peg in Memory of Grandma Garrison
Ava Reyna-Balsamo
Avery and Adelaide Craft
Avery Craft
Avi Hanusz
Bald Chicks Are Awesome
Banks Family in Memory of Kathryn Cobbledick
Barb and John Zintsmaster
Barb H Anthony
Barb Larson
Barb Shane
Barbara a Hitch in Honor of Lauren C Smith
Barbara and Gerry Karg
Barbara Baxter
Barbara Depasquale-Pines
Barbara Seidel
Barbara Walker
Battista Family
Beard Girls in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Becky Roeder in Honor of Myles Hassell
Becky, Jeff, Autumn & Zach Claridge
Benjamin and Ethan Scheer in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Benny & Jo Jo Loduca
Ben’s Godmother Kristine!
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Bernice
Beth Barney
Beth Sullivan
Betsy Dellinger
Betsy Race
Betty Glazer
Beverly Israel
Bill and Laurel Rubin
Bill and Nancy Clifford in Memory of Maria Mcnamara
Billy Beck
Bishoy M Mikhail
Bob & Marlene Rink
Bob & Monie Giebel
Bob Allman
Bob and Jenn :)
Bob Davis
Bob Gambol
Bobby and Ashley Mallett
Bobby and Mia Ruffing
Bobby, Mia, Jackson & Lachlan
Bolender Family
Bonnie Vannort in Honor of Renie Fisher & Tracy Elmen
Bono & Edge
Brad and Nikki Pulver
Brad and Rhoby
Bradley a Petty
Bradley Eckert
Brady Cassell
Braedan and Austin Gallagher
Brandon Savage
Brenda K Heinzman in Memory of Marty Deviney
Brenda Mcalpine
Brendan’s Aunt Sheila and Larry in Memory of Michael Shagrin
Brenna Lisowski
Brett and Maggie Schumacher
Brian and Kate Oleniczak

Brian T Fox
Bridget Andrews
Brock N.
Brunton Family
Bryant and Stacy
Bryce Beard
Brynna, Brad & Mandy
Calanit
Cameron P Brooks
Camoren Owens
Cardillo Family
Carla Depasquale
Carmen Strauchon
Caro Ziv
Carol & Sid
Carol and Phil Cole
Carol B Hoffmann in Memory of Marie Barle Consolo
Carol Noble
Carole and Al Prohaska
Caroline & Aunt Kitty
Caroline Morse
Caroline Schwartz
Carrie Boland
Carrie E Sharp
Cary and Karen Seidman
Caryn a Loffredo
Cassie and Caila
Catherine D Horner
Cathy & Rich Zumpone
Cathy &Charlie Freid
Cd
Charise Mcalpine
Charlie and Debbie White
Charlie Griest
Charlie Keeney
Charlie Mohns
Charlie O Lauretig
Charlotte Newman
Chelsea
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Cheri Cuffari
Cherie Bunevich
Chiara Gaeta in Memory of Mateo Valdivieso
Chicowus
Chip, Abby, Catie & Molly
Chris & Tim T. Thank You A“Head” of Your Shaving!
Chris and Jenny Steadman
Chris and Kristen Johnson
Chris and Lynn Adams
Chris and Shelli Smith
Chris Armington
Chris Disanto
Chris S Mcmahan
Chris Tangen
Chris Z.
Chrissy Cottier in Honor of Maya B Mahler
Chrissy/Scott Rager
Christ Episcopal Church
Christina and Andrew
Christina M Bushnell
Christine Cachat
Christine Divito
Christine Jackowski
Chuck and Pam Zenkert
Cindy & Jim Crosby
Cindy Smith
Claire Feldkamp
Claire Nichols
Claire Sigman
Claire W Moffatt
Clare and Rob
Clare Taft and Jason Smith and Family
Clay and Lakeyla Anderson
Coach
Cocco Family
Cody Westmoreland
Coleman R James Sr.
Colin :)
Colleen and Lee Wilson
Colleen Lomanto
Connie Jouriles
Connor Coate
Connor’s Dad
Corrie Gustman
Courtney Duckworth
Courtney R.
Cousin Caiti
Cousin Karen Weinberg
Craft Family
Crystal M Cozart
Crystal Turnbo
Cynthia Bowman
Cyrus and Regina Smith
Dad
Dad and Emily
Dan and Jessica Browne
Dan and Mary Berick in Honor of Melinda & Nikki
Dan Fowler
Dan Heintz
Dan, Lindsay, Rory and Brigid Malone
Danielle a Becker
Danielle Coverdale
Danielle Justin & Ian
Danielle, Justin & Ian
Danny and Brenna Calles
Danny, Michelle & Carter Fry
Dave & Beth Mcelvenney
Dave & Kristy Maisch
Dave and Connie Bellini
Dave and Nancy
Dave Faulx
Dave Moore
Dave Stuart
Dave, Carolyn, Dani & Alex Armbruster
Dave, Steph, Jeremy & Andrew Sykes
David & James O’Shaughnessy in Honor of Riley Burton
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David and Georgiana Gray
David and Susan Lenzer
David and Teri Tomberg
David Bolender
David Harband
David Mills
David Molyneaux and Fran Golden
David's Mom, Dad and Aunt in Memory of Kathryn Cobbleyick
Dawn & Alex Quintana
Dawn Cline
Dawn Manuelle
Deanne Lentz
Deb & John Peloso
Debbie and Arthur Landever
Debbie Catania
Debbie Hoffmann
Debbie Patton
Deborah James
Deborah Warner/Mike Ungar
Deborahwarner/Mike Ungar
Debra Murphy
Debra Rex and George George
Declan C in Memory of Lizzy Bremer
Dede and Jim Forester
Deitra Harrison
Della Disalino
Delores and Marvin
Demetius Adams
Denali B Blackburn in Honor of Grandpa Blackburn
Denise in Memory of Donna Spaven
Denny & Karen Linden in Honor of Sara Schubert
Derale and Jessica Butler
Derek Smith
Diane Goodwin
Dianne and Eric
Dianne J Chrzanowski in Memory of Jim Griffith
Diane J Chrzanowski in Memory of Jim Griffith
Dianne Piccone
Diggs Family
Dominick Payton
Dominic's Papa and Granny
Dominion Foundation
Don Jolley
Don Sebian
Donna & Tom Winkelhope
Donna D Mcclain
Donna Moling
Donna Winkelman & Tom Easthope
Doris & Mark Miller
Doris Greggo
Dorothy and Jay Federman
Dottie Borer
Dr. Angela M Bennett
Dr. Anila Bhagavatula
Dr. Bob in Honor of Miss Brooke Hunkus
Dr. Eve Mcpherson
Dr. Jeff Dworkin in Honor of The Bartletts
Dr. Jeffrey D Hord
Dr. Jennifer I Berne
Dr. Joseph S Spoerl
Dr. Katherine R Bonson
Dr. Kevin Muise in Memory of Capt. Marty Deviney
Dr. Kimberly Taylor
Dr. Lawrence K Lief
Dr. Leonard Sweet
Dr. Margaret M Spoerl
Dr. Marge M Geiger Phd
Dr. Patricia Mandell
Dr. Paul Zachlin
Dr. Sarah Reich Harris
Dr. Susan L Eder
Dr. Tadas P Bartkus
Drew
Drew Semancik
D’s and Dixie
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Dylan Roof
E, M, K, & O Krzeminski
Ebony C Cherry
Ed and Rindy Jerue
Elaine Carney
Elana and Russell Spieth
Eleanor Lubbers
Eliot's Mom
Elisabeth Doerr in Memory of Thomas Schrode
Elizabeth and Keven Larkin
Elizabeth Barnes
Elizabeth D Kanne
Elizabeth K Wyatt
Elizabeth Kikel and Family in Honor of Miss Rebecca Meyer
Elizabeth Kikel and Family in Memory of
  Miss Rebecca Meyer
Elizabeth Morris
Ella and Louisa
Ella Bain
Ellen Barcus
Ellen Barrett in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Ellen Barrett in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Elsa Dipietro
Elysta Productions
Emily & Dom
Emily & Tom Gill
Emily Cahill
Emily J Smith
Emily Seidman
Emily Thome
Emma & Anna Bradley
Emma Kehres
England Family
Eric Cohen's Aunt Sherry
Eric Forrester
Eric Rubin
Erika & Greg Stuart
Erin (Moran) Kelly
Erin Purdy and Chris Miller
Erin Spencer
Essential Accounting
Eva in Memory of Ivory Kwong
Evelyn & Larry London in Honor of Andrew Smith
Evonne Falkner
Evyan and Robert
Ewa Malicki
Faith Lanshe
Fantelli Family
Financial Investment Group (Fig)
Findmybenefits.Com
Finian and Isla Dooley
Finn Hoffman
Fitzgerald Family
Fr. Patrick a Tomter
Frank and Lisa Falcione
Frank Digiacomantionio
Frey Family
Friend of Olive
Friends of Aaron Noe
Friends of Andrew
Friends of Bryan
Friends of Colin
Friends of Connor
Friends of Connor Coate
Friends of David Banks
Friends of Hill Dietrich
Friends of Isaac
Friends of Lelynd Chapman
Friends of Tony Palmisano
Fuj and Famp
Gabriele
Gabrielle Giebel
Gail & Scott
Gammy
Garrett Roeder
Gary a Glaser
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Gary Mandolfino
Gayle Beyer
Ge Foundation
Gene Benisek
George and Missy
George Tugeau
George’s Aunt Debbie and Uncle Larry
Gina Benisek
Gina Nykaza
Gloria and Mike
Goedecke Family
Goldfarb Weber Creative Media
Goran Zekic
Gram
Grammy
Grammy and Grampy Taigen
Grammy and Papa
Grandma
Grandma & Grandpa
Grandma & Grandpa Brancato
Grandma & Grandpa Peron
Grandma & Grandpa Toth
Grandma Grace
Grandma Paula in Memory of Willie F Booker, Sr.
Grandpa & Grandma Stoltman
Grandpa & Grandma Wright
Grandpa Goon
Grant’s Grandma Amy
Great Aunt Kay & Uncle Neil
Great Grandma Hummer
Greg & Mary
Greg Robinson
Gretchen E Ulery
Griswold Family
Hannah and Claire Feldkamp
Hannah Feldkamp
Hannah Grabowski
Hannah Kubacki
Hannah, Cliff, Simon and Leo
Happy Birthday From Austin & Braedan
Harry Tugeau
Heather & David Pizzotti
Heather Day
Heather Rogers
Heather W Smith
Heidi
Heights Parent Ambassadors
Helen Kosko in Honor of Maria McDonnell
Henry D Turner
Henry Dew
Henry Hunziker
Henry P Starinsky
Henry’s Grandfather
Henry’s Opa and Oma
Hilary S Hodgman
Howard Pippin
Hugh and Deanna Fisher
Iag, Ltd in Memory of Amy Sheehy
Inspired! Xo Shari, Ben & Hattie in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Inspired. Xo Shari, Ben & Hattie in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Irene Link
Irwin & Lark Blasi
Isaac Hren’s Grandpa and Grandma
Isaac Vann
Jace and Sami Stimpert
Jack a Brooks Phd
Jack and Emmy Thomas
Jack and Erin Goldwood
Jack Fink and Family
Jack Harvey
Jack Lembach
Jackie Thorman
Jacob, Kristin and Jackson Sutherland
James Cullers
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James Lyon
James M Hartmann
Jamie Eck
Jamie Wilson
Jana L Nassif
Janie Solomon
Jasmine Dobbins
Jason and Jennifer Yonkers
Jason Barney
Jason R Steadman
Jayden Lee
Jayne Hoon
Jean Alvarez
Jean C Reinhold
Jean Ware
Jeanne Fox in Memory of Anita Petraske
Jeanne Gordon
Jeannie Clarkson
Jeff & Lorraine Dreibelbis
Jeff and Anne Smith
Jeff and Julie Mallamad
Jeff and Linda Snell in Honor of Ms. Julie Pykelny
Jeff Aulettta in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Jeff Aulettta in Honor of You Buddy
Jeff Muza
Jemma & Kristin Marlow
Jen and Andy Gehrlein
Jen and Keith Rosebrock
Jen and Tim Roth
Jen Cowin
Jen Moore Conrow
Jena Green
Jenn & Chris Markus in Honor of Brady Walz
Jennifer B. Carr
Jennifer Brygot
Jennifer Eschenauer-Travers
Jennifer Franks
Jennifer Lang
Jennifer Park
Jennifer Postma
Jennifer R Gangi in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Jennifer R Gangi in Memory of Mrs. Nancy W Martin
Jennifer Vail
Jennifer Wiskes in Memory of Joseph & Virginia Gladstone
Jennifer, Jack, & Ronan
Jennifer, James & Rylee Anderson in Honor of Mckenzie Rowan
Jenny and Steve
Jenny Wilson
Jerian and Chip Edwards
Jess
Jesse Hattier
Jessica Beukemann in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Jessica Laurinaitis
Jessica Madden in Memory of Colton Steinhorst
Jill & Drew
Jill Corey
Jillian S Davis
Jim & Mary Yenchus
Jim and Char Maxen in Memory of Brent and Brad Maxen
Jim and Susan Massengill
Jim Antall
Jim Chris and Jack Hartman
Jim Williamson
Jim/Karen Lubbers
Joan & Chris Moore
Joan and Mike Cook in Memory of John Power
Joanne Bray
Joanne Callari
Joanne Federman in Honor of Hannah Sobel
Jodi Kay
Jodie Simkoff
Joe & Diane Glazer
Joe and Beth O
Joe Mcdonnell
Joe Mendes in Honor of Steve Perry
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Joe Mendes in Memory of Brondi Shanker
Joe Mugnano
Joe, You Inspire Us. Xo Shari, Ben & Hattie (And Norah) in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Joey Carino's Great Uncle Jim
John a Oliverio
John and Colleen Thomas
John and Lisa Kane Family
John and Mary Vargo
John C
John Harding
John, Melanie, Julia & Elena
John, Stacy, Violet & Scarlett Schmitz
Johnny B.
Joseph & Shannon Oddi
Joseph and Geri Koonce
Joseph Frolik & Karen Long
Joseph W Szabo
Josephine Shelton Townes
Josh Klein and Family
Joshua Jesty
Judith P Franchina
Judy a Stewart
Judy Marazzi
Julia Onopriyenko
Julian, Josh and Lisa Berger
Julian, Lisa and Josh Berger
Julie and Steve Toth
Julie Koidin
Julie Walker
Juls
Justin
Justin S
Kai, Jessica + Srinivas Merugu
Kanne Family
Kara C Murphy
Karen

Karen I Macewen
Karen Kalina
Karen Kowall
Karen L Kerr
Karen Leeth
Karen S.
Karen Thayer
Kari and Dan Peron
Kari Sargent
Karl & Sandy Kaups
Kari Family
Karl Maersch
Karla and The Camocks
Kasey & Mike Stark & Peyton Zupancic
Kate Abbey
Kate Conochan
Kate Hickner
Kate Leslie
Kate Malone
Kathaleen Collins
Katharyne, Tom & Matilda Starinsky
Katherine a Sferry
Kathleen S Papp
Kathryn Edelman
Kathy & David Lammert
Kathy a Wolfe in Memory of Susan M Walicki
Kathy Glick
Kathy Montemagno in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Kathy Ursu in Memory of Mrs. Margaret Ann (Pam) Henderson
Katie and Josh Roberson
Katie Goson
Katie Lewis
Katie Mccrone
Katie O’Connor + Jared Waugh in Memory of Seamus O’Connor
Katrina Heinzen
Katrina Magnusson
Katura Simmons
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Kelly a Smith in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Kelly and Chris Nolan in Memory of Mr. Dan Rogan
Kelly and Joey Simari
Kelly and Travis Tomlinson
Kelly Crown
Kelly Knight
Kelly M Moody
Kelly Parker
Kelly Peck
Kelsey Deforest
Ken & Betsy Hegyes
Ken Miller
Kendalle Cobb
Kevin Mccardle
Kevin Rahilly & Margaret Cohen
Khuri Family
Kim and Jamie
Kim Kolecki
Kim Motley
Kimberly Glazer
Kimberly N.
Kimmie Reyes
Kirsten P
Kolecki Photography
Krishna Divakarla
Krista, Mark & Meera in Memory of Martin Bainbridge
Kristen and Bryan Shea
Kristen and Lyla
Kristi Bidinger & Kim Hodgkiss-Lilly
Kristina Hall
Kristine and Spike Mcgee
Kristy Pickholtz Devine
Krizner Family
Kyle Langford
Kym G Miller
Kyra Ramsey
Landra and Emil Spieth in Memory of Dr. Frank O Bartel, Jr.
Lara Troyer
Larry & Jo-Ann Michael
Laura Nielsen
Lauren and Henry Sheperd
Lauren Robertson
Laurent and Laura Oppenheimer Carlier
Leo & Ryder
Leslie Myrick
Liam Colaluca
Libby and Charlie Steiner
Libby Hampton
Linda Bellini
Linda Holland
Linda Marshall
Linda Rosul
Lindsay and Charlie Jones
Lindsay C Cole
Lindsey Mccarthy
Lisa & Josiee Jones
Lisa & Luis Compres
Lisa & Michael
Lisa and Adam Waldbaum
Lisa Cohen
Lisa Damour
Lisa Goss + Frank Ballish <3 in Memory of Kathryn Cobbledick
Lisa Hopkins
Lisa Jamison
Lisa K Neff Wahl in Honor of Josh Valdivieso
Lisa Rachek
Lisa Schnee
Lisa V Schattinger
Lisa Vinciquerra in Memory of Dan Rogan
Liz H.
Liz Lamping
Liz Zucco
Liza Reed
Lloyd & Betsey Bell
Locker Family
$1-$99 (continued)
Logan Duffett
Louis S.
Luca’s Pittsburgh Grandparents
Luke K
Luke, Liam & Briar
Lulu
Lyn and Jerry Lockard
Lynda Strauss
Lynley Williams
Lynn Palmer
Lyudmyla Sonewald
Macejko Family in Memory of Joann Culp
Maddie B. & Family
Madge Paredes
Maggie Mastrandrea
Maizy Machmer-Wessels
Major Harrison
Malia Lewis in Memory of Rebecca Myer
Mandy Weiskopf
Marc & Mary
Marcy Mougey
Marcia Dawson in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Marcia Dawson in Memory of Paul Hughes
Marcie Harrison in Honor of Lisa Schechter
Marcus Holland
Mare Mougey
Margaret Ervin Means
Margaret H.
Margaret Mary Doucette in Memory of Daniel N Verrastro
Margie and Harry Bones
Margi, Doug, Joe and Maddy Beima in Honor of
Brendan Sullivan
Margie Rossander
Maria C Coyne
Marie Fox
Marilyn F Boerio in Memory of Carolyn L Disanto
Mario Mastrandrea
Mark and Becky Sedlak in Memory of Olivia a Spiros
Mark and Natasha Leydecker
Mark and Shelley Dew
Mark Contreras
Mark, Stacey and Keely Souther in Memory of
Kayla Lucius
Martina Anderson and Andrew Seligsohn
Marty and Kim Kleis in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Mary A. in Memory of My Mom
Mary Dunbar
Mary Kay and Tom Malone in Memory of
Seamus O’Connor
Mary Lukins
Marybeth Serrano
Mason and Mikayla
Mason Spieth in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mateo and Ellie Valdivieso in Memory of Joshua Valdivieso
Mateo Valdivieso
Matt
Matt Billingsly
Matt Dean
Matthew Klecka
Matthew Lambert in Memory of Carter Nedley
Matthew’s Grammy!
Maura Brozovic
Maureen Oleniczak
Maureen Soeder
Mavis Casto in Memory of John M
Maxine Landers
Maya R Sklarin in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Maya S
Mazie, David and Cecilia Adams
Mazy
Mccall E McIntyre
Meagan Green
Medtronic Foundation
Meg & Sam Weingart
Meg Martines
Megan & Nathan Howe
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Megan Burleigh
Megan Lubbers
Meghan Lambert
Melissa Skilken
Mema and Jaja
Mema and Pa in Honor of Mr. Garrett Gulden
Meredith Andrews
Metro Math Boost Students
Meyer Family
Michael and Katie
Michael Spears in Memory of Mr. Michael Carter
Michael Steinberg
Michael W Deemer & Vanessa Coterel in Memory of Michael L Deemer
Michael W Noel
Michael Zucker
Michael, Marie, Will, Uncle Ryan, Aunt Maura
Michele
Michelle B O’Leary
Michelle Joseph
Michelle Murach
Michelle Rasey-Vancisin
Mikayla Spieth
Mike and Jill Macgregor
Mike Chorney
Mike Pleszkoch in Memory of Kathy Lorenzo
Mike Puleo
Miles’ Nana and Papa in Memory of Marie Reali
Mimi & Papa
Mimi in Memory of Helen Stout
Mimi M & Papa K
Miranda Bradach
Miss Alexandra Quandt
Miss Debonay M Price
Miss Erin Mcphail
Miss Grace D Steadman
Miss Isabel Parks
Miss Jemma Barrett in Memory of Chad Carr
Miss Jennifer Chandler
Miss Jessie H Tien
Miss Laura E Forsythe
Miss Morgan Dew Rosedale
Miss Natalia Hrelja
Miss Neko M Tien
Miss Nevannah H Miller
Miss Pom Ziv
Miss Sonia a Cencic
Miss Stacey Jones
Miss Therese a Hanson in Memory of Karl R Hanson
Mitchell Reinhardt
Moey Myers
Molly Aceves and Family in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Molly M Jones
Molly Miller and Dave Kopp
Molly Nieser
Mom
Mom & Dad
Mom and Dad
Mom, Dad, and D
Mom, Dad, Lila and Emma
Mommy
Mommy & Daddy
Morah Levine
Morgan and Molly Jones
Mouncey Family
Mousie
Mr. & Mrs. Leonidas Kampas
Mr. A.J. Pease
Mr. Adam a Votino
Mr. Adam M Fried
Mr. Al Edwards
Mr. and Mrs. Jim and Kathy Vanderwist
Mr. Andrew C Webb
Mr. Austin Shoda
Mr. B\Barbara & Steve Spangler in Honor of Mr. Alex Burke
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Mr. Ben Moore
Mr. Bill Breitbart
Mr. Brad Brower
Mr. Brent Keilin
Mr. C.J. White
Mr. Cameron Gallagher
Mr. Chris & Molly Avondet
Mr. Chris Scherer
Mr. Chris Soeder
Mr. Christopher J Swift
Mr. Colin Powell
Mr. Daniel Moulthrop
Mr. Dante Rosalina
Mr. Dave M Kappus
Mr. Dave Reavis
Mr. David a Tyler
Mr. David and Margaret Modzelewski
Mr. David Dickson
Mr. David Goldfarb
Mr. David Kirschenbaum
Mr. David M Von Behren
Mr. David M Wilber
Mr. David Nevas
Mr. Dennis M Chicotel
Mr. Dennis Teed
Mr. Dino Georgopoulos
Mr. Douglas G Deviney
Mr. Dwight M Olson in Honor of Ingi Holte
Mr. Eric S Cohen in Honor of Mrs. Betty Cohen
Mr. Ethan Roeder
Mr. Evan J Cerne-Iannone
Mr. Frank J Hoffert
Mr. Frank J Niezgoda
Mr. Frank Legan
Mr. Frank M Whitbeck
Mr. Gary a Glaser
Mr. Geoffrey M Goldman
Mr. George Disanto
Mr. George Heath
Mr. Gregg a Simpson
Mr. Gregory K Johnson
Mr. Hayden Palmer
Mr. Hewitt and Alison Mccloskey
Mr. Hugo Posner
Mr. James De Young
Mr. James Keane
Mr. James Marr
Mr. James P Riggs
Mr. Jason a Rabin in Honor of Miss Ellery W Rabin
Mr. Jay B Johnson
Mr. Jesse Friedberg
Mr. Jim Ptacek
Mr. Joe Brancato in Memory of Ms. Mary Pat Murphy
Mr. Joe Sedlak
Mr. Joel J Forquer in Memory of Seamus O’Connor
Mr. Joey M Vitale
Mr. Joey Russo
Mr. John Harshbarger
Mr. John Laskarides in Memory of Mr. John a Laskarides
Mr. John M Boris
Mr. Jonathan P Flynn
Mr. Jono and Lauren Dietz
Mr. Joseph D Robison
Mr. Joseph Takacs
Mr. Joshua M Steadman
Mr. Julian M Taylor
Mr. Keith Luria
Mr. Kerry Lisk
Mr. Kevin W Clifford
Mr. Kevin W Steadman
Mr. Lauren S Lanphear
Mr. Lawrence C Cerne
Mr. Leonard Steinbach
Mr. Lisa Hall
Mr. Logan Duffett
Mr. Loren Llinas
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Conquer Childhood Cancers
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Mr. Luke M Weimann
Mr. Lynn and Barb Troyer
Mr. Matt Lehman
Mr. Matthew H Matheney
Mr. Matthew J Oleniczak
Mr. Matthew S Gullo
Mr. Melina a Blasi
Mr. Michael D Durbin Md
Mr. Michael W Noel
Mr. Nathan W Bills
Mr. Nathaniel K Tyler
Mr. Nemeth
Mr. Noah C Reichek
Mr. Oliver Posner
Mr. Patrick D Blasi
Mr. Patrick Mcgovern
Mr. Paul Hetzel
Mr. Paul M Urfi
Mr. Paul Stupay
Mr. Peter D Adorjan in Memory of Miss Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Peter Jorgensen
Mr. Phillip D Ruffino
Mr. Ralph L Mastriani
Mr. Richard E Sulpizio
Mr. Richard N Dawson
Mr. Ricky a Bussey Sr.
Mr. Ricky Bussey li
Mr. Robert a Salata in Memory of Sue Walicki
Mr. Robert C Innes
Mr. Robert J Quartell
Mr. Robert P Meyer Jr. in Honor of Conor D Meyer
Mr. Rocco W Dipierro
Mr. Roger Liberman
Mr. Ron a Sweet
Mr. Roy Woda
Mr. Scott Bilsky
Mr. Scott Janson

Mr. Scott R Sturm
Mr. Shane E Griest
Mr. Stephen Manka
Mr. Steve Blasi
Mr. Steven Coven
Mr. Steven L Adam
Mr. Taye Ziv
Mr. Thomas a Fitzsimmons
Mr. Thomas D Battle
Mr. Tilman Lukas
Mr. Tom Merlino
Mr. Tony G Weber
Mr. Victor Cimperman
Mr. William G Bruing
Mr. William H Mulrennan in Memory of Mr. Paul Zaitz
Mr. William Moulthrop
Mrs. Abigail Stadlin in Memory of Mrs. Arline Silverman
Mrs. Abirami Santhanam Phd
Mrs. Aisha Campbell
Mrs. Alison L Nygaard
Mrs. Amy B Meyer in Honor of Conor D Meyer
Mrs. Ana Maria Carrillo in Honor of Nina Rodriguez
Mrs. Ana Maria Carrillo in Honor of R Matta
Mrs. Andrea Zolac
Mrs. Andy Kubis
Mrs. Angela M Duda in Memory of Mr. John J Power, Iii
Mrs. Ann B Beyer
Mrs. Anna a Fording
Mrs. Anne F Bachmann in Memory of Luke S Ungerer
Mrs. Barbara L Ziegler
Mrs. Barbara Ruthers
Mrs. Beth a Casey in Memory of Malcom Hills, Jr.
Mrs. Beth a Casey in Memory of Mrs. Cari Flox
Mrs. Beverly a Labuda
Mrs. Bobbie M Strayer
Mrs. Bogus
Mrs. Calinda Stringer
Mrs. Carmela Moses in Memory of Bob Moses
Mrs. Catherine P Sullivan
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Mrs. Cathy a Maas
Mrs. Charniece Holmes
Mrs. Chris B Stevens
Mrs. Christie P Mccray
Mrs. Christina M Phillips
Mrs. Christine H Mella
Mrs. Christine M Mrarch
Mrs. Christy M Salata
Mrs. Claire Sklarin
Mrs. Colleen a Devito
Mrs. Colleen K Sommerfeld
Mrs. Daneen Koenig
Mrs. Darlene M Sargent in Honor of Austin G.
Mrs. Deane Finnegan
Mrs. Deborah Harrison
Mrs. Diann E Miller
Mrs. Donna M Rozman in Memory of Joshua G Blackwell
Mrs. Doris L Sheers in Memory of Mrs. Oliva Minnillo
Mrs. Edward Huelsenbeck
Mrs. Elizabeth a Mcfadden in Memory of James J Mcfadden
Mrs. Ellen M Kmetz
Mrs. Ellen Neroni
Mrs. Emilia M Fitzgerald
Mrs. Emily Barnett
Mrs. Emily E Barnett
Mrs. Emily M Caragher
Mrs. Erin M Gisel
Mrs. Erin Zelin
Mrs. Glasier
Mrs. Heather Rogers
Mrs. Heidi Weissman
Mrs. Irit Elboher in Honor of Austin G.
Mrs. Jaime O Lurie in Memory of Rebecca Meyers
Mrs. Jamila E Demore
Mrs. Jane a Baus
Mrs. Jenkins

Mrs. Jennifer Bitterman
Mrs. Jennifer Chicotel Hill in Honor of Mr. Spencer Rumor
Mrs. Jennifer S Hillman
Mrs. Jenny D Steadman
Mrs. Jenny R Reali
Mrs. Jessica Keefer
Mrs. Jessie Eshelman
Mrs. Jill Alintoff
Mrs. Joanie Rogge in Memory of Sue Walicki
Mrs. Joanne E Carlo in Memory of Mrs. Audrey H Dussault
Mrs. Jonida Morelli
Mrs. Joyce a Blackney
Mrs. Judi Wolf
Mrs. Judith G Rosebrock
Mrs. Judith G Rosebrock in Honor of Mr. Ed Schneider
Mrs. Judith G Rosebrock in Honor of Mrs. Barbara Moats
Mrs. Judith G Rosebrock in Honor of Mrs. Kristin Wee
Mrs. Judy a Cosenza in Memory of Mr. Armand W Cosenza, Jr.
Mrs. Julie Gammill Gibson in Memory of Mr. Nathan Tew
Mrs. Julie Horan
Mrs. Julie K Currid
Mrs. Julie Soroka
Mrs. Julie V Tsirambidis in Memory of Mrs. Anna Tsirambidis
Mrs. Karen L Spinks
Mrs. Katherine Stricker
Mrs. Kathleen a Pennini in Honor of Matthew Bolduc
Mrs. Kathleen a Skettle
Mrs. Kathleen M Atwater in Memory of Mrs. Jean Maiden
Mrs. Kathleen Miller
Mrs. Kathy a Wolfe in Memory of Susan M Walicki
Mrs. Katie Dinger
Mrs. Katie K Schneider
Mrs. Kerri a Dray
Mrs. Kimberley Glover
Mrs. Kimberly a Hlafka
Mrs. Kristen Gardini
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- Mrs. Lari a Jacobson
- Mrs. Laura Bulgrin
- Mrs. Laura K Calcutta
- Mrs. Lauren E Frankel
- Mrs. Lauren Pickens
- Mrs. Lauren Piechowiak
- Mrs. Lauri Dykhuis in Memory of Marilyn Coate
- Mrs. Laurie G Mabel
- Mrs. Laura Usrey
- Mrs. Laura G Pannelle
- Mrs. Leslie I Krigstein
- Mrs. Libby Steiner
- Mrs. Linda C Usrey
- Mrs. Linda M Wheatt in Memory of Jared Haynesworth
- Mrs. Linda Stinner
- Mrs. Linda Strashensky
- Mrs. Lisa a Gerteis
- Mrs. Liz M Hartman
- Mrs. Liz Schneider in Honor of Austin Gallagher
- Mrs. Loretta Conochan
- Mrs. Lori Peterson in Memory of Mrs. Amy Jurgeleit
- Mrs. Lori Schwenke in Memory of Ina Deviney
- Mrs. Lyn Rogers
- Mrs. Lynn Dean
- Mrs. Lynn Edelman
- Mrs. Lara Bendersky
- Mrs. Margaret Ann Fowler
- Mrs. Margot F Sankey
- Mrs. Marlene Hardy-Gomez
- Mrs. Mary J Andress
- Mrs. Mary J Salata in Memory of John Power
- Mrs. Mary J Salata in Memory of Mr. Harlan E Hummer
- Mrs. Mary M Nicholson
- Mrs. Maureen H Christy
- Mrs. Maureen Hartman
- Mrs. Maureen Oaklief
- Mrs. Meg Baerman
- Mrs. Megan Billinger in Memory of Sam Callahan
- Mrs. Melissa E Donato
- Mrs. Michelle Bandy-Zalatoris
- Mrs. Michelle Tepley
- Mrs. Mira Rossman
- Mrs. Mireille Rossman
- Mrs. Moira a Dore’ Basich
- Mrs. Nancy Macdonald
- Mrs. Natalie N Arnold in Memory of Blake T Arnold
- Mrs. Nathalie L Rutledge
- Mrs. Noelle Gilson
- Mrs. Patricia Spoerl
- Mrs. Patricia Stevenson
- Mrs. Peterjohn
- Mrs. Quiana Thomas
- Mrs. Rachael Rothrock
- Mrs. Rachael Sauber
- Mrs. Rhonda Price
- Mrs. Roxanne Tomter in Honor of Mrs. Mary Jo Robinson
- Mrs. Sandra L Kennedy
- Mrs. Sansurae Harris
- Mrs. Santos
- Mrs. Shelley M Assel
- Mrs. Sheryl a Moore
- Mrs. Shoni Hisczak Rn
- Mrs. Stacey J Bond
- Mrs. Staci Jones
- Mrs. Sue Miracle
- Mrs. Susan M Vitale
- Mrs. Susan Miracle
- Mrs. Susan W Hayes in Memory of Maurice a Hayes
- Mrs. Susie Schmitt
- Mrs. Tamar Gray
- Mrs. Tammie Hill
- Mrs. Tasha Mixon
- Mrs. Taylir Linden-Washlock in Memory of Colleen Daugherty
- Mrs. Teresa - Wrobel
- Mrs. Theresa M Borodkin
$1–$99 (continued)
Mrs. Thomas D Macleod III
Mrs. Tiffany S Scherer
Mrs. Viv Barrett
Mrs. Vivianne S Barrett
Mrs. Wendy W Weil
Ms. Akeesha Harris
Ms. Alexandra K Jacobs in Memory of Monica Siarny
Ms. Alexandra Rolland
Ms. Alice Holmes in Honor of Hans Hunziker
Ms. Alisa J Warshay in Memory of Gloria Troya
Ms. Amanda L Maggiotto
Ms. Amy Hammett
Ms. Amy Kerr-Jung
Ms. Andia Reed
Ms. Ann E Lindstrom
Ms. Anne Ilcus
Ms. Anne K Dechant
Ms. Anne L Whitney
Ms. Anne Zielinski in Memory of Rev. Kathleen E Gahagen
Ms. April L Cherry
Ms. Ava Arslanian
Ms. Barbara Abramson
Ms. Barbara Day
Ms. Barbara K Smith
Ms. Bear C Mcguinness
Ms. Bernadette S Kasper in Memory of Mr. Richard J Kasper
Ms. Beryl Younkin
Ms. Betsy J Woodring
Ms. Bridget M Cook
Ms. Brittany Schwab
Ms. Cal Zunt
Ms. Carol a Yachanin
Ms. Charlotte Hartman
Ms. Charlotte P Wilson
Ms. Chelsea L Whitman-Rush
Ms. Chrissie France
Ms. Christina Breen
Ms. Christina M Bushnell
Ms. Christina M Lambert
Ms. Cindy Baldauf
Ms. Clark
Ms. Curtiss Hannum
Ms. Danielle Cosgrove
Ms. Dawn Schweikert
Ms. Debby C Samples
Ms. Deborah C Straniero
Ms. Deborah Glosserman
Ms. Deborah J Yonkers
Ms. Debra E Boland in Memory of Mr. John Power
Ms. Deirdre Thomas
Ms. Denise French
Ms. Diane Roberto in Memory of Ms. Maja Murphy
Ms. Dottie Borer
Ms. Elisa J Russo
Ms. Elizabeth K Walker
Ms. Ellen Murphy in Memory of Mp Murphy
Ms. Ellen C Conkey in Memory of Mr. Seamus O’Connor
Ms. Ellen F Barrett in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Ms. Ellie Berglund
Ms. Fran Geraci
Ms. Gayle Beyer
Ms. Gina Chicotel
Ms. Hillary J Frank
Ms. Ilyana Walker
Ms. Irit Elboher
Ms. Irit Elboher in Honor of Austin G.
Ms. J C Scanlon
Ms. Jackie Adams
Ms. Jackie Soeder
Ms. Jaclyn Palmer
Ms. Jane M Vondrak
Ms. Janet S Bergman in Memory of Sylvia and Murray Simon
Ms. Jennifer Ford
Ms. Jennifer Murphy in Honor of Maja Murphy
Ms. Jennifer Plass
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Ms. Jennifer R Woda in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Ms. Jennifer Vinson
Ms. Jewel Moulthrop
Ms. Joan a Conochan
Ms. Joan Spoerl in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Ms. Joan Steinberg
Ms. Joanne Tenrani in Honor of Wes Chang
Ms. Judy J Jung in Memory of Sharlene R Jung
Ms. Julia Cook
Ms. Julie Evans
Ms. Kara S
Ms. Karen L Blankschaen
Ms. Karen Michota
Ms. Karen Sotiropoulos
Ms. Karen Steckner
Ms. Karyn C Kelley
Ms. Kate M Daigler
Ms. Kate Smith
Ms. Katherine R Snow
Ms. Kathleen B Lund
Ms. Katie Stone
Ms. Kelly Borally
Ms. Kelly Hyland
Ms. Kimberley a Smith
Ms. Kimberly Leikin
Ms. Kristin J Burns
Ms. Kristy a Minnillio in Honor of Miss Katie Gartland
Ms. Latasha Walker
Ms. Latrice L Flanagan in Memory of
Mrs. Lisa Flanagan-Parker
Ms. Lechondria J Munford
Ms. Lilah Beukemann
Ms. Lillie M Bell in Memory of Jamila H Holt
Ms. Linda C Raupp
Ms. Linda W Lopez
Ms. Lisa B Kramer in Honor of Teddy Greer
Ms. Lisa Ziska-Marchand
Ms. Lita, Garfield Church
Ms. Louisa S Oliver
Ms. Lynne Schneider
Ms. Marjorie Preston in Memory of Miss Rebecca Meyer
Ms. Marni R Kirschenbaum
Ms. Martha G Mahoney
Ms. Mary Ann Hall
Ms. Mary C Sullivan
Ms. Mary M Bourdrez
Ms. Mary R Veasey in Memory of Joe Veasey
Ms. Mary Ricciardello in Memory of Sue Walicki
Ms. Mary Ricciardello in Memory of Timothy J Yost
Ms. Maureen Myers
Ms. Meg Baerman
Ms. Meg Mastriani in Memory of Mary Pat Murphy
Ms. Megan a Mcfadden
Ms. Megan Keefe
Ms. Melissa a Yasinow
Ms. Michele Brancato
Ms. Michele Smolin in Honor of Betty & Mickey Smolin
Ms. Michelle Amato
Ms. Nancy V Matyazic
Ms. Naomi Holland in Memory of Providence Hollander
Ms. Naomi J Weller
Ms. Nicole M Kubach
Ms. Nicole M Langlois
Ms. Nina a Rossi
Ms. Pat Kuester
Ms. Paula Mindes
Ms. Pelagia Koutroumanis
Ms. Ronna H Kelly in Memory of Patricia Kelly
Ms. Rose Cross
Ms. Rosemary Burk in Memory of Mr. Phil Cerra
Ms. Sara Youngblood-Ochoa
Ms. Sarah Kok
Ms. Sarah R Hampton
Ms. Sevin Gallo
Ms. Sindy Warren
Ms. Sondra M Schultz in Honor of Austin Gallagher
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Ms. Sondra M Schultz in Honor of Mr. Austin Gallagher
Ms. Sonia Valdivia
Ms. Stacey Joyner
Ms. Stephanie D Petty
Ms. Sue Richardson in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Ms. Susan E Hamilton
Ms. Susan E Williams
Ms. Susan Kaeser in Memory of George Kaeser
Ms. Susanna M De Sorgo in Honor of Garett Gulden
Ms. Suzann R Moskowitz
Ms. Tania J Younkin
Ms. Tara Fenner
Ms. Taylor Linden-Washlock in Memory of Letty & Sherry Smith
Ms. Teria Dew
Ms. Terri Lindberg
Ms. Terry a Moore
Ms. Thea Narten
Ms. Theresa C Ward
Ms. Tracey a Edwards in Honor of Christy Baston
Myra N Wright
Na Na & Papa Oddi in Memory of Mrs. Carolyn L Disanto
Naila W
Nana
Nana & Dale Baughman
Nana and Papa
Nana Russo
Nancy and Bill Dietz
Nancy Colie
Nancy Conway
Nancy Macdonald
Nancy Marks, Proud Friend!
Nancy Mcdonnell in Honor of Maria Mcdonnell
Nancy, Owen & Cliff in Memory of Joshy Valdivieso
Nanette F Coverdale
Naomi Mitchell & Family
Natalie Fording
Nate Ford
Nate Landever
Nice Job Tony!
Nick Carcelli
Nick Soeder
Nicole Jones
Nicole Lasorda
Niki Green
Nino & Kk
Nona
Nora Lee Reinhardt
Nora Lubbers
Noreen and Michael Santelli
Novak Family
O’Donnell Family
O’Leary Family
Olive, Lola, and Family
Oliver & Abraham
Olivia Bruening
Olivia Landever
Onaway Office Cash Collection
One of Your Moms in Memory of Pat Steinfurth
Orion
Owen Hagesfeld
Owen Smith and Family
Pa
Paige’s Grandma & Grandpa Janson
Pam Wilkes
Papa and Ama Robinson
Papa and Mimi Z
Parker Roeder
Pat Clifford and Katy Heins
Pat Ferrara
Pat in Honor of Brian
Pat Swenson
Pat The Housekeeper
Patricia Buckner/Tiger Nation Fam!
Patricia Falk
Patricia Hanusz
$1–$99 (continued)
Patricia Lambert
Patrick J Condon
Patrick Russo
Patty & Dick Fitzpatrick
Paul & Caryl
Paul and Evelyn Kuzilla
Paul Bellini
Paul Murray
Paula Forman
Paula Gavlen
Peanut and Lex
Peck Family
Peg Omalley
Pelrine-Widness Family
Penny Conochan
Pete Rose
Peter and Emily Poznako
Peter M Boyle
Phil Pelletier
Phipps Family
Pitrone Family
Platos
Poo in Memory of Janet Ankrom
Pop Pop and Mom Mom Piccone
Professor Daley
Progressive Insurance Foundation
Prong and Cousin Sara in Honor of J. Bones
Proud Parents
Prudential Foundation
Q in Honor of Lauren Kimsey
Quinn and Jake Macphail
Quinn McEvo
R. L. Cole Enterprise, Inc.
Rabbi Joshua L Caruso
Rachel Keaton
Rafi and Leon
Rapp Family
Rarick Family
Rashida/Rashid/Dehani
Raymond McNeal
Rebecca & Brian Thomas
Rebecca Devananzio
Rebecca Hopkins
Rebecca Ricciardo
Reeva Perse
Reginelli Family
Relo Family
Reliable Pattern Works, Inc. in Memory of
Mr. Thomas C Kabat
Remy Bourbeau
Renner and Jasper Skidmore
Renny
Rev. Adam H Hange
Rev. Lisa Ealy
Rev. Samuel J Thomas
Rhoda Boone Lane
Richard B Nelson
Richard F Demko
Richard Gandolfo
Richard Tomberg
Rick & Kathy Byrne
Rick and Carol Taylor
Rick O’Connor in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Rick Sykora
Rietsch Family
Rink Family
Rishona Lee and Alan Kothera
Rita Grabowski
Rjxp and Noelle Powell
Rob and Donna Yonkers
Rob Stalder
Robert and Laura Shuster
Robert E Kennedy
Robert L Ruff in Memory of Grandma Deviney
Robert M Mayer
Robert W Moulthrop
Thank You
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Robert White
Robin & Alex
Robin Kilminster (Caden)
Robin Koslen
Robin Leggere in Honor of Sam Peron
Robin Smalley
Robyn Kahn
Roni Handsman & Andy Dennehy in Honor of
Mr. Eric Cohen
Rooks Family
Rose From Housekeeping
Rosemary Reymann
Rosenfelt Famiky
Ruby, George & Harry Tugeau
Ryan C Olds
Ryan Kerr
Ryan, Victoria and Raff in Honor of Lizzy Bremer
Rymos
Salerno Family
Sally E Frye
Sally Iannone in Memory of Joanne Kuebler
Sally T Baden
Sam and Owen Hagesfeld
Sam Hagesfeld
Sam Hren’s Grandpa and Grandma
Samuel Peron
Sandra Hull
Sandra Kim
Sandra S Holland
Sandy and Michael Murawski
Sandy and Mike Supler
Sandy Jones
Sandy, Lynne and Nancy
Sarah Budnar
Sarah E Perry
Sarah Holbrook
Sarah M Berglund

Sarah Tuggey
Scacheri Family
Schiavone Family
Schmitt Family
Scott and Sue Lafferty
Scott Henkle
Scott R Burleigh
Sean Howe in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Sean M Boyd
Sean Martin #Survivor
Sean W Clemmons
Sebastian, Declan, and Kieran Bigelow
Selena Newell of Guardian Angel Services, LLC
Shana Fischer
Shane and Regan Fitzpatrick
Shane, Sara, Leah
Shane’s Mom & Dad
Sharilee Walker
Sharlene & Arnold Rosenfeld in Honor of Devorah, Eli,
Rivka & Dovi Cohen
Sharon & Bill Moore
Sharon Grossman
Sharon M Shumaker
Sharon Skinner
Sharyn & Bill in Honor of Aaron Mallamad
Sharyn & Bill in Honor of Gabriel Mallamad
Shawn M Mallamad in Honor of Aaron Mallamad
Shawn M Mallamad in Honor of Gabriel Mallamad
Shawnthea Monroe
Shelley and David Koch
Shelley Gimbel
Shennen
Sherri & Mark Bellini
Sherry Peck and Family
Shoop, Nikki & James Csepegi
Sidney and Chloe Horan
Simon, You Inspire Us! Xo Shari, Ben & Hattie in Honor
of Rebecca Meyer
Simone Powell
$1–$99 (continued)
Sonja Rice
Sonja Rice in Memory of Gloria Troya Jaramillo
Sonya & Tom Presper
Sophie Domptail
Stacey Cohen
Staci Wampler
Stacie Lindmen
Stanley R Shorb
Staviscak Family
Stephanie & Josh White
Stephanie Kelly
Stephanie Savelli
Stephen Cerne in Honor of Ms. Barbara S Walker
Steve & Maureen Reneau
Steve Worden
Steve, Kristin, Brady and Jack
Steve, Tyler, and Jeannie Lewis
Sue a Philippbar in Memory of Jari Erdie
Sue Ann Philippbar in Memory of Jari Erdie
Sue Sue In Memory Of All those I have known and lost to cancer. You will never be forgotten!
Suna Turgay
Sunny & Nana
Susan and Tom Muza
Susan Goldfarb
Susan Goldfarb Goldfarb
Susan Hunt in Memory of Miss Sophie Schwalbach
Susan L Brown
Susan Rockey
Susan Weiner
Susanna Niermann
Susanne Noble
Suzanne & Karl Hren
Svetlana Topolyanskaya
Szentkirályi Family
Tabitha Bowling
Tabor Family

Talia Parks
Tamara L Newell Anderson
Tamara Prentiss
Tamika Lampkin
Tara Leslie Leo Beya
Tasha and Sean in Memory of Joshy Valdivieso
Tasi
Taylor Boland
Tbone Ruppe in Honor of Mrs. Lisa Lesko
Team Allman
Team Rush
Team Trivisonno..Wendy, Lou, Sam, and Hallie
Tena, Joe and Myles Crock
Teresa and Ken Mauzy
Teresa Leibas
Teri Shell
Terry Holthaus in Memory of Julie Fuchs
Thatha and Amma
Thayer-Hansen Collective
The Altman Family
The Amjad Family
The Arnold Family
The Aunts
The Bach Family
The Bains
The Baldwins
The Banbury Family
The Barr Family
The Bauers
The Bentons
The Bergerons
The Berglund Family in Honor of The Feldman Family
The Bermel Family
The Bertman’s
The Bleick Family
The Bodmann Family
The Boehm Family
The Bond Family
The Borders Family
$1–$99 (continued)
The Bordners
The Bordners in Honor of Santiago Lopez-Zimmer
The Bornhoeft’s
The Bourdrez Family
The Bouthilet Family in Honor of Nathan Byram
The Boyst Family
The Brokaw Family
The Brokaws
The Bucco Family in Memory of Nick Catanese
The Carpenter Family
The Cheselkas in Memory of Mrs. Emma Cheselka
The Chiu/Thomas Family
The Coles in Honor of Reilly Dean
The Connell Family
The Corrigan Family
The Costello Family
The Curtis Family
The David Brennan Family
The Davis Family In Dc!
The Dean Family
The Dogs
The Drobnick Family
The Ewers Family
The Faimans
The Family Mckechnie
The Fink Family
The Forniti Family
The Gall Family
The Ginn
The Gisel Family
The Golden Family
The Greisl Family
The Hearns Family
The Hoffman Family
The Hollander Family
The Honig Family
The Hornet
The Iofredos
The Keefes
The Kelly Family
The Kestin Family in Memory of Cory Coleman
The Kilbane Family
The Kramer Family in Memory of Miss Rebecca a Meyer
The Levines in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
The Levy Family
The Littlejohn Family
The London Family
The Lord Family
The Malingers
The Malingers in Honor of Alan Malingers
The Mallinharts
The Marstons
The Mayhugh Family
The Mcaree Family Toward Henry Turner / Rox El Team
The Mccormick Family
The Moore Family
The Nabis
The Oshaben Family
The Pai Family
The Perez Family
The Plessec Family
The Potiker Family in Memory of Nancy Vaughn
The Ralston Family
The Raymond Family
The Reszkowskis
The Ricketts Family
The Roherty Family
The Romanos
The Rzepka Family in Memory of Tomas Koch
The Safrans
The Salaff Family
The Schnitter Family
The Shaners
The Shelter Family
The Sherlock Family
The Sindwani Family
The Rebecca Alison Meyer Fund for Pediatric Cancer Research 2016
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The Sizemore Family
The Sosnowski Family in Honor of Bella Hung
The Spannagel Family in Memory of Chad Carr
The Starkenthal Family
The Stenger Family
The Stillermans
The Stratton Clan
The Stratton Family
The Sweeney’s
The Teeters
The Vetters
The Violas
The Virginia Sutulas
The Vitan Family
The Welsh Family in Honor of Austin Gallagher
The Winters
The Wyent Family
The Zawadski Family
The Zelin Family
Theo
Theresa Porter in Memory of John Mcguinness
Third Grade Parent Child Hebrew Class at Fairmount Temple In Memory Of Rebecca Meyer
Thomasa M Phillips
Tiffany & Tommy Mrcamara in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Tiffany Caco-Smith
Tiffany Fields
Tiffany Warren
Tim & Diane Hoerner
Timothy & Mary Persons
Tina and Doug Emancipator
Tina North
To The First Shaved We Ever Knew! Xo Shari, Ben & Hattie in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Todd Otteson
Todd, Fanny, and Etta
Tom & Jacqueline

Tom and Cindy O Sperl
Tom and Marlene Kuskin
Tom and Sue Hampton
Tom Jamieson
Tom Swales
Tom&Karen Palmer
Tom, Stuart, Maggie, Frazer, Bill and Jack
Tom-Linda Owings
Tommy, Jack and Jess in Honor of Uncle Armand, Stacy and Gracelynn
Tommy, Monique , Tommy Jr & Mia
Toni & Michael Starinsky
Tony Brancato
Tony Fatica
Tony M
Tony Palmisano
Tony’s Family
Tortoise
Tracey & Dell Allen
Tracey Kastelic
Tracy and Andy Sklarin
Tracy Baker
Travis
Trent and Irene Meyerhoefer
Trevor and Rachel
Tricilla Atwood-Williams
Tris/Lara Jerue
Trisha Walton
Troop 50206 Girl Scouts
Tunes ‘N Tales By Tina
Ubm Community Connection Foundation
Uncle Aaron
Uncle Alan & Aunt Cathy
Uncle Andre and Aunt Dawn
Uncle Bob and Aunt Margherita
Uncle Bruce in Memory of Patricia C Steinfurth
Uncle Bryan and Aunt Lynn
Uncle Byron and Auntie Tiana
Thank You
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Uncle Chris & Aunt Shelli Smith in Honor of Ann Marie Kelly
Uncle Dave, Aunt Kathy & Hallie
Uncle James and Jacqueline
Uncle Jeff, Aunt Kathy, Emily & Audrianna
Uncle John
Uncle John and Aunt Doreen in Memory of Stephanie Stone
Uncle Johnny and Aunt Mindy Way To Go Vince
Uncle Mike and Aunt Pamela
Uncle Mike Is The Best
Uncle Nick Aunt Meghan
Uncle Paul
Uncle Ricky
Uncle Tom & Aunt Katy
Valerie Magyari
Valerie Markland
Vern Morrison
Veronica L Sauer
Vicky Brown
Victoria a Korosi
Vikki- Ethan Swain’s Mom
Vikki Nowak
Vince and Marcus Holland
Vince Giancola
Vince Rattini
Virginia Beach Cousins
Vivian and Chris Daigler
Wallace & Cynthia Miller
Walter Danko in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Way To Go! We Love You- The Faiman Family
We Are Inspired By You, Quinn! Xo Shari, Ben & Hattie in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
We Are So Proud of You Gabe! Love, The Cullens
We Are So Proud of You, Aaron! Love, The Cullens
We Are So Proud of You, Sam! Love, The Cullens
Will Cavender

Will, Andrew, James, and Catherine
Wolfe Pack
Wyatt Sklarin in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Wyatt’s Great Aunt Phyllis and Great Uncle Bob in Honor of Ms. Joanna Benjamin
You Inspire Us, Henry! Xo Shari, Ben & Hattie in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Your Cousin, Lauren in Memory of Seamus O’Connor
Your Friends At Tti. Inc
Your Little Buddy, Leo
Zayde Komito
Zoe
Zoe Griest
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$1,000–$2,499
Dewey’s Pizza
Grammy & Grampy
Grammy & Grampy in Honor of Austin Gallagher

$500–$999
Anonymous in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Fairmount Temple Early Childhood Center in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Nancy & Dick Dietrich in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Shelley M Kennon
Summit Petroleum
The Zawadzki Family in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Thomas M Chen in Honor of Braeden Gallagher
Wiliam G Kinney

$250–$499
Anonymous in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Barbara Nagy
Ben Bartels
Christina M Pattakos
Ethan Roberts Mom & Dad
Jim Nauer in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
John G Bartels
Mary Sawers
Michael J. Heffern in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Joe E Mendes in Memory of Sue Roth
Mr. Stewart a Kohl
Mr. William a Currin in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Ms. Elisabeth Gevelber
Ruth and Malcolm’s Nana and Papa in Memory of Becca Meyer
Secretarial Team From Vascular Medicine At The Cleveland Clinic
Uncle Jim in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer

$100–$249
Ak
Alex Moshier
Alex Moshier’s Grandmother
Alex Workman
Alex’s Mom and Dad
Alison K Gassert
Amira and Shelby Dietrich
Amy Speidel
Andrew Kaplan
Anonymous
Anonymous in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Anonymous in Honor of Chris & Jen Wilson
Anonymous in Memory of Jennifer Esposito & Michael Miyauchi
Art Opening
Aunt Annette & Uncle Rick in Memory of Valerie Trasky
Aunt Marlo, Uncle Craig, Charley, Jane and Sammo
Aunt Susan
Barb & Jeff Strouse
Barbara Fisher
Barrie Moshier
Beatrice & Arlo Griffith
Ben’s Mom and Dad
Benton Family
Bill & Trudy Friesema
Bill and Sharon Moore
Bill and Stacey in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Bill, Dal, Emma, Lila and Sara
Bob Spieth
Brad & Sue Gladstone
Brenna Lisowski
Brian Sullivan
Brooke Leedy’s Mom and Dad
Caden Kozak in Honor of Pop Pop Jerry
Carolyn and Chris Jacobs in Memory of Joel Broering
Cathy Dress
Charlie Keeney Jr.
$100–$249 (continued)
Chevron
Christine M Mcgrath
Christopher C Hayward
Cindy L Mcquade in Memory of Marina Deviney
Crysler/Baniszewski Family
Dave and Kendee
Davey & James O'Shaughnessy in Honor of Riley Burton
David D. Black / Ulmer & Berne Llp
David, Jr. & James O'Shaughnessy in Honor of Riley Burton
David's Mom and Dad in Memory of Kathryn Cobbledick
Deborah Horn in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Delores Farrall
Donn and Debbie West
Dr. Aphrodite Papadakis in Memory of Mr. Harold Meredith
Dr. Debra a Voulgaris
Dr. Laura C Block in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Dr. Megan a Shiga
Dr. Michelle J Stehura in Honor of Mr. Michael a Jaworski
Dr. Ronald & Sonia Chapnick
Dr. Timothy Lipman
Ella Matsuda
Ellen & John Deangelis
Emily’s Mom and Dad
Emma & Hannah’s Memaw
Eric Coryell
Erin Levereaux in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Evie & Friends Bake Sale
Evyan + Robert Horton
Fairmount Temple K and 1 Sunday School
Fern and Joel Simkoff
Fernway Family Fun Skate in Honor of Dan Feldman
Ferrett Steinmetz and Gini Judd in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Fred & Barb Frey
Friends & Family
Friends of Seamus’s Opa and Oma in Memory of James
Michael “Zeke” Zimmerman
Friends of Sean’s Opa and Oma in Memory of James
Michael “Zeke” Zimmerman
From Your Mom and Dad in Memory of Mrs. Marina Deviney
Fully Functional Fitness in Memory of Jean Walker
Gail Vaughn
Gallaghers Expert Auto Repair
Gonny and Papa Fitzpatrick in Memory of Sarah Urbanc
Grammy & Grampy Lenahan in Memory of Sophie X
Grammy and Grampy Taigen
Grandmom and Granddad in Honor of The Lewis Family
Grandpa and Grandma Owings and Grandma Lucy
Grandpa Tim
Grandpop
Granny & Grandad in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Hallie & Mic Lundon and Family
Hbm Architects
Hessler Harmony Park Lucky Charms
Holden’s Friends At Fairfax and Boulevard
Jack C Adams
Jackie and Fred Rothstein in Honor of Denise Locsei
James & Bobbi Anderson
Jb and Ellen
Jean C Reinhold
Jeff Coryell
Jennifer H Ireland
Jennifer Westfall
Jennifer, Gavin & Alana Southworth & Sunshine
Jerry and Carolyn Wheaton in Honor of Austin G
Jessi Justin & Cam
Jim and Dede Forester
Jim and Kathy Holcomb
Joe & Sandra Hazel in Memory of John Farrall, Sr, Md
John, Colleen, Emma and Hannah
Joseph M Tyler
Julianna Gulden and Anna Eötvös in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Karen and Fred Kappus
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$100–$249 (continued)
Kate & Jim Garland
Kathleen Borrelli
Kathy & Jim Will’s Aunt & Uncle
Kathy B Selker in Memory of Marlyn F Broderick
Kathy, Dan, and Thom Gisser
Kelli G Guhde
Kevin Gessner
Kevin in Memory of Marty My Friend
Kristen Bartels
Kristen Steck
Landra and Emil Spieth
Larry O Moore
Leslie J Gilbert
Lidia Richani
Lincoln, Grant, and Evan’s Gramma in Memory of Linda Kardos
Liz, Nora, Kate, and Kevin Barmann
Macejko Family in Memory of Joann Culp
Mark L Dechant
Mary & Al Cahen
Mcmaster-Carr
Melissa Benson and Michael Dobson
Mema & Pa in Honor of Garnett Gulden
Michael Busta
Michael & Gerie Guirlinger
Michelle S Appel in Memory of Billy Redman
Mike and Joni Soeder in Memory of Jacqueline Lynch
Mike and Joni Soeder in Memory of Mr. Dave Nicholson
Milan Busta in Memory of Deborah Busta
Miles and Rebecca Molyneaux
Miss Jennifer L Seme
Miss Laura a Hauser
Mom and Dad
Mom and Dad in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Mom and Dad XO
Mom, Dad, and Caroline in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mommy and Daddy in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Mommy, Sagi, Olive, Rocky, and Macy
Moses & Nana
Mount Olive Missionary Baptist Church
Mr. Adam J Reisman in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Mr. Adam M Fried
Mr. Christopher Curran
Mr. Connor J Adams
Mr. David L Watts
Mr. Douglas R Horn in Memory of Mosie Vargo
Mr. Eric T Miller
Mr. Fred Weber
Mr. George Eotvos in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Mr. Greg Farrall
Mr. Indiana Blackman
Mr. James T Deviney in Memory of Mrs. Marina Deviney
Mr. John Dyer
Mr. John Farrall
Mr. Loren Llinas
Mr. Marc a Garofoli
Mr. Matthew J Gary
Mr. Nathaniel K Tyler
Mr. Nathaniel K Tyler in Honor of Ms. Beth Colquit
Mr. Robert M Nelson in Memory of Carole M Nelson
Mr. Sam a Awad in Honor of Ms. Meirna a Awad
Mr. Sam a Lagrange
Mr. Spencer L Brady in Memory of Mrs. Arden Palmer
Mr. Steve Mallik in Memory of Cindy Mallik
Mr. Thomas a Daniels
Mr. Timothy J Pozdol
Mr. Toby Gandy
Mr. Todd W Palmer in Memory of Scott Palmer
Mr. Tommy X Ruppe
Mr. Tommy X Ruppe in Memory of Mrs. Marily O’Neill
Mrs. Alice Stratton
Mrs. Amy K Mckenna in Honor of Lisa Atherton Smith
Mrs. Barbara Nagy
Mrs. Cathy and John Mertl
Mrs. Deidre L Blackman
Mrs. Kathleen Lawry
Thank You
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Mrs. Lisa J Lenhart in Memory of Michael Napoleone
Mrs. Lori Roberts-Cobbledick in Memory of
Miss Kathryn Cobbledick
Mrs. Mary N Riordan in Memory of Ms. Daniel J Feldman
Mrs. Mary P Rogan in Memory of Dan M Rogan
Mrs. Sabrina Baker
Mrs. Susan M Altmeyer
Mrs. Suzie Fitzgerald
Ms. Alice F Southworth
Ms. Ann G Molynieux in Memory of Sean Wilson
Ms. Beth M Mikes in Honor of Alexis Haylor
Ms. Halle Y Workman
Ms. Kelly Borally
Ms. Lauren Mallik
Ms. Lisa Arnson
Ms. Teresa Lagrange
Mt. Olive Missionary Baptist Church
Nana & Dale
Nana & Grandfather in Memory of Marty Deviney
Nana and Pop Pop
Nana and Pop-Pop
Nana Russo
Nancy H Peppler
Noel and Chris Deviney
Nora Weingart in Memory of Greg Dierker
Noreen and Michael Santelli
Oma and Aunt Lisa
Oscar B Chapnick
Papa and Grammy Maloney
Patricia Loverich Bernard in Memory of Andy
Loverich Bernard
Patrick and Julia Lindsey
Paul & Sandy Moentmann
Pnc Foundation
Probenefits
Quinn Mecevoy
Rachel Mann & Sylvie Crowell in Memory of
Susan G Meuser

Ram(AJJa) and Raju(amma) Pai
Ramon Alarcon
Ravi Gummadi
Rebecca Chapman
Reilly Dean
Rich Thornett & Susanna Baird in Memory of
Rebecca a Meyer
Rob, Donna and Robby
Ros & Geoff Morgan
Ryan and Sarah in Memory of Stella Markham
Ryan, Nikki, Kaya & Rylee
Salata Family
Sam Peron’s Grammies and Papa
Sandy and Michael Halliburton in Memory of Dan Feldman
Sarina Kinney
Sasa
Selma Catovic Hughes in Memory of Nasiha Catovic
Shave The Beard Fund!
Sonia Walton in Memory of Sue Walicki
Sonya Vogel
Sophia and Tabitha Voulgaris
Stacy Miller
Steven Rank + Madge
Susan & John Enz in Memory of Mary Pfeiffer
Susan and Jon Axelrod
Susan Smith in Memory of Marina Deviney
Teresa M Johnson
The Bauer Family
The Chablani
The Doherty Family in Memory of John Mcnicholas
The Dragar Family
The Durkins
The Eyres
The Harper-Hall Family
The Hart Family
The Lambert Family in Memory of Carter Nedley
The Lupoli Family
The Stepford Smiths
Thomas and Barbara Sullivan in Memory of Cindy Mallik
$100–$249 (continued)
Thomas F. Prendergast in Memory of Susan Prendergast
Timmy Fitzpatrick
Tony & Dorothy Brancato
Torres Family in Honor of Maja Murphy
Tr in Honor of Garret Gulden
Tricia Gibel
T-Shirt Sales
Tyler and Suzanne Taigen
Uh Euclid Clinic
Uncle Jack & Aunt Gen in Honor of Katie Gartland
Vicki Zuzak
Ward
Window Nation
With Love and Admiration, Mom & Dad
With Love and Admiration, Mom & Dad in Honor of
Austin Gallagher
You Rock Aunt Maggie!
Your Friends At Cedar Brook Financial Partners
Your Friends At Tti, Inc.
Yvette, Jerry, Jack, Sean, and Tyler in Memory of
Stephanie Wade

$1–$99
:) Rinklowe Family
90S Hip Hop
A Path To Recovery
Aaron & Cristina Cooper
Aaron M Mallamad in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Aaron Simkoff
Aaron’s Uncle Bill & Aunt Sharyn in Honor of
Aaron M Mallamad
Abby and Rachel Blackburn
Abigail Barr
Adallie Peñate
Adam & Amanda Schnatz in Honor of Ruth Mcfarland
Adam and Susan FleiscHER
Adam Cogar Stephanie E

Adam Holbrook
Adam, Susan, David and Ella FleiscHER
Addison Weingart in Memory of Mimi Toni Meyer
Adeline and Wes
Agent E
Aidan Mcaree
Aiden and Laura Forsythe
Aj “Go Lions!” Moutzouros
Aj and Emily Coviello
Alec Radivoiyivetch, Nancy Berner, Dewey’s
Alex Catanese
Alex Moshier
Alexander’s Mom & Dad in Honor of The Awesomeest
Soccer Player & Babysitter
Alfred & Marlene Marks
Alfred & Marlene Marks in Memory of Alfred &
Carolyn Marks
Ali W Trotter in Memory of Jesse Trotter
Alicia Pavelecky
Alissa and Suz
Allen and Lynne Maragliano
Alliancebernstein
Allie Owens
Ally V Parry
Alycia and Drew
Alyssa Kamm
Amadis
Amanda Hollis
Amber Pasternak
American Girl Doll
American Girl Doll in Honor of Garrett Gulden
American Girl Doll in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Amma & Thatha
Amy Banas
Amy Ebbitt-Shoff in Honor of Jordan La Mar
Amy Krebs
Amy Kubacki
Amy Labarbara
Amy Speidel
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Amy Williams
Amy, Doug, Bryce & Quinn
Andre and Zorica Radivoyevitch
Andrea Adler in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Andrea Calo
Andrea Dulberg
Andrea Medaris in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Andrea Svoboda
Andrew Cavender
Andrew Smith
Andy Geronimo & Caitlin Bell
Angela Playsmart
Angelique Schuh Schlottag & Family
Ann Fisher
Ann Stratton
Anna
Anne Cary
Anne Crynick
Anne Gonzalez
Annette R Bolden in Memory of Mrs. Thelma G Vales
Annie, Vivi, Charlotte and Grant
Anonymous
Anonymous -- This Is For Flower Power
Anonymous in Honor of Allina Plunk
Anonymous in Honor of Gamp & Baba
Anonymous in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Anonymous in Memory of Bonnie Mcnamara
Anonymous in Memory of Dan Feldman
Anonymous in Memory of Dave Charnock
Anonymous in Memory of John & Frances Hurley
Anonymous in Memory of Kathryn Hendricks
Anonymous in Memory of Michelle Suttles
Anonymous in Memory of Miss Rebecca Meyer
Anonymous in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Anonymous in Memory of Rebecca Alison Meyer
Anonymous in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Anonymous in Memory of Richard J Ingram
Anonymous in Memory of Ruth Brown
Anonymous in Memory of Sara Medwid
Anonymous in Memory of Thomas J Zita
Anonymous in Memory of Timmy Gallagher
Anthony R Previte
Aphrodite Papadakis in Memory of Mr. Harold Meredith
Aphrodite Papadakis Md in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Apple
April L Cherry
Ariel
Armstrong Family
Aryn Derryberry
Ashley
Ashley Davis
Augie Rosalina
Aunt Amy
Aunt Anne, Uncle Jeremy Frances and Elise
Aunt Becky
Aunt Becky and Uncle Dave
Aunt Berna and Uncle Remy
Aunt Cathy
Aunt Chris & Uncle Bobby Fay
Aunt Chris. & Uncle Bobby Fay
Aunt Debbie and Uncle Jody
Aunt Donna and Uncle Dave Carino
Aunt Erin & Harper
Aunt Janie and Uncle Tony
Aunt Judith, Uncle Tim & Girls
Aunt Judy and Uncle Howie
Aunt Julie and Uncle Bob
Aunt Kate & Uncle Shannon
Aunt Kathy, Uncle Bill, Rylie, Jack and Clare
Aunt Kk, Uncle Ron & Olivia
Aunt Kris and Cousin Nathan
Aunt Lisa and Uncle Mark
Aunt Marguerite
Aunt Martha & Uncle Dann
Aunt Mo
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Aunt Patsy
Aunt Peggy and Uncle Steve
Aunt Rita and Uncle David
Aunt Ruth, Uncle Matt & “The Girls”
Aunt Sarah & Uncle Chris
Aunt Shanee
Aunt Tina & Uncle Ray
Aunt Tracey & Uncle Bert
Auntie Em & Matt! :)
Auntie Robie
Aunties Tab & Lisa & Cousin Marshall in Honor of Bo Johns
Aviv and Mark Sack
Azouri Family
B. Larson
B. Woodring
B.J.”
Bake Sale Proceeds
Barb
Barbara and Juergen Schuetze in Memory of Miriam Friedlander
Barbara and Rob Dooner
Barry Warrenfeltz
Bart & Shannon Barry
Bea Elliott Kreutzberg in Memory of Sammy Hines
Becca Lacivita
Becky Claridge
Benjamin Scheer in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Benjamin T Remmert
Bern & Sarah Steinbacher
Beth a Diefendorff
Beth and Rick Bliss in Honor of Marty Deviney
Beth Hagesfeld
Beth Peugeot
Beth Sullivan
Bethany B
Bethany B. in Honor of Ruth Mcfarland

Bethany Perry
Bethie and Pfunk
Betsey and Patrick Petit in Memory of Sarah Petit
Betsy Neylon, Henry’s Music Teacher
Beverly Cody in Memory of Myrna Stier
Beverly Israel in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Beverly Israel in Honor of Braedan Gallagher
Big Mama
Bill
Bill and Laurie Mabel
Bill Geery in Memory of Mr. Dominic D’Amato
Billy Beck in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Bishop M Mikhail
Bits
Blake Glatley
Bob At The Club
Bob Fay and Marianne Sanders
Bob Hazelrig
Bob Quartell & Flo D’Emilia
Bob Shoff in Memory of Judy Ebbitt-Glover
Bobby O.
Boehm Family
Bonnie W Caplan
Bordeaux Family - Jen, Jeremy, Tyler & Nathan
Borland Family
Brad & Emmy
Brad Wymore
Brady C Dindia
Brady Ruthers and Bethany Simpson
Braedan & Austin in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Braedan Gallagher
Braedan in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Braedan, To Even The Score
Brandon Duffett
Brandon Maruscal
Brandt Kurowski
Brayden B’s Mom & Dad
Brenda and Tom Cole in Memory of Great Grandma and Pop Pop Egan
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Brendan Lang and Family
Brent, Sarah, Mac and Emme
Brian & Tal Rothstein
Brian and Leanne Swift
Brian Di Bartolomeo
Brian S
Bridget Wendt
Bridget, Ryan, Sean Walicki
Brooke Boyst
Bruce and Carole Coryell in Honor of The New Jeff
Bryan Kaplansky
Bud & Em ....
Buddenbaums
Burke Family
C M Thornton
Calanit Amir
California Wendts
Calzado Family
Candy Asbury-Dejesus in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Capt. Sheya N Stanton
Carla Dangerfield
Carla D'Anna
Carla Harris
Carol Hawley
Carol Kikel
Carol Spero
Carole and Al Prohaska
Carolina Castile Soap in Honor of Mr. Grady Mccutcheon
Carolyn Broering-Jacobs in Memory of Joel Broering
Carolyn M Meyer
Carolyn Patton in Memory of Mrs. Theresa Bremer
Carolyn Tocco in Honor of Carleigh Rodriguez
Carrie Mayer
Carrier Family
Cassie Kelly
Catanzaro Family
Catherine and Jd Sullivan

Cathleen Shepherd
Cathy and Philip Hren
Center For Cognition & Development
Charlene Cornell
Charlene Maxen in Memory of Julie Covert
Charles Schwab Foundation
Charlie and Debbie White
Charlie J
Charlie Y
Charlie's Grandpa Jolly & Nana
Chelsea
Cherie Bunevich
Cheryl Layshock
Chicago Ruppes
Chloe and Scott Seelbach
Chris Andrikanich
Chris Brosky
Chris Csepegi
Chris Houck
Chris Ivory
Chris M Pelphrey
Chris Piatt
Chris Scarborough in Memory of Gramma Toni Meyer
Chris Tunison
Chris, Jenn, Owen & Clare in Memory of Rebecca Currier
Chrissi Kriner
Christa
Christie Dodge
Christina Gomez
Christine Russell
Christopher J Swift
Christy Paddick
Ch-Uh Parent Ambassadors
Cindy and Bob White
Cindy Kirwan
Claire & Jim May
Claire Russell
Claire W Moffatt in Memory of Mama Deviney
Claudia B Mccord
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Claudia R Pace
Claudia Yalden
Clinton Case
Colin Burleigh
Colleen & Bj Griffith
Colleen & Jason Beard
Colleen Goodas
Colleen Hogan
Connie Cetinsky
Connor & Fiona Blackman
Connor, Jennifer, Braeden, and Cohen Dixon
Contessa Tcherne in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Conway Clan
Cooney Family
Courtney J Walker
Cousin Caiti
Cousin Callie
Cousin Don
Cousin Lyn
Craig Schaffran
Crystal Ludwick
Cynthia J Bowman
Daja Lindsey
Dakota’s Challenge/foundation for rare pediatric epilepsy and neurological disorders
Dan & Carol Prendergast
Dan & Peggy Lamb
Dan and Carolyn
Dan, Kelly, Natalia and Juliet
Daniel & Loretta Pierce
Daniel and Linda Laser
Daniel Morgan in Memory of Dolores J. Frey
Danielle Coverdale
Das Family
Dave & Beth Mcelvenney
Dave and Emly Pharis For “Three Tornadoes”
Dave and Sheila in Memory of Susan Prendergast
Dave Hantz in Honor of Garrett Gulden
David & Jo-Anna Kikel in Memory of Alice Kikel
David Adams
David and Debra Mitchell
David Reese
David Steinbacher
David Young Family in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Dean C Seman
Deane and Gerry Finnegan, Bonaire Buddies
Debbie Filing in Memory of Jedi Gino Altieri
Debbie Slessinger
Debbie Straniero
Debi Epstein
Deborah Gibbs
Deborah J Peet
Deborah Warner
Decarla Day in Memory of Joseph Sheppard
Dee Hollyfield
Dee Spence
Deitra Harrison
Delores&Marvin Bartel
Dena Gordon
Denise Kern
Dennis and Pat in Memory of Eli Cullison
Diane and Greg Coleman
Diane Frederick
Diane Kennedy
Diane Kenny
Dianna Silver
Divakarla Family
Domini Pauley
Dominick
Dominick Payton
Dominion Foundation
Don and Carolyn Glenn
Donna and Ed in Memory of Stella Markham
Donna Banis
Donna Craver
Donna Houghton in Memory of Elizabeth Livoy
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Donna Lee
Donna Tringhese
Donna Winkelman & Tom Easthope
Doug & Sook Reid
Doug and Judy Stewart
Doug and Karen Sumerauer
Doug’s Family in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Doug
Dr. Convery
Dr. Harold T. Lewis
Dr. James D Coryell in Memory of Sera D Coryell
Dr. Jean Simmons
Dr. Jeffrey D Hord
Dr. Jennifer I Berne
Dr. John J Fung
Dr. Joseph S Spoerl
Dr. Laura C Caserta
Dr. Laura C Block
Dr. Lawrence K Lief
Dr. Merritt Waters in Honor of Corey Kidd
Dr. Nicholas Papadakis
Dr. Paul Zachlin
Dr. Sarah Reich-Harris
Dr. Vera F Hupertz
Eamonn’s Coolest Aunt
Earleen Matthews
Ebay Foundation
Ebon & Deborah Harrison
Ed Ruch
Ed, Denise, Maureen, and David Rynes in Memory of Miss Rebecca Meyer
Edna Neill
Edward and Molly Bartlett
Eileen
Eileen Martinec
Elaine and Jesse Oddi
Elaine Stewart in Memory of Susan Predergast
Elijah Balogh and His Mom
Elise and Rose
Elizabeth Jones-Minsinger and Keith Minsinger
Elizabeth Skolaris
Elizabeth Z Bucchieri
Ella & Evie Ferguson
Elle Katz
Ellen S Pharis
Ellery Walsh Rabin
Elliot and Alex Thome
Elyse Gustafson
Emily and Your Dad
Emily Eckert
Emily Lumadue in Memory of Katie Lucido
Emily M
Emily, Kevin, Lucas, and Carter
Emiriya LLC
Energizer
Eric Forrester
Erin & Spencer
Erin and Phil (Proud Mom & Dad)
Erin O’Connor
Erin Purdy and Chris Miller
Esther and Harvey Damaser in Memory of Little Spark
Ethan Geye & Family
Eva Johnson
Evan’s Dad
Eve McPherson
Evie Ferguson
Fairfax Friends in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Fairmount Temple K and 1
Fairmount Temple Library in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Faith Z.
Farkas Family
Fiona Todaro
Fox Family in Honor of Mike Gustella
Fran Golden and David Molyneaux
Frank and Florence Chambers
Frazer
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Friedman Family
Friends & Family
Friends of Mtep
From Roger, Sally, and Archie. Good Job, Spence!
Furman Kids
Gabe and Kelly
Gabe in Honor of Donna Prohaska
Gage Weingart in Memory of Mimi Toni
Gail and Mr. Emmett
Gail Murry
Gammy’s and Pa in Memory of Mrs. Ruth P Hayes
Garrett Roeder
Gary & Joyce Shorter
Gary Larkins
Ge Foundation
Gene James
General Donations At Art Opening
Genna Petrolla
Geoff and Elaine Brown
George and Carolyn Disanto
George and Missy Perlic
George/Marilyn Edwards/Crocker
Gg (Miriam Hilton)
Gigi
Gina Arnold
Gina M.
Giselle Cieza-Roberts
Gordon Hill
Grace Stephenson
Gram & Grampa S.
Grammer and Papa
Grandma
Grandma & Grandpa
Grandma & Grandpa Blackney
Grandma & Grandpa in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Grandma & Grandpap Hannan
Grandma & Papa Stoltman in Honor of All Affected

Members Stoltman/Sperrazza
Grandma and Grandpa
Grandma and Grandpa Holland
Grandma Dee and Steve
Grandma Fuzzy and Grandpa T
Grandma Hackett
Grandma Joanne
Grandma Mchenry in Memory of Mrs. Jean Melko
Grandma T/Grandpa Chuck Bartels
Grandpa & Grandma Peron
Grandpa Gamboian
Grant and Gorty
Grant’s Gramma
Great Aunt Sheila in Memory of Michael Shagrin
Great Grandma Hummer
Greco Cash in Honor of John Cash
Greg and Kate Marston
Greg and Sue Miracle in Memory of Seamus O’Connor
Greg, Val and Maddy Shelt
Gregory Bruening in Honor of Quinn B.
Gregory Forsythe
Griffin, Monica and Liam Ralston in Memory of
Seamus O’Conner
Griswold Family
Hackett Family - I, J, S & Pj
Hahnenberg Family
Happy Birthday From Braedan & Austin in Memory of
Ariana Martin
Harper in Memory of Mrs. Marina Deviney
Harrison Family
Hattie’s Family in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Healy Family in Memory of Julie Doody
Heather & Patrick Mullen
Heather Schaffran
Hector and Maggie
Heidi and Bene Miller
Helen Anderson
Helen E Payton
Henry D Turner
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Henry's Grandpa
Henry's Opa and Oma
Holly Frey
Hugh and Deanna Fisher
Ian Crutchley
Ian, Amy, Millie, and Maisie
Isaac Haught
Isaac’s Grandma’s Friend
J. Auk in Honor of Garret Gulden
J. Bergman
Jack
Jack Camp (And Family!)
Jack Camp and Family
Jack Goldwood
Jack Landever
Jackie and Larry
Jackson E Fowler
Jackson Ruffing
Jacquelyn and Jimmy
Jalyssa Douglas
James Kozak
James Miles
Jamie & Genevieve Boyle in Honor of Juan Escobedo
Jane Chample
Jane Vondrak
Janet and Cliff
Janis L Gibbs
Jay Bensusan
Jay Brockmeier
Jcu Political Science Department
Jean Armendariz-Kerr
Jean Sylak
Jeanne Fowler Kuchta in Honor of Molly Kuchta
Jeannette Arth in Honor of Nick Dialfredi
Jeff & Gwen Moody in Memory of Sandy Duke
Jeff & Suzanna Evans
Jeff and Anne Smith
Jeff Auletta
Jeff Kula
Jeff, Kara, Amelia & Julia O’Donnell
Jeff, Kathy, Emily and Audrianna in Memory of Dennis
Imka / Paul Bruening
Jemma Barrett
Jen Baus
Jen Cowin in Memory of Ronald Ineson
Jen Kappler in Honor of Shane Haddad
Jenean Sustarsic
Jenien and Bill
Jennifer Johnston
Jenn Gromek in Honor of Noah G
Jennifer Adams
Jennifer Bopple in Honor of Garret Gulden
Jennifer Brockway
Jennifer Hill
Jennifer Njoroge
Jennifer R Gangi
Jennifer Seibert
Jennifer Steinmetz
Jennifer Vail
Jennifer W Clark
Jenny & Rob Olson
Jenny and Steve
Jeremy and Melissa Bilsky in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Jeremy Eisenstein
Jeremy Staviscak
Jerry and Maureen Huelsenbeck in Memory of Becca Meyer
Jessica
Jessica Brimecombe
Jessica Kielbasa
Jessie
Jill F.
Jill Rizika in Honor of Austin G
Jill Shumaker
Jillian S Davis
Jim & Debbie Perry
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Jim / Sharon Belt
Jim and Diane Saul in Memory of Hillary L Case
Jim and Lisa Allman
Jim and Mary Shultz
Jim Reams
Jim Vanderwist
Jimmy Robida
Joan Mckinstry
Joanne Frey
Joanne Loftus
Jodi and Keith Rose
Jodie J Johnson
Joe & Colleen
Joe & Eliane Seeman
Joe M.
Joe Morse
John & Danielle Cullen
John & Megan Shiga in Honor of Gianna Andolina
John & Pam Andrews
John and Joyce Hren Grandparents
John Hilton
John J Peet
John Lund’s Mom
John, Melanie, Julia & Elena
Jon Shanks
Jonah Jung
Jonathan and Caitlin
Jones Family
Joseph & Shannon Oddi
Joseph H Mchenry iii
Joseph’s Aunt Grace
Judy Armington
Judy Cowell
Judy Pafford in Memory of Donna Wildman
Juice
Juli Meador-Butler - a Friend of Your Mom
Julia Powell
Julie and Bill Maurey
Julie Keller
Julie Mallamad
Julie Micheletti
Julie, Jay, Luca & Sienna Mokotoff
Juliet & Mike
Justin Chimka
K. Konsen in Memory of Gracie R Purdum
Kaitlin Marvin
Kamla Lewis
Karen and Robert Butler
Karen Breitenstein
Karen Drotar
Karen I Macewen
Karen L Kerr in Memory of Andy Cianciola
Karen Leeth
Karen Parker
Karen S
Karen Sotiropoulos
Kari
Karin Mika
Karl & Suzanne Hren
Karla Maschmeier
Karyn C Kelley in Memory of Tom Schaefer
Kate <3
Kate Brunkhorst
Kate Bucco, Nana To Leonardo Bucco in Memory of
Nick Catanese
Kate Henry
Kate Lawless & Patrick Maher
Kate Raftery
Katherine Hollingsworth
Katherine Tilton
Kathleen Goodfellow
Kathryn E Syracuse
Kathy and Dan Sudeikis
Kathy and Paul
Kathy Glick
Kathy Thomas
Thank You
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Katia and Ivan Schwarz
Katia & Hudson Lund
Katia Hummer
Katia Mollo
Katia Rauch
Katia Whitney
Katrina Heinzen
Kay Thede
Kayt, James, and Chris Carino
Keely J O’Bryan
Keely O’Bryan
Kelley Rieger
Kelly Cooper
Kelly Smith in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Ken & Betsy Hegyes
Ken Buzek
Kenneth E Gill
Kerry a Broderick in Memory of Aunt Mar
Kevin Buzek
Kevin C.
Kevin Smith
Kevin Young
Kilbane Family
Kim and Jamie
Kim Clark
Kim L Taylor Phd
Kim Smith
Kimberle a Benninger
Kimberly a Rodriguez
Kimberly Nickerson
Kirby and Baye
Kirsten
Kirsten and Tom Radivoyevitch
Kisha T From Westropp in Memory of Rrionne Liddell
Kitkat & Nugget
Kk & Nino
Kristi Glasier
Kristi Mitchell in Honor of Brayden Mitchell
Kristin & Jemma Marlow
Kristy Chervenak
Kuebler Family
Kurt Shore
Kyle Raymond
Kym Lunardi in Honor of Nick Arth
Laila Green
Lana Zachlin
Lara Troyer and Jeff Dyck in Honor of Ella Seigel
Laura Chapnick
Laura Franchini
Laura G. in Memory of James Lang
Laura Preston
Laureen Lasko
Lauren Smith in Memory of Rick Abrams
Lauren Blanc
Lauren Bradley
Lauren Skrovan
Laurie & Scott Wilson in Honor of Amy Steele
Laurie Mcdonnell
Lazaro Family
Leah Milla
Lee and Peggy Hooper
Leevo in Memory of Dorothy Levy
Leif, Steph, Ian, Finley & Gage
Leon and Rafi Mendlowitz
Leslie Marriner
Leslie Ruch
Levi Strauss Foundation
Liesel R Prude in Memory of Vaughn Prude
Lily, Kate, and Andy Vinciquerra
Linda & Ron Jones
Linda Bart
Linda C Raupp
Linda C Raupp in Memory of Mr. William J Mulrennan
Linda C Raupp in Memory of Mrs. Mary Mulrennan
Lindsay and Clint Evans
Lindsay Ricciardi
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Lindsay Silverstein
Lindsey M Marrero
Linnea Voss
Lisa Chiu
Lisa Cohen
Lisa Englehart
Lisa Goss + Frank Ballish
Lisa M Lesko
Lisa Manzari
Lisa Pafford
Lisa V Schattinger
Lisa, Bill, Will, Anna and Hardy in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Lisha, Scott, Evan and Lilia
Liz Adkins
Liz W Krantz
Liz, Brian and Praveen
Lizzie & Joe Nemeth
Lizzy and Conor
Lloyd, Betsey, Stephen and Andy Bell
Logan Duffett
Logan’s Dad
Lola and Olive
Lola C’s Aunt
Lomanto Family
Lopez Kick-Off Event
Lopez Kick-Off Event in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Loramae Simkoff
Louise Yunck
Lu and Dave and Sally
Lucky Charms
Lucky Charms Sales From Roxboro Elementary in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Lucy & Nicholas S.
Lucy Zindroski
Luke Salata’s Mema and Jaja
Luna Presence Yoga
Lyn Anderson
Lynley Williams
Lynn and Barb Troyer
Lynn and Larry Hackett
Lynn Shura
M. Gail Greene/Sam D’s Grandmother
Mac M Stewart
Mac’s Grandpa and Grandma
Maddie - Act of Kindness For Girl Scouts
Madi Novak
Maggie
Major and Linda Harrison
Malia Lewis
Malinda and Ryan Lochner
Mandy Balridge
Mandy Weiskopf
Mandy Weisopf
Marc, Jill, Jonah and Harry in Honor of Charlie Vann
Marc, Jill, Jonah and Harry in Honor of Isaac Vann
Marcie
Marcie Harrison in Honor of Jill Shemory
Mare Mougey
Marg Gotwald
Margaret Ann Fowler
Margaret Lachapelle
Margaret Shaw in Memory of Theodore Brabbs
Marge Adler
Margie Spoerl and The Kulicks
Maria Dolesch in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Marie Prendergast
Marie Reali
Mark & Mega Rankin
Mark and Shellie Nyer
Mark and Sue Hunt in Honor of Sophie Schwalbach
Mark Shultz
Marko Ravdoyevitch
Marlene Rink
Martin and Willow Andrews
Martina Anderson & Andrew Seligsohn
Mary & Greg Nackley
Mary and Barb Troyer
Mary and Larry Hackett
Mary Shura
M. Gail Greene/Sam D’s Grandmother
Mac M Stewart
Mac’s Grandpa and Grandma
Maddie - Act of Kindness For Girl Scouts
Madi Novak
Maggie
Major and Linda Harrison
Malia Lewis
Malinda and Ryan Lochner
Mandy Balridge
Mandy Weiskopf
Mandy Weisopf
Marc, Jill, Jonah and Harry in Honor of Charlie Vann
Marc, Jill, Jonah and Harry in Honor of Isaac Vann
Marcie
Marcie Harrison in Honor of Jill Shemory
Mare Mougey
Marg Gotwald
Margaret Ann Fowler
Margaret Lachapelle
Margaret Shaw in Memory of Theodore Brabbs
Marge Adler
Margie Spoerl and The Kulicks
Maria Dolesch in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Marie Prendergast
Marie Reali
Mark & Mega Rankin
Mark and Shellie Nyer
Mark and Sue Hunt in Honor of Sophie Schwalbach
Mark Shultz
Marko Ravdoyevitch
Marlene Rink
Martin and Willow Andrews
Martina Anderson & Andrew Seligsohn
Mary & Greg Nackley
Mary and Barb Troyer
Mary and Larry Hackett
Mary Shura
M. Gail Greene/Sam D’s Grandmother
Mac M Stewart
Mac’s Grandpa and Grandma
Maddie - Act of Kindness For Girl Scouts
Madi Novak
Maggie
Major and Linda Harrison
Malia Lewis
Malinda and Ryan Lochner
Mandy Balridge
Mandy Weiskopf
Mandy Weisopf
Marc, Jill, Jonah and Harry in Honor of Charlie Vann
Marc, Jill, Jonah and Harry in Honor of Isaac Vann
Marcie
Marcie Harrison in Honor of Jill Shemory
Mare Mougey
Marg Gotwald
Margaret Ann Fowler
Margaret Lachapelle
Margaret Shaw in Memory of Theodore Brabbs
Marge Adler
Margie Spoerl and The Kulicks
Maria Dolesch in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Marie Prendergast
Marie Reali
Mark & Mega Rankin
Mark and Shellie Nyer
Mark and Sue Hunt in Honor of Sophie Schwalbach
Mark Shultz
Marko Ravdoyevitch
Marlene Rink
Martin and Willow Andrews
Martina Anderson & Andrew Seligsohn
Mary & Greg Nackley
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Mary Ann Griffin in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Mary Becka
Mary Beth Parisi
Mary Griffin
Mary Margaret Pharis
Mary Pontoni
Mary Ricciardello in Memory of Sue Walicki
Mason Spieth
Matt
Matt and Kristen Grabenstein
Matteo and Nico Morelli
Matthew and Mercedes Villaire
Matthew and Mercedes Villaire in Honor of
Mrs. Maggie Kinney
Matthew E Hayes
Matthew Fodor
Matthew Russell
Matthew Spannagel and Family in Honor of Chad Carr
Maureen + Katie O’Connor in Memory of
Seamus O’Connor
Maxine and Mike (Grandparents)
Maya and Wyatt Sklarin
Mazy’s Owners in Honor of Batman Roeder
Mcfarland Family in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Mckesson Foundation
Medtronic Foundation
Meetha Auntie and Kyle Uncle
Meg Conn
Meg Taylor in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Megan and Andy :) 
Megan Gottschalk
Megan Jones Townsend in Memory of Phil Thomas
Meghan Lambert
Melanie and Rob Schanbacher
Melanie and Shawn Sweeney
Melanie Coughlin
Melanie Green

Melissa Durkee in Honor of Mrs. Sherrie Lachman
Mema and Jaja
Merck
Meredith Priset
Michael & Kelly Carlozzi
Michael and Heidi Coburn
Michael and Sandra Murawski
Michael Chorney
Michael Goldie
Michael Heffern in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Michele & Matthew Brown
Michele Murphy
Michele Rothstein
Michele Spasic
Michelle B O’Leary
Michelle Brown
Michelle Carino
Michelle M Ferguson
Michi Sumpter-Eaton
Mickey, Cindi, Colleen Hackett
Mike and Ann Rocco
Mike and Marybeth Soeder in Honor of Gianna Andolina
Mike Chorney
Mike Macgregor
Mike Puleo in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Mimi & Papa
Mimi and Baba
Mimi Marilyn
Miss Ali Stigler
Miss Brittany Schwab
Miss Caroline Morse
Miss Cristin
Miss Danielle Harrison
Miss Dawn Harrison
Miss Dia L Williams-Richmond
Miss Elizabeth a Booth
Miss Ella Ferguson
Miss Ellen a Murphy
Miss Ellen C Conkey in Memory of Mr. Seamus P O’Connor
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Miss Gabrielle Heselton
Miss Jackie Soeder
Miss Jennifer Mangino
Miss Jessica M Thomas
Miss Lauren a Moore
Miss Marisa M Manocchio in Memory of Matthew Titko
Miss Rachel K Friedman in Memory of Max Stool
Miss Sarah Gross
Miss Sheryl D Union
Miss Sonia a Cencic
Missy Nelson in Memory of Ryan Bretschneider
Molly Aceves
Molly Burke
Molly M Jones
Mom
Mom & Dad in Memory of Mimi Toni
Mom and Dad
Mom, Dad and Addie in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mom, Dad, and D
Monica Anderson in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Monica L Davis in Honor of Jessica Friesema
Monte and Carolyn Holland in Memory of Jim Fisher
Morah Levine in Honor of Ruth Mcfarland
Morah Levine in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
More Friends of Joe and Co.
Morgan and Jessie-Ann Muller
Mr. & Mrs. William Johnston in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Aaron Carino
Mr. Adalberto Penate
Mr. Adam Davis in Memory of Mrs. Jackie Distefano
Mr. Adam Lambert
Mr. Anthony J Ronci
Mr. Arthur Kaplansky
Mr. Biff Baker
Mr. Bill Kvoriat
Mr. Brad J Gurasich
Mr. Brendan Lawry
Mr. Brendan Richard
Mr. Brian J Smith
Mr. Brian P Maher in Memory of Barbara J Maher
Mr. Caleb Auerbach-Brown
Mr. Carlton L Radiyovlevitch
Mr. Charles E Merchant
Mr. Chip C Prosser in Memory of Mr. George Masters
Mr. Chris Adams
Mr. Cris Davis
Mr. Dan Rapp
Mr. Dante Rosalina
Mr. Dave Maisch
Mr. David B Moore
Mr. David E Tabor
Mr. David F Burleigh
Mr. David Faremouth
Mr. David Kirschenbaum
Mr. Dennis M Chicotel
Mr. Derek R Houck in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Dimitrios Koutroumanis
Mr. Dino Georgopoulos
Mr. Doug Thornton in Memory of Dr. Harold D Thornton
Mr. Douglas G Deviney in Memory of Ms. Peggy Deviney
Mr. Earl Williams Jr. in Memory of James (Jay) E Williams, III
Mr. Elton M Mattis
Mr. Eric Karkovack
Mr. Eric Preston
Mr. Frank Whitbeck
Mr. Fred Meads
Mr. Gabriel and Patty Tovanche
Mr. Gabrielle S Moses
Mr. George Heath
Mr. Graham C Torok
Mr. Greg Robinson
Mr. Gregory E Preisel
Mr. Herbert W Schilling
Mr. James D Weaver
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Mr. James J Ptracek
Mr. James R Pinkard
Mr. James S Fazekas
Mr. Jason G Cort
Mr. Jason Pickens
Mr. Jim Bizily
Mr. Joey M Vitale
Mr. Joey Mallin
Mr. Joey Russo
Mr. Jonathan Mills
Mr. Joseph E Fazekas
Mr. Joseph R Weidner
Mr. Joshua Klein
Mr. Keith Luria
Mr. Kevin W Peters
Mr. Leonard & Ruth Sweet
Mr. Luis a Capriles
Mr. Marcus O Holland
Mr. Mark a Smith
Mr. Matt O’Connor in Memory of Seamus O’Connor
Mr. Matthew J Zucca
Mr. Matthew O’Connor in Memory of Seamus O’Connor
Mr. Michael J Thomas
Mr. Michael M Moss in Memory of Mr. Morton Moss
Mr. Michael Sexauer
Mr. Nathan W Bills
Mr. Nemeth Pe Teacher
Mr. Noah C Reichek
Mr. Peter O Dillenbeck
Mr. Peter R Sampson
Mr. Philippe Pelletier
Mr. R Andrew Shoff
Mr. Ralph L Mastriani
Mr. Rob Briem
Mr. Robert B Hilton
Mr. Robert C Stricker Jr.
Mr. Robert N Sackett
Mr. Robert P Meyer Jr. in Memory of Conor D Meyer
Mr. Robert W Schaffran
Mr. Ron a Sweet
Mr. Ronald Wrubel
Mr. Ross a Frommer
Mr. Russell T Nagy
Mr. Scott E Dubin
Mr. Scott Janson
Mr. Scott Stiefel
Mr. Stanley Chin
Mr. Steve Marenoski
Mr. Steven Coven
Mr. Steven H Gutterman in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Mr. Steven Wyent
Mr. Tadas Bartkus
Mr. Taylor Workman
Mr. Thomas J Quintano
Mr. Todd Schneider
Mr. Tom G Innes
Mr. Tom Owings
Mr. Tommy X Ruppe in Memory of Mrs. Jean Melko
Mr. Travis Redding
Mr. Walter a Schultz
Mr. Wm. May in Honor of Jonah May
Mrs Locy
Mrs. Alicia M Linihan
Mrs. Allison E Savoy Staiman
Mrs. Alyson Kretch
Mrs. Amy E Winne
Mrs. Anastasia B Kijewski
Mrs. Andrea Zolac
Mrs. Angela Robinson in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Mrs. Angela T Sandor
Mrs. Ann B Beyer
Mrs. Ann K Boisseeau
Mrs. Anne E Peters
Mrs. Annie K Siegel
Mrs. Araceli Harris
Mrs. Ashley Phelps
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Mrs. Ashley Phelps in Honor of Blues and Greens Artshow
Mrs. Barbara Kumin
Mrs. Barbara L Ziegler
Mrs. Barbara Nagy
Mrs. Barbara Ruthers
Mrs. Becky a Corr
Mrs. Beth Kronenberg
Mrs. Betty V Gabel
Mrs. Bobbie M Strayer
Mrs. Bonnie Lindberg
Mrs. Candy Asbury-Dejesus in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mrs. Catherine H Levy
Mrs. Cathy Maas
Mrs. Chrissy Reilly
Mrs. Christine a Madden
Mrs. Christine B Stevens
Mrs. Christine Farkas
Mrs. Christy
Mrs. Christy M Salata
Mrs. Clary
Mrs. Colleen Devito in Memory of Phillip M Devito
Mrs. Danielle E Lagrange
Mrs. Debbie L George in Honor of Pediatric Nurses
Mrs. Debi Kinney
Mrs. Deborah Woodruff
Mrs. Debra Alcantara
Mrs. Denise N Brown
Mrs. Doris L Sheers in Memory of Mrs. Oliva Minnillo
Mrs. Edward Huelsenbeck
Mrs. Eileen Rogan-Heidmann in Memory of Danny Rogan
Mrs. Ellen Frank
Mrs. Emily B Shoff
Mrs. Erin L Zimbardi
Mrs. Erin M Gisel
Mrs. Erin P Eyler
Mrs. Erin Zelin in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mrs. Felecia Benisek

Mrs. Ginger Swanner in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mrs. Glasier
Mrs. Grace Ohl-Lindsey
Mrs. Heather L Adams
Mrs. Heather White in Memory of Carol Adams
Mrs. Helen Gould
Mrs. Irit Elboher in Honor of Austin G.
Mrs. Irit Elboher in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mrs. Jane M Harris
Mrs. Jawanna Jones
Mrs. Jeannie Lewis
Mrs. Jelly L Dean
Mrs. Jenny D Steadman
Mrs. Jenny R Reali
Mrs. Jo Ann Hoffarth
Mrs. Joan V Rijn
Mrs. Joyce M Irvine
Mrs. Judi Wolf
Mrs. Judy Lambert
Mrs. Julie D Blair in Honor of Caleb Blair!!!!
Mrs. Julie K Currid
Mrs. Karen Ross
Mrs. Katherine Huelsenbeck
Mrs. Kathi M Harward
Mrs. Kathleen B Burleigh in Memory of Mr. Phillip P Bethea
Mrs. Kathryn E Russo
Mrs. Kathy M Shadid
Mrs. Kathy Montemagno in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Mrs. Katie Salupo
Mrs. Kelli L Catanese
Mrs. Kelli M Cerankowski
Mrs. Kelly R Gramata
Mrs. Krissy C Gallagher in Memory of Dan Feldman
Mrs. Kristen Davet
Mrs. Kristi Glasier
Mrs. Kristin Jennings
Mrs. Laura K Calcutta
Mrs. Laurie Pogel
Mrs. Lesley a Storme
$1–$99 (continued)
Mrs. Linda Busta
Mrs. Linda L Klare
Mrs. Lindsay G Silverstein in Memory of Ms. Rebecca Myers
Mrs. Lisa M Nedley in Memory of Carter J Nedley
Mrs. Lori Schwenke
Mrs. Louise Easter in Memory of Steven Bennett
Mrs. Lynn a Adams
Mrs. Lynn Dean
Mrs. Macdonald
Mrs. Maggie Kinney
Mrs. Mandie L Hiznay in Honor of Matthew Hiznay
Mrs. Marcie E Timen
Mrs. Mary a Walz
Mrs. Mary E Benson
Mrs. Maureen Oaklief
Mrs. Meghan Mcmahon
Mrs. Melissa a Urbina
Mrs. Melissa M Mayor
Mrs. Michelle Bandy-Zalatoris
Mrs. Michelle Brownlee
Mrs. Michelle O Monkiewicz
Mrs. Mindy Tashlik
Mrs. Nicole M Lynch in Memory of Toni Meyer
Mrs. Nyree Wilkerson
Mrs. Patricia L Sheppard
Mrs. Peggy Savani
Mrs. Peterjohn
Mrs. Polly Mason in Memory of Tabitha Yee-May Lou
Mrs. Rayna Ohara
Mrs. Rebecca K Soffer in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Mrs. Robin J Kilmartin
Mrs. Robin R Czayka
Mrs. Robyn Feinstein
Mrs. Ruth a Whitbeck
Mrs. Sandra Grauschopf in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mrs. Sarah Adair in Honor of Molly Adair
Mrs. Shannon Steele in Memory of Seamus Oconnor
Mrs. Shellie C Byrne
Mrs. Stacie J Roof
Mrs. Stephanie Wadsworth
Mrs. Sue J Hampton
Mrs. Susan Donnellan
Mrs. Susie Schmitt
Mrs. Terri Frey
Mrs. Terri O’Sullivan
Mrs. Thomas D Macleod ili
Mrs. Traci D Adeen
Mrs. Tricia Brunton
Mrs. Trisha Friesema in Memory of Mr. Gregory Kaesik
Mrs. Vivianne S Barrett
Mrs. Wanda K Warrenfeltz
Mrs. Wendy Curtis
Ms. Abigail L Plumb-Larrick
Ms. Abigail Stadlin in Memory of Ms. Arline Davis
Ms. Alexandra K Jacobs
Ms. Alison L Maxwell
Ms. Amanda Cobes in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Ms. Amanda L Maggiotto
Ms. Amanda R Jamieson in Honor of Rebecca Myers
Ms. Amy Hammett
Ms. Amy Quetell
Ms. Anne Dechant
Ms. Annette Case
Ms. Aunt Kristine
Ms. Barbara J Fox
Ms. Beryl Younkin
Ms. Bridget Scott
Ms. Camilla B Grigsby
Ms. Carol Yachanin
Ms. Catherine Butler
Ms. Cathy R Perelman
Ms. Cathy Shramo
Ms. Charlotte P Wilson
Ms. Christine Cachat
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$1–$99 (continued)
Ms. Danielle Cosgrove
Ms. Danielle M Holtz
Ms. Dawn Schweikert
Ms. Dawn Uchaker-Bastian
Ms. Deborah Schelling
Ms. Della a Disalino in Memory of Mrs. Susan Evans
Ms. Dena Gordon
Ms. Donna E Cubic
Ms. Elizabeth K Walker
Ms. Elizabeth Snyder
Ms. Ellen F Barrett in Honor of Austi Gallagher
Ms. Ellen F Barrett in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Ms. Ellen F Barrett in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Ms. Ellyn Ross
Ms. Erin E Paul in Memory of Isabelle “Izzy” M Wolrab
Ms. Gay D Quereau
Ms. Gayle Beyer
Ms. Gina Chicotel
Ms. Heidi Landskroener
Ms. Jan H Beeman
Ms. Jan Kirschenbaum
Ms. Jean Harper
Ms. Jennifer B Hannan
Ms. Jenna L Streicher
Ms. Jennie L Williams
Ms. Jennifer Koach in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Ms. Jennifer Thomas
Ms. Jenny Kozak Rawlings
Ms. Jessica R Dearth
Ms. Jill S Walker
Ms. Joan Spoerl
Ms. Joan Steinberg
Ms. Julie Evans in Memory of Audrey Chapman
Ms. Julie Koidin
Ms. Julie Lehman
Ms. Karen B Kreider in Memory of Mary Pfeiffer
Ms. Karen Rosenberg
Ms. Kathleen C Engel
Ms. Katie Brancato in Memory of Ms. Mary Pat Murphy
Ms. Kia Treier
Ms. Kim Calabrese
Ms. Kimberly Scola
Ms. Krista E Henkel-Selph in Memory of Mrs. Elaine & Lilly Plant/Schaffran
Ms. Kristie M Mazzoni
Ms. Kristy a Minnillo in Honor of Ms. Katie Gartland
Ms. Kristy a Minnillo in Memory of Mrs. Olivia Minnillo
Ms. Latrice L Flanagan
Ms. Laura G Harrill
Ms. Laura R Soeder
Ms. Leigh Sherman in Honor of Austin G
Ms. Liz E Martin
Ms. Liz Lara in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Ms. Loretta L Hurley
Ms. Lori Kohle in Memory of Mrs. Judy Rohal
Ms. Louisa S Oliver
Ms. Lynne Schneider
Ms. Lynne Tetterton in Memory of Dc & Joyce Tetterton
Ms. Mahnaz Rostrup
Ms. Margaret B Robinson
Ms. Margot F Sankey
Ms. Marilyn E Markovich
Ms. Marni R Kirschenbaum
Ms. Mary Beth Brooks in Honor of Shane Haddad
Ms. Maureen C Fitzgerald
Ms. Maureen Salupo
Ms. Maya a Kestin in Honor of Cory Coleman
Ms. Megan Keefe
Ms. Megan R Miller
Ms. Meghann N Bass
Ms. Melissa R Jones
Ms. Meredith a Mccartney
Ms. Michele Brancato
Ms. Michelle L Amato
Ms. Monica a Ralston
Ms. Nancy Dietz in Honor of Van Dietrich
$1–$99 (continued)
Ms. Nancy H Donnelly
Ms. Nancy J Dietrich in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Ms. Nancy J Dietrich in Honor of Austin R Gallagher
Ms. Nancy V Matyazic
Ms. Nicky Turco
Ms. Pamela a Daiker-Middaugh
Ms. Patricia A. Horn
Ms. Pei-Lei Lu in Memory of Miss Rebecca Meyer
Ms. Quincy V Shoff
Ms. Rebecca a Guerrero
Ms. Rebecca L Chapman
Ms. Sarah R Hampton
Ms. Shari Nacson in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Ms. Sherry Klopp Rn in Memory of Cj Klopp
Ms. Siri R Shoff
Ms. Sondra M Schultz
Ms. Stacey N Swift
Ms. Suan J Severy
Ms. Susan E Hamilton
Ms. Susan J Severy
Ms. Susan R Rubenstein
Ms. Susanna M Desorgo in Honor of Mr. Max De Sorgo
Ms. Suzann R Moskowitz
Ms. Teri a Dew
Ms. Theresa a Minch
Ms. Theresa Mason
Ms. Tiara J Sargeant
Ms. Tracey a Edwards in Honor of Christine Baston
Ms. Tracey a Edwards in Memory of Emmah Gudeman
Ms. Tracie W Wright
My 4 Doggies
My Clare in Memory of Susan Prendergast
Nadia and Eric Griffin
Nan Coverdale
Nana
Nana and Papa Carino
Nana and Papa in Honor of Marjorie Switala
Nancy in Memory of Mary Pat Murphy
Nancy L.
Nate and Lisa Burch in Memory of Marina Deviney
Nate and Rachael Sauber
Nate Ford
Nate Stoltman
Nathan Engels
Naticchioni Family
Ned Perotti in Honor of Edward J Perotti, Sr.
Neeko Crider
Nichole Rhenisch
Nick and Meghan Holbrook
Nick, Brittaney, Jack & Cooper
Nicki Zwissler
Niki and Rebecca
Nikki Kunz
Nona
Nordson
Officer Denny Matheou
Officer Joe Kenealy
Pam & Jim O’Toole
Pam and Jerry Glick (Grandma and Grandpa)
Pam Gibbin in Honor of Austin G
Pam Gibbin in Honor of Braedan G
Pam M Luksenburg
Pappap
Park Family
Parker Roeder
Pat and Gary Baker
Pat and Katie Monroe
Pat and Larry Lopez in Memory of Laura Lopez
Pat and Ron Cramer
Pat Cangelosi-Williams
Pat Jurann
Pat Mandell in Honor of Charlie Vann
Pat Swenson in Honor of Char and Chuck Fowler
Pat Swenson in Honor of Dr. John Letterio
Patricia Gray
Patricia Spoerl
$1–$99 (continued)
Patrick Kozak
Paul & Amanda Coumos in Memory of Mrs. Aileen Fish
Paul & Patty Horbaly in Honor of Garrett Gulden
Paul and Caryl
Paul and Rita Schaffran
Pauline in Memory of Harold Leaf
Pavia, Andy, Lewie and Maddie
Peggy & Marc Hull in Memory of Ian Z Hull
Peggy and Lee Hooper
Peggy Dunn
Perrie O’Tierney-Ginn
Pete Miksa in Memory of Sophie Quayle
Peter Pattakos
Pfizer Foundation
Phil & Mary Spencer
Phil Brett Binnie Eiger in Memory of Keely Brett-Eiger
Phil, Kate & Drew Buckles
Philip Brett Binnie Eiger in Memory of Mary Fay
Philip Chan
Poncho Du...Okay, Fine, It’s The Pais
Pragmatim Consulting Services, Inc. in Honor of Miss
Rebecca Meyer
Pragmatim Consulting Services, Inc. in Memory of Miss
Rebecca Meyer
Priscilla P Igram
Progressive Insurance Foundation
Quilliams Crew
Quinn and Conor Muldoon
Quinn’s Grandpa & Grandma Wright
Quinn’s Proud Parents
Rabbi David Widzer & Karen Loewy, Judah and Elisheva
Rabbi Joshua Caruso
Rabbi Joshua L Caruso
Rachel Calipetro
Rachel in Memory of Aunt Pinky
Rachel Kluesner
Rachel Mears and Family
Rachel Parkes
Ralph Alessi
Ralph Spitlaiti
Ramizi and Cathy Shepherd
Ramsey & Beckett May
Ramune Dorner
Rania and Zack in Memory of Mark a Nerone
Ray Ratcliffe
Rebecca and Niki
Reilly Dean
Remy Bourbeau
Rene Klein in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Renee M Koliser in Memory of Milan Kacar
Renee Richards-Dunn
Revs David & Suzanne Hill
Reyda Family
Rhonda Cline
Rich & Sandi Rysell
Richard N Dawson
Rick & Annie
Rick & Beth Nelson
Rick Sykora
Rick Szucs in Honor of Amber R. Dugan
Robert Dooner
Robert Quartell
Roberta Eskra
Robin McIntosh
Rodney & Falanda Collins in Memory of Mrs. Wendy Shelton
Rodriguez Girls
Roger Liberman
Rooks Family
Rose Edgar
Rosemary and Chuck in Memory of Susan Prendergast
Roxanne Bain
Roxanne Beran
Roy Woda
Ruth Mardell and Family
Ruthie
Thank You
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$1–$99 (continued)
Ryan and Abbie Kerr in Memory of Andy Cianciollo
Ryan C Olds
Ryan Duffett
Rymos
Sadie and Sonny Siegler
Saefkow Family in Honor of Brayden M
Sally Iannone
Sam and Greg Dominick and Friends
Sam Friguglietti
Samantha Carino
Samantha M Albright in Honor of Miss Olivia Alexander
Sam's Proud Family
Samuel Galarza
Samuel J Thomas Phd in Memory of Charlie Waller
Samuel P's Aunt Carrie
Sandra F Burleigh
Sandra Goplin
Sandy and Mike Supler
Sandy B.
Sandygroup - Jayme & Julia Sandy
Sara Elliott
Sara Levin
Sarah G Bell
Sarah Hosa
Sarah Krygowski
Sarah Shoff
Sarah Worley
Satoko Kanahara
Saucisson Ladybutchers
Sawyer & Parker Borland
Schattinger Family
Schen Griest in Memory of Vicki Bass
Schiavone Family
Scott D Slemmons
Scott Francy
Scott Jackson
Scott R Burleigh
Sean & Seamus’ Oma & Opa Howe in Memory of
Becca Meyer
Sean’s Mom & Dad in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Shamrock Hose and Fittings
Shane and Kimberly Bigelow
Shanna Botos
Shannon & Adam Portner
Shannon & Lyman Millard
Shari, Ben & Hattie
Sharon and Greg Letterle in Memory of Mr. Clyde Letterle
Sharon Hannan
Sharon M Shumaker
Sharon Szabo in Memory of Vivian (Binnie) Verchio
Shawn M Mallamad
Shawna and Josh Altman
Shelley Barney
Sherrie Miday
Sherry Morgan in Memory of Dawn C Laake
Sheryl Querry in Memory of Carol Adams
Simone Quartell
Sis. Evelyn and Sis. Diane Mt. Olive Missionary Baptist Church
Skylar and Sienna
Sojourner Lassas
Sonia Robinson's Family in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Sophie Tascone and Family
St. Sebastian Knights - Class of 1990
Stacey and Adam Green
Stacey Rippner
Stan and Nancy Turetsky
Staviscak Family
Stef Pause in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Stefanie Atwater
Stenger Family
Stephanie and Barry Spence
Stephanie Hobson
Stephanie Savelli
Stephanie White
Stephen Ebbitt
$1–$99 (continued)
Stephen, Shana & Emily Langel
Steve
Steve and Kim Williams
Steve Chambers
Steve Glick
Steve Pinard
Stuart
Sue and Bill Weir
Sue and Scott Lafferty
Sue Ann Philippbar in Memory of Colton Sell
Sue Brant in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Sue Lampey
Sue M Mason
Susan E Nekola
Susan Geringer
Susan Hannibal
Susan Jhirad
Susan Neitz
Susanna Niemann
Suzan R Moskowitz
Suzi and Stan Ford
Suzi Thompson
Szentkiralyi Family in Honor of Garrett Gulden
T Dillon
Tammie Moody and Family in Memory of Aunt Jo Baxter
Tammy Battler
Tana Trow
Tanya M Cox
Tara Lee
Tara M Harwood
Tawana Young
Team Gesu
Ted and Valerie Ake
Temma Collins
Tena Crock
Teresa and Ken Mauzy
Teresa Kusner

Teresa R.
Terri & Paul Lindberg
Terry
Thayer-Hansen Family
The Amjad Family
The Andolino Family
The Aunts
The Bains
The Bakers
The Bandy-Zalatoris Family
The Bauer Family
The Belsitos
The Bouskila Family
The Brokaw Family
The Bruns
The Burke Family
The Bushnell Family
The B-Ws
The California Band
The Camp Family
The Carcelli Family
The Carpenter Family
The Cherrstrom Family
The Clay Cafe & Studio
The Cole Family
The Connell Family in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
The Connell's
The Cooks
The Craft Family in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
The Curtis Family
The Daiglers in Memory of James F. Peron
The Dawson-Townsend Family
The Denver Bartels
The Dew Family
The Disanto Family
The Dominic Mazzolini Family
The Drobnick Family
The Edelman Family
The Fabian's
Thank You
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$1–$99 (continued)
The Fisher Family
The Forniti Family
The Frank Family
The Friguglietti Family
The Galin Family in Memory of Alexis Agin
The Gibson Family in Memory of Nathan Tew
The Gigantis
The Goldman Family
The Hallam Family
The Hipp Family
The Jablonowski Family
The Jarm Family
The Jones-Toms Family
The Kalter Family
The Koenig Family
The Kressbach Family
The Krueger Group
The Kuhels
The Landever Family
The Lord Clan
The Lundgrens
The Mcaree Family
The Mccormicks
The Mckechnie Family
The Mcmahon Family
The Mcnallies
The Merugu Family in Memory of Ms. Karen Kroeger
The Moosbruger Family
The Nabti’s
The Newland Family
The Newman Family
The Pinkerton Family
The Rapp Family
The Rosenfelt Family
The Santiagos
The Schuberts
The Schuler Family Go Bulldogs!

The Schwickerath Family
The Scribble
The Semancik Family
The Sherlock Family in Memory of Sue Walicki
The Shorr Family
The Simone Family
The Snelling Family
The Starshak Family
The Steadmans
The Sullivan Family
The Thomas Kids
The Thomas/Sormaz Family
The Tyler Family
The Vecias in Honor of Garrett Gulden
The Vinson Girls
The Walker Family
The Walkers in Honor of Avery Walker
The Welgs Family
The Wendorf Family
The Wilson Family
The Winters Family
Thor, Anna and Jack Johannessen
Tiffany Godfrey
Tiffany Lewis-Hamilton
Tim & Cindy Bornhoefl
Tim and Jen Roth
Todd and Stacie Lindeman
Tom
Tom and Alana Rowley
Tom Hayes in Memory of Mr. Maurice a Hayes
Tonita Ford
Tony & Megan Catanese
Tornado Top
Trace Meek in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Tracey James
Tracey Porter
Tracey Stegh
Traci D Herbruck
Traci H
$1–$99 (continued)
Tracy Faulstich
Trevor Crutchley
Trish Philbin in Memory of Mom and Mary Jo Philbin
Tti-Spenser’s Dad’s Co-Worker
Tugeau Family
Uh Euclid Clinic
Uncle Bob & Aunt Margherita
Uncle Dean & Aunt Sherri
Uncle Jim & Aunt Mary Yenchus
Uncle Jim, Aunt Laura & The Boys
Uncle Joe & Aunt Martha
Uncle John
Uncle Kevin & Aunt Angela
Uncle Mark and Aunt Connie
Uncle Mike and Aunt Gloria
Uncle Nick, Aunt Mo, Maggie and Emily
Uncle Rick & Annie
Uncle Ryan and Aunt Suzy in Memory of Suzy’s Dad
Uncle Stephen
Uncle Steve & Aunt Meg in Memory of Mrs. Vera a Krsacok
Uncle Teaque and Aunt Amy
Uncle Tim
Uncle Tim & Uncle Scott
Uncle Tony
Valerie Markland
Valerie Senko
Vanessa Maier
Vanessa Plant
Verizon Foundation
Vic & Karen Sopko
Vicky Brown
Victoria Baatz Gibbs in Honor of Caden Fulton
Vince and Victor
Vindication Brewing Company
Vinny & Gina Pacheco
Vivian Daigler
Wendy
Wendy Leifer in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Westside Hummers
Whitney Cornuke
Will Cavender
Will, Kate, and Emmy Allen
William and Laurel Rubin
William and Sandra Wood
William J Barmann
William Stebbins
William’s Granny & Grandpa
Wilson Family
Woda Thornton Family in Memory of Mrs. Rebecca Meyer
Wolfe Pack
Woolie Mama
Wyatt and Maya Sklarin
Wyatt and Maya Sklarin in Honor of Austin Gallagher
Wyatt’s Mom and Dad
Wyent Family
Younkin and Koonce Family
Younkin-Koonce Family
Your Friends Down Under!!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount Range</th>
<th>Donors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$2,500–$4,999</td>
<td>Nancy Massey in Memory of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anonymous in Memory of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brooklynjs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elisabeth Gevelber in Memory of Rebecca Alison Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leon Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lisa Green in Memory of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs. Lenore Kessler in Honor of Brenda Davis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,000–$2,499</td>
<td>Anonymous in Memory of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caudal Partners Inc. in Memory of Becca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. David L Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. Taylor Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs. Anne M Smith in Memory of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$500–$999</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anonymous in Memory of Miss Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anonymous in Memory of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aruner in Memory of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baht and Todd Cohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benjamin Scheer in Honor of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bonnie and Steve Spiegel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boris Zbarsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Braedan &amp; Austin in Memory of Becca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brian Kastner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brooke and Eric Rosenblatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caroline Jarrett in Memory of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cathy Meyer in Honor of Miss Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chase Courington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christine Weiss in Honor of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cj Sheppard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Core Yoga in Memory of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dana &amp; Bill Trau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David a Fogel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Debbie &amp; Jeff Rosenthal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deborah Horn in Memory of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diana Schnuth in Memory of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doug Mayo-Wells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. Edward and Mrs. Sharyn Hotchkiss in Honor of Carolyn, Rebecca and Joshua Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drs. Dan and Amy Polster and Family in Memory of Josh Mendelsohn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elaine and Howard Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emese Gaal in Memory of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Erin Levereaux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$250–$499</td>
<td>Aaron and Sarah Worley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anne Meyer Smith in Honor of Rebecca M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cris &amp; Lori Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Donna and Norman Shafran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evan and Charity Perry in Memory of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marci E Eversole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mark Vogel + Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. Michael C Penzner in Memory of Stephen Penzner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs. Patricia a Bosworth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nicolas Barajas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rachyl Perrotta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rich Siegel and Kerri Hicks in Memory of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sarah Berke and Dustin Mitchell in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100–$249</td>
<td>A Touched Reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adam &amp; Gail Reisman in Memory of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aidan Dunion’s Mom &amp; Dad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aly and David Jaffe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andy &amp; Kelly Markowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andyhume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Angela Byron in Memory of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anonymous in Memory of Miss Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anonymous in Memory of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aruner in Memory of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baht and Todd Cohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benjamin Scheer in Honor of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bonnie and Steve Spiegel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Boris Zbarsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Braedan &amp; Austin in Memory of Becca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brian Kastner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brooke and Eric Rosenblatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caroline Jarrett in Memory of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cathy Meyer in Honor of Miss Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chase Courington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christine Weiss in Honor of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cj Sheppard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Core Yoga in Memory of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dana &amp; Bill Trau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David a Fogel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Debbie &amp; Jeff Rosenthal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deborah Horn in Memory of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diana Schnuth in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doug Mayo-Wells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. Edward and Mrs. Sharyn Hotchkiss in Honor of Carolyn, Rebecca and Joshua Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drs. Dan and Amy Polster and Family in Memory of Josh Mendelsohn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elaine and Howard Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emese Gaal in Memory of Rebecca Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Erin Levereaux</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
$100–$249 (continued)
Fairfax PTA
Faye Kaplan
Feinberg/McFarlands
Firth S. and Edith N. Spiegel Philanthropic Fund
Google
H+W Design
Heather Hesketh in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Jamie, Heather and Emaline Boyd
Jennifer and David Grossman
Jill, Dan, Adam & Jessica Bradford
Joel & Patricia Santiago in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
John L Whiting in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Julia Reynolsa
Julie & Peter Raskind
Julie and Jay Mokotoff in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Karen Mcgrane in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Kate Kiefer Lee and Andrew Lee in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Laura Slivka in Memory of Allen J Slivka
Lisa Chynoweth in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Louis Bennett in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Lynn Jacobs
Lynne & Phil Cohen & Family
Marcel C Duhamel
Marcia W Levine
Marge and Lee Koosed
Matt Robin in Honor of Rebecca a Meyer
Michelle Frame From Fiber & Twine
Microsoft
Mother of Rabbi Joshua Caruso in Memory of Rabbi Aaron J Weiss
Mr. Aaron Berkowitz in Honor of Rebecca a Meyer
Mr. and Mrs. James Aronoff
Mr. Arthur Meyer in Honor of Miss Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Chris Casciano in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Mr. Cole Caruso
Mr. Doug Hanke in Memory of Miss Rebecca a Meyer
Mr. Eric Steiner
Mr. Ian Crowther
Mr. Jacob S Rossi in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mr. James a Nauer
Mr. James a Samuels in Memory of Superman Sam
Mr. Jeremy S Lew
Mr. John F Croston lli in Memory of Jeanne R Croston
Mr. John F Croston lli in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Mr. John P Ellis
Mr. Josh Williams in Memory of Miss Rebecca a Meyer
Mr. Michael C Penzner in Memory of Stephen Penzner
Mr. Michael E Ryan in Memory of Miss Rebecca a Meyer
Mr. Michael L Lo Sauro in Memory of Miss Rebecca a Meyer
Mr. Niklas Lindroos in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Paul C Betts in Memory of Miss Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Paul D Waite in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Ptah Dunbar
Mr. Richard Cookson
Mr. Rudolph J Heuser in Honor of Rebecca a Meyer
Mr. Simon R Jones
Mr. Stephen Hindle in Memory of Ms. Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Thomas Hochstein in Memory of Rebecca Alison Meyer
Mr. Trevor Davis
Mrs. Alejandra Obregon in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mrs. Alyse M Muttillo
Mrs. Amy W Garnitz
Mrs. Cindy S Li
Ms. Gannon J Ward
Ms. Jessica D Spengler in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Ms. Marlene W Naft
Ms. Nancy M Giunta in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Ms. Sarah Graham in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Ms. Tracey Birch in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Neil and Wendy Jacobson in Honor of Superman Sam
Norm and Pat Singer
Paul Katz & Lisa Arnson
Paul Sobel and Leah Ratner in Honor of Joshua Caruso
$100–$249 (continued)
Petra Gregorová in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Rabbi Allison Vann
Rabbi Joshua Caruso
Rabbi Joshua Caruso of Anshe Chesed Fairmount Temple
Reuben Antman
Richard Wagenknecht
Rochelle Tucker
Scfs Inc.
Scott E Hunzinger
Shani and Scott Spiegel
Sheri and David Gross in Honor of Becca Meyer
Spike Grobstein
Terri and Archie Berk
The Berglund Family in Memory of Becca and Your Whole Family
The Bradbourne Family in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
The Erak Family in Memory of Miss Rebecca a Meyer
The Feather/Murray Family in Memory of Ms. Rebecca Meyer
The Insler Family
The Kikel Family
The Listwon Family
The Nalitt Family
The Outfit, Inc in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
The Zawadzki Family
Tobia and Arnon Ziklik in Honor of Carolyn and Rebecca M
Toby & Jim
Todd and Stacey Behrens
Tracie and Jerry D’Antonio
Tripadvisor
Troy Howard
Tyler Rooney
Vitamin T in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Vivian and David Singer
Yahoo!

$1–$99
@Myrridin
@Silksterweb
A Father of 2 Girls.
Abbie & Steve Sender
Adam Spelbring in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Albert & Ange Nacson in Honor of Hattie Nichols
Aleah Rothstein and Family in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Alix Wall in Memory of Superman Sam
Allison Peterson
Amber Leigh Turner
Amy Einhorn
Amy F Nadler
Amy Rae
Amy Rosenbluth
Amy, Douglas, Ilana, and Aaron Miller
Andrea Rivera in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Andrew Berger
Ann Neumüller in Honor of Rebecca M.
Anna Beck
Anna Debenham
Anna P
Anne Kantor Kellett
Anonymous
Anonymous in Honor of Areiella Procner
Anonymous in Honor of Emma Litwak
Anonymous in Honor of Mrs. Carol Harris
Anonymous in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Anonymous in Honor of Rebecca Rebecca Meyer
Anonymous in Memory of Ben Somerslot
Anonymous in Memory of Miss Rebecca Meyer
Anonymous in Memory of Ms. Rebecca a Meyer
Anonymous in Memory of Ms. Rebecca Meyer
Anonymous in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Anonymous in Memory of Rebecca Alison Meyer
Anonymous in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Anonymous in Memory of Rebecca Meyers
Anonymous in Memory of Rita Walker
$1–$99 (continued)
Arika Dublo and Family in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Arnistine Orthodontics, Inc.
Audrey Klein in Memory of Superman Sam and in Honor of Rabbi Joshua Caruso
Barbara Herschman in Honor of Rabbi Joshua Caruso
Barbara Krasnoff in Memory of Rebecca Alison Meyer
Barbara, Jessica, Kim & Lauren Smith
Ben Lowery
Ben Samuels-Kalow
Beth Pollack
Betsy Garfield in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Betsy Stimpert in Honor of The Lighthouse Children
Bill Birchenough & Stacey Stingley in Honor of Rebecca M.
Blair Christopher
Bloom Family
Bob Mcdonald in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Bonnie Frankel
Bonnie J Gordon
Brian and Jenny Kabb in Memory of Mr. Gerald Gaye
Brian, Eliana, and Elon Bortz in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Brooke a Tierney-West in Memory of Miss Rebecca Meyer
Bunny42 in Memory of Mr. Jack Sherman
Butchy Udelson in Memory of Superman Sam
Carolyn M Meyer in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Caruso Family in Honor of Superman Sam and Becca Meyer
Central Synagogue Rabbi Salth’s Discretionary Fund in Honor of Carolyn M.
Charles Schwab Foundation
Chloe Weil in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Chris & Christina Shiflett in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Chris Lawson
Christina Olivas
Claire and Mort Biel in Honor of Josh Caruso
Clay Hinson
Cora Young
Craig Saila in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Dan and Rivky Weiss in Honor of Superman Sam!!

Dan Manchester
Dan, Sarah, Harry and Everett Holden-Brown in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Daniel Miller in Memory of Miss Rebecca a Meyer
Darcy and Randy Alter
David & Lindsay Silverstein & Family
David and Candice Malensek in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
David and Helen Rivelis
David Lubinski
David Rynes, Roxboro Elementary 2Nd Grader
Deborah Weiss
Debra Singer in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Didi & Papa Nichols (Sponsoring Hattie Nichols) in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Dori & Aly Kaplansky
Dr. Cole Henley in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Dr. Gwen C Brown
Dr. Laura C Block
Dylan Kay in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Eamonn M Connell in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Edward Reichek
Elaina Natario
Elayne and Ron Kluchin
Eleanor Beard in Honor of Hattie Nacson
Elizabeth Krantz
Elizabeth Sherowski
Ella D Herr in Memory of Becca Meyer
Ellen and Jeffrey Leavitt
Emma Lynn Pascover
Energizer
Enguerrand and Elodie in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Eric Gordon in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Eric, Marcy, Robyn, Lindsay, David Silver
Erica Gold
Fairmount Temple Second Graders
Ferran Selles
Follower of @Meyerweb - #663399Becca in Memory of Miss Rebecca a Meyer
Foltzwerk
$1–$99 (continued)
Francis Storr
Friends of Leslie Klieger in Honor of Superman Sam
Fun Jenn and Fun Andy
Gayle & Alan Hochheiser
Ge Foundation
Genevieve & Jim
George Cohn
Geri D Weitzman Phd in Honor of In Honor of Rebecca, Carolyn, and Joshua Meyer
Germain, Lindsey, & Marie Louise
Grace Salata in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Grainger
Grammy (Hattie Nichols) in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Greg and Stephanie Rewis in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Hattie Nichols’ Cousins
Heidi and Loren Chylla
Heidi Modarelli-Frank
Holly Mcguinness in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Holly, David, and Nathan Green
In Memory of Louise Massey
Iris and Harvey Greene
Iris Edelman in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Jacques and Lorraine Nacson in Honor of Ms. Hattie Nichols
James Murray
Jamie, Hannah & Ben Light
Jane Mayers in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Janet and Larry Sills in Honor of Past and Current Child Cancer Patients
Janet Furlow
Jason Crane
Jason Ferrell
Jason Garber
Jason L Gohlke
Jeanne Epstein
Jeff, Jennifer, and Arlo Robbins
Jeffrey and Kimberly Soppel
Jenny Neill in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Jeremy and Melissa Bilsky
Jerome, Carol and Melanie in memory of Rebecca Alison Meyer and Mr. Stephen Fradkin
Jessie Bruder
Joann and Steve Silkes
Joanna Bennett in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Jocelyn Perkins in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Joe in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Joel & Patricia in Memory of Angelica Cecilia M Santiago
Joey Laidman
John Attebury
Jon Schafer
Joshua Canfield in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Joshua Klein
Joy Friedman
Julie A. Moss
Julie and Steve Manning and Family
Julie Moss in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Kaitlin M Diemer
Karen and Ira Levinsky
Karen Brooker and Family
Karen L Bachmann in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Kassandra
Kathryn a Mccurdy in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Kayla B Earwood in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Keith Gray
Keri R Maijala
Kevin Lamping
Kim Levine & Family in Memory of Steven Fradkin
Kimberly Blessing
Kitti Fisher-Borgatti
Lacey Neagle
Laura Munson
Laurie Wilde Spielman
Lesley J Ashmore
Lima Bean in Memory of Rebecca Alison Meyer
Lisa and Josh Mayers
Lisa R Moriyama-Vaknin in Honor of Pat Rauck
Thank You
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Lisa Seinberg in Memory of Malcom McFadden
Louise M
Lydia Katsamberis in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Lynne W
M. Figueroa
Mara Bernales in Honor of Scarlett Collins
Maria Giannattasio
Maria Havenhill
Marilyn & Jeff Bilsky
Marilyn & Jeffrey Bilsky in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mark Llobrera
Mark Pappalardo
Marlene Goldheimer
Marsha and Jim Spitz in Memory of Rabbi Josh Caruso
Mary and Norm Keane in Honor of Rabbi Josh Caruso
Mary Hill in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Matthew and Vanessa Smith in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Maya Thornton and Madelyn Woda
Meg Blanchette in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Melissa Hogan in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Melissa Pantel-Ku
Meryl and Uri Feinberg
Michael and Carla Wolf
Michael, Darlene, and Matthew Reed in Memory of Ms. Becca Meyer
Michele
Michelle Leonette in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mindy and Martin Davidson in Memory of Sam Sommer
Mindy Tashlik
Miss Amanda Greenwald
Miss Camryn a Koonce in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Miss Elaina R Gregg in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Miss Holly White in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Miss Janice J Pang
Miss Léonie Watson
Miss Mariella Miranda in Memory of Miss Rebecca Meyer
Mo Caro & Family
Morah Levine in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Morah Levine in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mr. & Mrs. Dan Schneider in Memory of Sam Sommer
Mr. Aaron D Coleman
Mr. Al & Lynn Glickson in Memory of Sandy & Judy Glickson & Ralph & Hannah Dannley
Mr. Amitai Schair
Mr. Andrew Green in Memory of Ms. Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Ben Fulton
Mr. Ben Potter
Mr. Benjamin Hollway in Memory of Miss Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Brent J Nordquist
Mr. Brian Paulson
Mr. Chris Colegate
Mr. Chris D Harrison in Memory of Miss Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Chris J Holet in Memory of Miss Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Chris J Kaminski in Memory of Becca Meyer
Mr. Chris Maloney
Mr. Chris Wiegman in Memory of Miss Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Christopher Garcia
Mr. Cliff Huizenga
Mr. Curt B Kotula
Mr. Daniel Gilbert
Mr. Daniel J Banks in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Daniel M Serrato
Mr. David a Tyler
Mr. David I Lowe
Mr. Derek R Houck
Mr. Douglas P Gracie in Memory of Ms. Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Duane a Sibley II in Memory of Miss Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Dudley Storey
Mr. Eduardo Shiota Yasuda
Mr. Edward a Weintraub in Honor of Rabbi Joshua M Caruso
Mr. Eric D Fields
Mr. Frank Haddad
Mr. Garrett H Dimon
Mr. Gary J Salzinger
$1–$99 (continued)
Mr. Gerald J Wilson Jr.
Mr. Henry Jalonen
Mr. Ian Lloyd
Mr. Ian O’Brien in Honor of Ms. Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Jared Spool
Mr. Jeremia B Kimelman
Mr. Joel D Birch
Mr. John P Betley in Memory of Mrs. Louise Poppiti
Mr. Jon P Long in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Jonathan Bloy in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Jonathon Colman
Mr. Joseph Szymborski in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Josh a Walsh in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Mr. Kalman S Toth in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Kenan Malak
Mr. Larry E Tomlinson Jr.
Mr. Lorenz Seeger in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Mark G Davis
Mr. Martin Radvak
Mr. Mason G Wendell in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Mr. Matt Gibson
Mr. Matt Pusateri in Memory of Miss Rebecca a Meyer
Mr. Matt Smith
Mr. Matthew T Marco
Mr. Michael C Bowman in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Michele Giacobazzi
Mr. Mike Hawkins
Mr. Paul F Levin
Mr. Paul Grave
Mr. Paul R Lloyd
Mr. Peter Coles in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Peter Wilson in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Mr. Richard R Robinson in Memory of Mrs. Rosemary Robinson
Mr. Russell R Skaggs in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Mr. Shane Hudson in Memory of Miss Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Shawn M Hooper
Mr. Sikander Iqbal
Mr. Sonia & Ivan Goldfarb in Honor of Rabbi Joshua Caruso
Mr. Stefan Spittank
Mr. Steven Champeon in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mr. Stewart Murrie
Mr. Stijn De Lathouwer
Mr. Thaddeus J Quintin
Mr. Thomas Redstone in Memory of Miss Rebecca a Meyer
Mr. Yue Tian in Memory of Rebecca a Mayer
Mrs. Angela Robinson
Mrs. Anne Gibson
Mrs. Betsy Neylon
Mrs. Christina J Roberts in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mrs. Cynthia Skall
Mrs. Gloria Ulmer
Mrs. Irit Elboher in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Mrs. Jeannette Gavlak
Mrs. Jill Davidson in Memory of Sam Sommer
Mrs. Jill Savin
Mrs. Jodi Marton in Memory of Mrs. Eleanor Z Flate
Mrs. Julie R Hirsh
Mrs. Laura Fargo
Mrs. Peggy G Behrens in Memory of Marjorie Lux
Mrs. Rina Cohen Schwarz
Mrs. Susan Bosworth
Mrs. Teresa Hurley
Mrs. Wendy Lalone
Ms. Aki Braun in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Ms. Anna Robertson
Ms. Annette G Lusher in Honor of Rabbi Joshua Caruso
Ms. Bethany J Meyer
Ms. Bonnie J Gordon
Ms. Carrie Nilles
Ms. Catrina Ahlbach in Memory of Michael Ahlbach
Ms. Christy Collins
Ms. Deborah B Rossman
Ms. Dena Gordon in Honor of Ms. Rebecca Meyer
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Ms. Ellen F Barrett
Ms. Gini Judd in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Ms. Holly K Moyerenko
Ms. Jessica Masarin in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Ms. Jill T Wieder
Ms. Karen a Wyle in Memory of Rebecca a Meyer
Ms. Katherine S Smith in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Ms. Leah R White
Ms. Lee C Shapiro in Memory of Sammy Sommer
Ms. Linda H Chlanda
Ms. Lisa a Feinberg
Ms. Lisa L Royalty in Memory of Miss Rebecca a Meyer
Ms. Louise Yunck
Ms. Lydia Mann in Honor of Ms. Carolyn M You Rock!
Ms. Lynn a Tramonte in Honor of Ms. Mary J Tramonte
Ms. Lynne Schneider
Ms. Margaret Hanley in Memory of Miss Rebecca Meyer
Ms. Marjorie Preston in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Ms. Marsha L Blond
Ms. Melanie Ferstman in Honor of Rebecca, Carolyn, and Joshua Meyer
Ms. Melissa a Yasinow in Honor of Samuel Sommer
Ms. Mo E Caro in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Ms. Nguyet M Vuong in Memory of Rebecca Meyers
Ms. Shanda Bhasker
Ms. Stephanie Hobson
Ms. Tori Hitchiner
Nachama Skolnik Moskovitz
Nancy and Jordan Katz
Nancy E Craft in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Nancy E Craft in Honor of Ruth Mcfarland
Nate Boateng & Jenna Azar in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Neil & Isabel Parks
Nicole a Brathwaite
Nicole and Max Fenton
Nikki P
Nishant & Kalpita Kothary in Memory of Miss Rebecca Meyer
Noah Braun
Pam and Marc Borstein & Family in Memory of Mrs. Merle N Benjamin
Pam Deutsch in Honor of Rebecca and The Wonderful Efforts of Her Sister Carolyn
Pat Mcguire in Memory of Becca Meyer
Pat Myers and Mark Holt
Patrick D Taylor
Paul Roub
Penny and Marty Katz in Memory of Phyllis Kabat
Peter Rushforth in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Peter Wooley
Pixeldiva
Priscilla/Scott Dann
Rabbi Andy & Martha Vogel & Hausman
Rabbi Jill L Maderer
Rabbi Mark Kaiserman in Memory of Sam “Superman” Sommer
Rabbi Robert Nosanchuk in Memory of Sam Sommer
Rabbis Tracy Nathan and Scott Slarskey
Rachel in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Regina Whitmer
Reinhardt Kids
Rene Klein in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Rick & Myra Stone in Honor of Becca Meyer: Rabbis Shave For The Brave
Rio Haywood in Memory of Rebecca Alizon Meyer
Rip Becca, Stay Strong Eric & Family in Memory of Becca Meyer
Rita Cerne Speidel in Honor of Hattie Nichols’ Cartwheels!
Rob Nosanchuk and Joanie Berger in Memory of Sam Sommer
Roger Pence in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Ronna/Joel Fox and Family in Memory of Sam Sommer
Roxboro Elementary in Honor of Rebecca a Meyer
Ruth Devereaux in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Ruth Wertheimer
Ryan Hayes
S Colville
$1–$99 (continued)
Saba and Savta
Sally and Barry Pollock
Sam Bell
Sara Cowles in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Sara Hoffman in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Scott & Brenda Kim
Scott and Amy Bilsy
Scott Gruber in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Scott/Priscilla Dann
Sghidek
Shani, Scott, Sam, & Jack Spiegle
Shari & Ben Nacson-Nichols (Hattie) in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Sharon and David Galin
Sharon Lancaster
Shaun Rashid in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Shaw Family
Sheldon Gisser in Honor of Rabbi Joshua Caruso
Shelly Moriyama in Memory of Pat Rauck
Sherri Alexander in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
Simon Willison and Natalie Downe
Staci & Leland Vincent & Family in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Stef & Brett Mirman
Stef Pause
Stephanie Acre
Steve Borstein
Stevev
Suburban Temple - Kol Ami in Memory of Mrs. Erika Gold
Sue and Tim Nichols (Sponsoring Hattie Nichols) in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
Susan & Robert Wyman
Susan and Mark Ringel
Susan Grody Ruben
Susan T Shapiro in Honor of Rabbi Joshua L Caruso
Susie Lenahan
T. Bubs

Tania J Younkin
Teresa Bailey From Aea in Memory of Mrs. Antoinette Meile
Terrand, Yael & Lekan Bashua in Honor of Mrs. Morenikeji a Bashua
Tess & Alice Turco
The Ackerman Family in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
The Ackerman Family in Memory of Becca Meyer
The Appleton and Resnik Family
The Brandon Merritt Family
The Bromberg Family
The Carno Harf Family
The Creed Family
The Family of Eliana & Ari Moss in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
The Howe Family
The Kramer Family
The Ku/Pantel-Ku Family in Honor of Team Becca
The Lacks Family
The Lawvers
The Letterle Family
The Levine Family in Honor of Carolyn Meyer
The Levine Family in Memory of Carey, Bill & Harlan
The Lifford Family, Austin, Tx
The Macneills With Hattie Nichols in Memory of Becca Meyer
The Mardersteins
The Shagrin Family in Memory of Michael Shagrin
The Shakno Family
The Sharon Henderson Family
The Sinoway-Kelly Family
The Stern Family in Honor of All of The Children Fighting Cancer
The Sudnow Family (Friend’s of Wendy Kurtz)
The Vincent Family in Honor of Rebecca Meyer
The Zelin Family
Thomas Deater
Todd and Lisa Rosenthal
Tom Streeter in Memory of Rebecca Meyer
$1–$99 (continued)
Tracey Lind
Trey Pierce
Vincent Giannattasio
Virginia R. Klaus in Memory of Superman Sam
Wendi M Shapera
Wendy Leatherberry & Carl Horowitz
Willoughby United Methodist Church SS
Yourcause, LLC Trustee For Aol, Inc.
Zhanna Shamis in Memory of Rebecca Meyer